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WEATHER INDICATIONS.

Pure Thread Knitting
I
Silk.

Washington, Nov. 26.The indications for New England to-day are
fair weather dnring the day followed by threatening Weather and rain daring the night; slight
ly warmer east to south winds with lower bar-

4

MILLS. Rockville, Conn., Northampton, Mass
Montreal.Canada.
OFFICES. New York, Philadelphia, Chicago,
Cincinnati, St. Lonis. San Francisco. ADAMS &
CURTIS. Agents., 105 Summer-St., Boston.
Goons for salehy the trade.
oetlSd3m

ometers.

Cautionary signals

INSURANCE.”

U. S. Signal

31 Exchange Street.
EltTABMSHED IN 1843.
Reliable Insurance in first-class American and
Foreign Co’s at Lowest Rates. Losses promptly adjusted and prompt attention given to business.
TELEPHONE 701.

Winds shifting to westerly in the Lake region
Monday afternoon or evening.

snly

W, W.

Ibrs. dryren,
NO.

Eistport.
Office, Portland, Me., )
from Macon to

November 25th, 1883,
>
8.10 A. M.
1
Cautionary signals are displayed for a severe
Btorm oentral in tbe Upper Mississippi valley,
moving eastward, and which will reach tbe
Atlantic coast on Monday.
Severe* northeast
:o southeast gales are indicated for
the Atlan>io coast north of Wilmington daring Monday.

W. D. LITTLE £ CO.,

sepl8

Observer.
The special bulletin says: A severe disI
turbance advancing "eastward from the Upper

465

CONGRESS STREET,
lorinn^ipi 101ICY,VtUOIiij; BUUSUPtttiru/ f^airn Li
a complete line of.
the Lake region and brisk northwesterly winds
Bidding Bros. X Co. Superior 1 and much colder, clearing weather in the
Northwest. Rain has prevailed in the SouthKnitting; Silk,
srn States, Upper Lake region and the
NorthWarranted made from pure thread silk. It is the
west, and lair weatbertsontinues in New Engonly pur© thread Knitting Silk in the market,
19
Lower
Lake
oct
8n2m
and,
region and Northern portions
,'f the Middle States.
Colder northeast winds
tre reported
from districts on the Atlantic
CITY ADTEBTI8EMENT8.
ioast; slightly warnn-r sou herly winds from
.he Lake region, Ohio and Lower Mississippi
.City of Portland.
ralleys.
The temperature has fallen from 10 to 20 deProposal© for Granite Paving Blocks.
>reeB in the Northwest, and it is from 10 to 15
PROPOSALS will be received by the
legrets below zero in the Northern portions of
undersigned until Friday, Nov. 30, at i2o’clock
Minnesota, Dakota and Montana.
noon, for furnishing the City of Portland, with I
A cold wave has appeared in the Northwest,
eight thousand square yards of granite paving
md the indications are that it will extend
blucks of the following dimensions: Length, 8 to 12
{ iver districts
on
the Atlantic coast during
width
3% to 4y% inches; depth'TtoO
inohfes;
inches. Said blocks to be delivered during the
Ou-sday, preceded by threatening weather end
winter or early spring, either by water conveyance
3 ain in New England and the Middle States,
or
by the cars of any railroad which may be named j iluch colder and clearing weather is indicated
by the committee on streets.
j or he Lake region, Ohio and Mississippi
The right is reserved to reject any or all bids.
} alleys and the Gulf States on
Tuesday.
Proposals to be addressed to, and any further in-

SEALED

formation may be obtained from
EDWARD B. WINSLOW,
Chairman Committee on Streets, Sidewalks and !
P.
O.
Box
1538.
Bridges.
100o.

novewuer

MAINE.

novzoaia

REMOVAL.

;

PETER E. DEEHM I

Hlore Suita Against the Shaw Bros.
Bangor, Nov. 24.—A petition was filed tolay for a warrant of attachment aod injuncion against the assets of F. Shaw <fc Bros., at
>Tanceboro. The petition is signed by the St.
Itephen’s Bank of St. 8tephen, N. B., and
lurchie & Sous of Calais.
Thaxter Shaw of
he firm resides here.

Boston, Nov. 24.—A hearing was had before
udge Holmes of the Supreme Court to-day on
n application made
by Mr. J. B. Moors that
: Perdinand A. Wyman, the assignee of Shaw

Announces to his friends and the
that he has removed front No. 437 Commercial
Street, near the corner of Park
Street, to the handsome and commodious store

public generally,

j 3ros., he required to furnish information as to
lot of hides standiug in the name of Mr.
j doors as collateral for $100,000 loaned by him

Mo. 441 Congress St., i

the firm. It appeared from the evidence of
Ir. Wyman that the larger part of the hides
rere still In the vats at the several tanneries
0

perated by the firm and were not yet in a
ondition to render them merchantable. Mr.
Where he will be
Vymau further testified that he kept a
to meet
his old customers ana many new E Bparato account of the hides sold for Mr.
ones.
,-i loors and had rendered statements of all that
We
attention 1 ad been sold. The matter was finally droped upon Mr. Wyman’s consenting to furnish
to the wants of the
to se- !
rithln ten days a schedule as desired by Mr.
cure a share of
toors, giving in detail the present condition
aud
0 1 the hides, &c.
IN THE IARBIIGTON BLOCK,

j

happy

hope by diligent
public
patronage.
Careful, competent
experienced Clerks attend the prescrip-

*

j

Albany.
Norway, Nov. 24.—The dwelling of Walter
J iishee in Albany was
burned
yesterday,
Loss $500; inlause a defective chimney.
ured for $350 in the Insurance Association.
Fire in

department.

tion

FANCYGOODS

\

PERFUMERY, and
GOOD CIGARS

Wanted to Die.

Bangor, Nov. 24.—A decided sensation took
lace here tc-day about 1.30 o’clock at No. 1

TO SUIT VARIOUS TASTES.

A full line of the Preparations 1 •leasant street. It seems that Mr. Seldeu
of Messrs. W. H. Scbietfelin & Co., ; 3 Irown had become infatuated with a young
of New York, and Messrs. Parke, ] ady who h)d enraptured him and got the most
Davis & Co., of Chicago, will be i ( f his money from him. For some reason he
kept for use in prescriptions and ( oncluded that she. had forsaken him. Tofor general sale. Also a complete < ny Brown drank a large quantity of liquor,
stock of the Pharmaceutical Co. i > nd went to his chamber, where ho fired a
He then fired
« hot wliich did not take effect.
goods kept on hand.
AGENT FOB

THE

|

CELEBBATEE

Norwegian Congb Remedy.
~

*

dtf

novia

second shot, which also missed. He then
of doors, and shot himself fatally
hrougli the back ot the bead, lie was Uo| erminod to take bis liie, and threatened to
I boot a woman who attempted to interfere and
1 ake the revolver.
He was 35 years of age, unwas employed *by the Bangor
] narried, and

;

rent out

foundry and Machine Company.
Augusta, Nov. 25.—MrV. Samuel Soow aged
iO committed suicide in Manchester this mornng by catting her throat with a razor. It is
fought she was temporarily insane.

ATLANTIC

A

Mutual Insurance Co.
OP NEW YORK

AGAINST

INSURE

MARINE

Wonderful Lumber Week.

Bangor, Nov. 24.—This has been a wonderul w»ek for lnmber shipments. Six million
eet of boaids were shipped. The departure of
ressels was fifty-nine. A great deal of lumber
The ice has all left the river,
s still on hand.
md the prospect is that the port will keep
>pen some time yet.

RISKS ONLY.
Company will take riak* at their offloe, New
York, on vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding as
soon as water-borne.
This

*1882..:.$4,412,693

Premiums
1st

on

68

Policies not marked off

1,616,844 86

January, 1882.t--

Total Marine Premium*.

$6,929,638

43

$13,17075.0 2
Six Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb.«, 1883.
Dividend to Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 1882,

40 PER CENT.
Paid in Thirty
After roof.

The first ocean merchant steamer ever loaded at Bangor, iB now in dock at that city,
oadiDg for Glasgow with spool-timber for T.
J. Stewart & Co. She attracts a good deal of
Mention.
GUILFORD.

ASSETS,

Losses

BATH.
The Universalist Society of Bath have exended a call to Rev. Mr. Green of Washingon, Vt., to become their pastor.
I1ANGOR.

Premiums on Marine Risks from 1st
January 1882, to 31et December,

Days

J. D. JONES.President,

DENNIS, Vies President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vioe President.
J, H. Chapman, Secretary.
CHARLES

On Friday night the wife of Hastings Brown
in Guilford was takan ill, and her husband
harnessed his team and started for Stillman
Whitney's some distance away, to procure the
The night was pitch
services of his wife.
lark, aDd on returning borne with Mrs. Whitney, Brown’s horse became frightened near a
small bridge, and commenced backing. The
woman becoming frightened, jumped from the
unable to manage his
Brown was
wagon.
horse, which backed completely over the
bridge and landed in the brook, a distance of
3 or 10 feet. Mr. Whitney, who was of coarse
Frightened, thought of returning home to protore assistance, bat she changed her mind and
went back to find out what had become of
Brown, as she heard no noise. On reaching
he brook she fonnd the wagon upside down
ind Brown lying in the water underneath it.
rhough a frail woman, she by main force
lifted the wagon off and held it until the halfA few minntes more
lead man crawled out.
would have decided the fate of Brown, withSuch an act of heroism on the
out a doubt.
part of a woman is rare. Brown is recovering
from the accident.
nin.au.

POUTLAND: 9EXCHANGE ST.

J. W.

MUNGER,

CORRESPONDENT

Within a year 30 persona have died in Hiram, a number greater than in any previous
year. It is. also a remarkable tact that their
average age was 67 years.

■

HOULTON.

oodly

Wurnm,
8 ELIH STREET.

Rev. William Haines, late pastor at Amherst
and Aurora, accepts a call to the Congregation church at Houlton.
The Aroostook Times hears from a reliable
source that a Western firm intends to erect a
It is to
ihoe factory in Honlton next season.
tie 196x98 ieet and four stories in height.About
200 operatives will be employed.
LEWISTON.

jneusmgiuu

iiiaieuais

of all kinds constantly

NEEDLE,,Stamping

on

hand.

„
and De-

signing.

WORK,
I

Embroidery.
nevl2

umm e
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niLLUERt'

For the next ten days I will offer Felt
Hats aud Hounets in the latest shapes
and most desirable shades at a great redaction from former prices.
A. A. 8MAST, 568 Congress 8t.
corky

The fall term of Bates College closed Friday.
W. J. Brown, of Bates, class of ’81, has.been
Blected principal of the high Bchool at Little
Falls, Minn and entered upon his duties the
12th inst. He has 235 pupils and three assistants.
LIMERICK.

evangelists, Messrs. Jones and Allen,
sent out by Mr. C. M. Bailey of Wintbrop, began Monday night, a series of gospel meetings.
They come from Buxton, where remarkable
has attended their labors.
Union
success
meetings will he held alternately at the several
with
the Free Baptist,
churches, beginning
says the Biddeford Journal.
Mr.
Samuel Sherman of
•Saturday morning
Newcastle was found dead in asmall open boat
on the Sheepscot river near the
fall, says the
Lincoln County News. He had been missing
He was
two days, and probably died in a fit.
45 years of age.
Rev. Charles S. Crane, who once supplied
the church in South Paris and Hampden, and
removed last year to Newark, N. J., has accepted a (call to the Second Congregational
The

instructions Given

The new hotel containing 52 rooms,
built by Mr. Phil Porter at the beach, is

ing completion.
Diphtheria and scarlet fever
be

being
near-

reported

are

prevalent.

to

PEJIAQUID.
snow fell in this vicinity
the
late
during'
storm, making very good
sleighing for several days.

Eleven inches of

SEARSPORT.

The Baptist church in Searsport, the property of Amos H. Ellis, was sold by C. O. Crary,
auctioneer, Saturday, Nov. 17tb, for ?G80.
Capt. J. C. Nichols wag the purchaser. The
house was built in 1852 by the Baptist society
then flourishing there and occupied by them
until I860, when most of the society having
become scattered, the bouse was closed. Mr.
Ellis, who furnished a largo past of the funds
for the pnrohase of the ground and erection
of the bouse, levied on the property iu 1877
and took possession. Since then it has keen
rented to the Advents for occasional

meetings.

coast

X

church, Newcastle

X
\

A four-year-old daughter of Nathaniel Horn
o; Skowbegau, fell backwards into a pail of
scalding water, Sunday, and was scalded to
death.
*

warrbh.

The Congregational church is to have a new
organ, to cost $1,200.
WATERVILLK.

Tho water power of the Kennebec, at Wato drive 400,000 spindles.

terville, is sufficient

A SON-IN-LAW’S REVENGE.

The Kittery Mystery Fully Cleared
Up.
Oscnr I!. Rleney tonfeucs lie Shot Barrows—Mrs. BarraWs Arrested as aa Accessory to the Crime—The Harder Deliberately Plauaed and Carried Oat.

therefore, easily slip into this store and boy
the weapon with which he committed the
deed, without fear of detection. With the
revolver he obtained a single cartridge.
That night, on his return to Portsmouth, he

entered Wendell's store, where he purchased
six more cartridges, making seven in all. On
the afternoon of the murder, while going
from Portsmouth to his home, he met his
father-in-law upon the bridge. Mr. Barrows
was at the time
on
his way from Kittery to
Portsmouth. He did not recognize his son-inand
this
cut
law,
young Blaney deeply, who is
of a very sensitive disposition. This proved
fatal to Barrows. Blaney went home, did the
chi res about the house, and then, taking his
revolver, he inserted five cartridges in the
chambers, placed it in his pocket, aud started
to walk leisurely to the house of his intended
victim. On his way he discharged one barrel
to
see
if
the
revolver
was In working order. He got to the house about
8.25 o’clock and took his position nnder the
shed, which adjoins the barn. This shed is
simply roofed in and is supported by several
strong posts. Crouching in the farther corner
he waited patiently for Barrows’ appearance.
He was not kept waiting long. Barrows came
out of the house in about ten minutes and
started toward the barn to feed his stock. In
one baud he carried a lantarn.
When within
a dozen feet of where Blaney lay concealed,
the latter opened fire upon him. Barrows
dropped the lautern to the ground, the light
going out, and Blaney, now thoroughly frightened, dropped the revolver, rushed around the
rear of the barn and took the road for home.
Mrs. Barrows, hearing the report of the
pi-.tol, ran to her bedroom window, and in a
few moments saw her husband crawling toward the house as if he was seriously injured.
She immediately grasped her hat and shawl,
passed into the front hail and out the front
door. Once outside she soon gained the road,
and then harried along the country road in
the direction of her son-Tn-Iaw’s residence.
On arriving at Blaney’s house she rushed
in, exclaiming excitedly, “Thomas has shot
himself; I want you to come to the house at
AAAA

xmaaaw

;-A„,

A,»

hi-

During tbe progress of tbe examination it

and went to the Btable. where he harnessed bis
horse, and the pair started in the carriage tor
Barrows’ boose.
On the way thither Sfra,
Barrows said: “He is not dead; I am afraid if
he rets well he’ll make trouble.” When they
reached the house Oscar hastened to tbe shed
and groped about in tbe grass until be found
his revolver.
Taking the two remaining
cartridge# which be had purchased, he relo»djri two chambers of ihe revolver. Then going
around to the front of the honse he entered
the front door and passed into the oedroom,
where he found his father-in-law silting on
the edge of the bed, and groaning asifin
great pain. On perceiviug his aou-in-law, the
injured man exclaimed, “Oscar, I bffve got to
go soon, I think.”
“Yes,” said “Blaney, in a
firm voice. “Yonr time has come now,” and
his
revolver
he tirqd. The shot took
drawing
effect in the hip, completely shattering the
bones and making a most ghastly wonnd. The
injured man gave a deep gr> an and raised his
arm to bis h»ad as if
he would shield his face.
At this point Blaney fired the second shot,
which, cutting the Ileshy part of the forearm
buried itself in the brain of the defenceless
victim.
Without a gasp, and without a single sigh,
Barrows fell‘back on the bed a corpSe. After
firing the second shot, Blaney coolly walked
ont of the rear door and threw tbe revolver
under tbe shed into tbe same place from which
he had taken it a few minutes before.
The gnilty pair then proceeded to notify the
neighbors of the alleged suicide, and when
they rnshed in upon the scene, Barrows was
found upon tbe bed, where his wife said be
bad crawled after the shooting.
Blaney was taken to Kittery, and there a
warrant, charging him with mnrder, waB
made ont, and he was committed to the county
jsii at Alfred.
Mrs. Barrows was committed to jail without

about a year ago Osear E.
Blaney, a young man of excellent reputation,
began to pay bis addresses to Mrs. Barrow's
daughter. For some reason Mr. Barrews en.
tertained tbe bitterest of feelings toward Blaney. He took every occasion to injure him;
forbade him the house; ordered the daughter
not to meet him, and several times deliberately assaulted the young man, on one occasion
even going so far as to enter into a pitched battle with Blaney at the church, which both at-

hearing, and on Monday she will have an examination, and will undoubtedly be committed
as an accessory to the murder of her husbaud.
Blaney is completely broken down. He
weeps bitterly, and the scene when he parted
with his wife was agonizing in the extreme.
A large crowd assembled at the depot this
afternoon to witness the departure of Blaney
and Mrs. Barrows for the connty jail at Alfred.
In direct contrast to Blaney’s misery, Mrs.
Barrows was as calm as if going on a pleasure

tended.
Blaney was, therefore, obliged to
meet tbe lady at either his grandfather's, or at
some other place mutually agreed upon. About
nine months ago the young people were married,’ and they settled upon a neat little farm
of some forty acres, about a mile and a half

excursion. She showed no sign of oneasiness,
and took her seat in the ear with Sheriff
Getchell and Deputy Beacham, and appeared
to be entirely oblivions to the stares of tbe as-

Eichelberqer,

offers

*
r

OLD ORCHARD.

Portsmouth,

N. H., Nov. 24.—This

In. TI... .... UTU-I-

W ... 1

_

morn....-

caused the arrest of Oscar E. Blaney and Mrs
Mary E. Barrows, both of Kittery, Me., for the
murder of Thomas Barrows on November 14th.
Blaney is charged with tbe deliberate shooting
of Barrows with intent to kill, end MVs. Barrows will be charged with being an accessory
before and after the fact. Great satisfaction is
expressed at the termination of what, as has
been considered for tbe past few days, would
be an unsolved mystery.
Several of Mrs. Barrows’ neighbors have not
been satisfied with her explanation of tbe
Cause of her husband’s death aud they thought
examination eminently proper, oousqueutly
a coroner's inquest was ordered, the body was
exhumed and Dr. Potter of this city held a
an

postmortem examination, with the result as
previously announced. He was of the opinion
that the shooting mnst have taken place in the
bouse, and tbat at tbe time of the firing tbe
murdered

lying

on

Tbe

mnst have been seated upon
tbe bed.
man

or

then taken in hand by County
Attorney F. M. Higgins of Limerick, Me.,
Sheriff George Getcbell of Wells, and Deputy
Sheriff Dana P. Beacham, offioials of York
county, and they summoned Messrs. Wiggin
and Wood to work it np.
was

case

was

learned tbat

from Barrow’s residence.
Tho young man is an adopted son of Mr.
Frank Blaney. He is the ohild of an insane
person named James Forrester, who was stationed at one time in the Kittery navy yard.
The child’s mother died when it wrb very
young and tbe father gave it to Mr. Blaney,
who brought it up as one of his own family;
and until the death of Mrs. Blaney, a year or
an exemplary
two ago, be was considered
Shortly before Mrs. Blauey’s
young man.
death she requested her husband to give Oscar
all his real eBtate, which be did a short time
subsequent to his marriage to Miss Cate. The
old gentleman took up Bis residence with the
young

conple,

and for

happily together.
rwAnn ti-Am.

some

Finally

anil thA

a

vnnnjr

time

they lived

quarrel

arose

bo-

man’s wife rlAsirAii

take up her residence with her mother.
Here more trouble-ensued, arising from the
bitter feeling between young Blaney and his
father-in-law, culminating in a disgraceful
fight some weeks ago in a public ball at Kitto

tery. At that time it is reported that Barrows
said that ono house was not big enough for
them all, and told his wife that she must
choose between him, her daughter and her
husband. This question hsd not been fully decided when-Barrows was murdered.
It was thought at the time that Barrows*

antipathy for Blaney was caused by the fact
that the property of his wife would eventually
be left to her daughter, and that he would obtain none of it. In, fact, it was S'ated that he
had asked his wife to deed the property to
him, bat that she had positively refused to do
It further appears that Mrs. Barrows had
talked with her daughter aod sou-in-law of the
unpleasant relations existing between them
and Mr. Barrows, and that.she bad complained
bitterly of the ill-treatment she had received
She frequently expressed the
at his hands.
hope that something would happen to him, or
that he would get out of the way.
These

so.

things preyed upon youug Blaney’s mind, and
this was the state of affairs at the lime of the
alleged suicide.

a

sembled mnltitnde.
Daring the inquest yesterday, at Ccroner E.
C. Nealey’g house, the examination of Deacon
id
Uook, Mrs. Barrows’ father-in-law,was so
that tbe old man was much affected,
i
fainted away daring the examination.
B.u.g
an aged gentleman, it was with difficulty that
he was resuscitated.
Mrs. Barrows is about SO years of age. about
nve ieet six mcnes m ueignt, aarx complexion
and not of prepossessing appearance.

Several Important Changes to be Recoma
mended -How
President Pro Tern
Will be Choaen.

Washington, Nov. 24.—The Senate committee on
rules) decided today to recommend
several important changes to the rules of the
Senate. The first rlates to the method of selecting the presiding officer of the Senate in
temporary absence of the Vice President. The
new rules are framed af follows:
First—In the absence of the Vice President
the Senat6 shall choose a president pro tern.
Second—In the absence of the Vice President and pending the election of a president
pro tern the secretary of the Senate, or in his
absence, the chief clerk, shall perform the
duties of the chair.
Third—The President pro tem shall have
the right to name to open the Senate (or if absent, in writing) a Senator to perform the duties of the chair and Senator so designated may
discharge such duties for a period not exceeding three days unless the Senate shall otherwise order.
The provisions relating to the order of business are amended in several important
particulars.

THE DOMINION.
Tbe dams

Laws, Sic.
to the customs
act of the last session the export of deer, wild
turkey and quail, in carcass or in parts, is unlawful, and is prohibited under a penaltv of
S100 and the forfeiture of the articles.
It iB
slatnd that many Americans are sanding those
animals across the border in ignorance of the
law.
An order in Council is published, giving
notice that in addition to the former drawback
allowed on ships’material imported a further
drawback of ten ceDts per ton will be allowed.

Ottawa, Not. 24.—According

Yesterday Detective Wood was driven out
to Mrs. Barrows’ hom9 by Sheriff Getcheli.
After a careful examination of the premises a
long examination was held with the widow of
the dead man, aad the result was a confession
upon the part of Mrs. Barrows, which showed
that if she was not a principal in a deliberate
mnrder, she wag, at least, an accessory before
and aft6r the fact. She said that iu some respect the story that she had previously told was
Correct; that it was about 8.25 p. m. when she
heard shots in the vicinity of the stable, and

passing

into her bedroom

and looking out
of the window she saw Mr. Barrows upon the
She immediately
ground near the stable.
went into the frost hall, passed out of the
house aud walked along the road until she
came to the residence of her son-in-law.
She
entered and found him sitting by the Are, having just removed his shoes. She said to him,
-'Thomas has shot himself. Coma down to the
house with me at once.” Blauoy immediately
pat on his shoes, hitched his horee iuto bis carriage and drove to Mrs. Barrows' rawidenrA
with her.
On the way Mrs. Barrows told
Blaney that her huBbahd wan not dead, and on
arriving at the house be passed through the
front door through the hall into the bedroom
where Mr. Barrows'was seated on the edge of
the bed. She immediately heard two shots
fired, and rnshing into the bedroom she fonnd
her husband lying dead. Mrs. Barrows denied
that sho had wituessed the shooting either at
the stable or in the bedroom.
This morning
she was taken to Blaney’s house.
The young
who
had
been
in
man,
Portsmouth, was soon
after brought in by Detective Wood and confronted by his mother-in-law. After questions
had been asked him be broke down completely
d cqyered his face his with hands. He was
asked if the story told by Mrs. Barrows was
true, and after wiping the tears from his face
he said in tremblng tones that were hardly
audible, “I guess most of it is." He then proceeded, under close questioning, to give the
details of the horrible affair, which was taken
down by County Attorney Higgins, in the
presence of Detective Wood, Sheriff Getchell
and Deputy Sheriff Beecham.
He began with a lengthy account of the
trouble he had experienced at the hands of
his father-in-law, dwelling upon the many
attempts of the dead man to prevent his admittance to his house. He then said that he
had brooded so much upon the constant quarrels and the evident desire of Mrs. Barrows to
be rid of her husband that ho determined to
put Bariows out of the way. With thiein
view, on the Saturday previous to the mnrder
he went to Dover, N. H., where he purchased
It was a five-chambered, doublea pistol.
action, 38-calibre revolver, patterned after the
Smith & Wesson style, and of American manufaotnre. The fact that this was not traced out
until corroborated on Blaney’a confession can
be accounted for in the simple fact that
Blaney, when not working on the farm, is
employed as a section hand oh the Dover
branch of the Eastern railroad. He conldi
that

GENERAL

NEWS.

Thos. A. Doyle has been nominated for Mayor
by the Republicans of Providence, R. 1,
The Southern wall of the Union depot warehouse, in coarse of erection at St. Louis, Mo.,
fell Saturday, demol siting a scaffold and precipitating fifteen bricklayers and laborers a
distance of twenty feet to the ground. Benjamin Ardfelttr was fatally injured, his back
being broken. Anthony lllner, son of the
contractor, had his right arm broken. Frank
Pete had a leg broken. The others sustained

lighter injuries.

Family Murder-

*.

Owen F. Pktnkett of New York, a cigar
packer employed by his brother, James Plunkett, was shot and instantly killed at the latter’s cigar manufactory Saturday by John
Scullen, another cigar packer. Soullen first
attempted to murder James Brown, but tbe
ballet only grazed the intended victim's ear.
Miss Clara Thorpe of Chicago, 16 years of
age, a handsome orphan girl, took a doss of
“rough on rats’’ Saturday in consequence of a
love disappointment. She died shortly after
swallowine the mixture. A myBtery surrounds
the case which it is hoped tbe coroner’s investigation will clear up.
Hon. Hamlin Babcock of New York Saturday exhibited a piece of the original flag that
was raised on tbe Battery
by John Van Arsdale one hundred years ago. The remainder
of the flag was destroyed iu the Barnum museum fire.
Two meu were fatally and two seriously inby a falling lumber pile Saturday in
lew York.
It is reported that the damage to bridge and
farm property, buildings, etc., in Randolph
county, Illinois, by the late storm will reach

i'ured

$100,000.
Robert Marlin, who murdered his wife, and
James B. Graves, who murdered Edward
Soden, were Saturday at Newark resentenced
to be hanged January 3, 1884.
A new coal find has been made within
twenty miles of Salt Lake City.
Two hundred and sixty hands in a Janesville, Wis., faotory refused to accept a ten per
cent, re duction and have left the factory.
Wm. Frey of Philadelphia, whose wagon
was struck by a New York express train at
the Seventeenth St. crossing Friday night, and
whose wife and son were then instantly killed,
died Saturday morning of his injuries.
The funeral of the late.Napoleon Bonaparte
Mountfort, an old-time police justice of New
York city, who figured prominently in the
Astor place riots, took place Saturday from
Calvary P. E. church. The body was taken to
Boston for interment.
The body of Frank Everett, a book agent for
a Boston
firm, was found in a mill trench at
Lonsdale, R. I., Saturday morning. A bottle
of liquor was found on the body and ho was
intoxicated when last seen alive.
Capt. C. W. Rogers of St. Louis, Mo., Vice
President and General Manager of the St.
Louis & San Francisco railroad, has declined
the position of President and General Manager
of the New York & New Eugland road, whloh
WM offered him.

\

Fierce Attach Upon French
Troops by the Chinese.

A

ed in Laconia. N. H.
The Murderer IIucUh Hi) Victims to
Pieces with a Hatchet—Their Bodies
Covered With Feathers and Oil aud then
Net au Fire—The Alleged Murderer Arrested.

Laconia* 'N. H., Nov. 23.—Shortly after S
o'clock this morning, the inhabitants ol this
town were awakened by the ringing of bells
and cries of Are.
Upon investigation it was
fonnd there was hot only a Are, bat that a
most brntal and fiendish murder had been
committed, and that as the result three persons
met their death, and another, a devoted wife
and mother, lays at the point of death.
The particulars are as follews:
James Baddy, with his wife and child, (of Irish descent),
resided about half a mile from the post office,
in the Northeast part of the village. Buddy
was a respectable man, about 44 years of aee,
employed

fog a long" time in the Laconia Car
His wife is about 36 years old, and
his only child one and a half years old. He
had lived in the village many years.
Works.

Thomas Samoa, an acquaintance, aged 36, a
cook by trade, who had been employed at the
Flame House, in the White Mountains, daring
the summer, and previous to this at the Pemlaunaouu
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has’not lived with his wife at times, and now
resides at Plymouth, is au Kuglishman. He
has, of late, indulged in strong drink frequently, and was seen this morning about the
streets with a woman.
Saturday morning he
was noticed by a neighbor taking down a

clothes-line in the yard of the honse where he
occupied an upper tenement, John Ford and
wife occnpying the lower part. It was noticed
that his hands trembled, and his work attracted considerable attention.

It appears that he loft home with a trank at
11 o’clock Saturday forenoon, wheeling it
towards Lake Village in a wheelbarrow, down
Lake street and up Water street, a distance of
nearly a mile. Finally he stopped at Ruddy’s
house, leaving the trunk in frdnt, where it remained two hours, and was afterwards taken
to a room he had previously engaged for the
purpose of hoarding for a short time. Tha
trunk was carried into the honse with considerable exertion by Samon.
Ruddy returned home at the usual time, and
ever.! thing was quiet till aD early bour this
morning, yet lights were frequently seen by
neighbors during tbe night.
Saortiy after 4 o’clock this moruiog,' S. S.
Audrews, who resides near, was alarmed by
the scream of a woman, and aroused his son,
O. L. Audrews, who quickly dressed ajrd hurried in tbe direction of the screaming woman,
and found her lying on the ground, under a
front window, throngh which she had made a
desperate leap. Mrs. Ruddy was bleeding profusely.
On being asked what

_

was the trouble,
out to pieces.”

she

Baid:
“Pick me up; I’m
He
assisted her to the resideuce of Charles Fegata
and
she was soon unconscious
directly opposite,
He then telegraphed for Chief Officer Judkins
and a physician, and after waiting a short
time for their arrival, they went to the back
door and bnrst it in.
As they did so, flames
burst out, showing that tha house was ou fire.
An alarm was sounded, but tbe fire was extinguished before the department arrived.
(raining au entrance, tbe officers found, lying
upon the kitchen floor, the body of Baddy and
his cbild, both cat in a horrible manner and
covered with the contents of a feather bed,
which had been saturated with kerosene and
spt on fire, both bodies being disfigured by tbe
flames nearly past recognition.
Near by, in a
bedroom, was the trunk above mentioned, and
also the body of a woman, recognized to be
Mrs. Ford, who was identified by her husband
who Boon arrived.
He remarked it was his
trunk and wheelbarrow, but requested that it
remain quiet. Bed clothes had been placed on
the body and saturated wi-b oil from a can,
which was found nearly empty,and an attempt
had been male to burn it.
An examination
revealed that one leg had been chopped off,
and tbe limbs were bound to tbe body witb a
clothes-line.
These particnlars were gleaned
(rom Mrs. Buddy, who said the eriine was
committed by Sarnou with a hatchet, which
has been found in the river.
Tbe officers immediately commenced work
on the case, and men were sent in every direction to caDture Sarnou.
Coroner D. A. Ambrose, of Meredith, held an inquest about
noon, untit which time nothing was removed
from the house.
An immense throng of peopie

irom jnacoma ana

the

aujointug

town:,

vitiiea

scene during the
day.. Mrs. Baddy’s life
being uncertain, her deposition was taken,
which is substantially as follows: We all went
to bed about 9 o’clock.
At XI o’clock, Samon

toe front room, weal to the window
palled the curtain one side and looked ont
He said be was nervous and could not sleep.
She got up and made him a cup of tea aud
At i o’clock Samon came
went back to bed.
into the frout room again, looked out the winaud
into the kitchen. My huswent
back
dow
baud and 1 got np. aud he went into the
kitchen also. I soon heard a fall and going
ont found my husband over a chair,arms down.
Samon started for me aud struck at me with
the hatchet, striking mo on the head. X
grabbed his arm bat hestruckme and threw me
to the floor. He then went into the front room
The baby was crying
and killed my baby.
While he was there I tried to unquite load.
lock the kitchen door but he came back-aud
(track me on the head again, knocking me
down aud I laid perfectly quiet.
He then
went back into the frout room, got baby and*
had come back, pouriug feathers aud straw
over ns aud going out. I then got np and went
to the frout window aDd tried to get it np but
could not; I then broke a pane of glass aud
jumped through. He was very nervous, walking in the kitchen nearly all night. I did not
know but trunk was all right.
At the coroner’s inquest the verdict was
that the persons came tu their death by the
hands of Thomas Samon. Where she jumped
through the from window, and outside, were
spattered with blook. Suspicion being agaiust
Ford, the husbaud, of the murdered woman,
that he might be implicated in the affair he
was arreetsd early in the forenoon and siiil remains in custody. He shows evidence of guilt.
He called at a neighbors house last evening,
and leaving a family bibie remarked that hia
wife had gone away with another mon aud he
wished they should keep the bibie till called
for, and if his wife shftuld come aud attempt to
sell the household goods to immediately notify
him. Mrs. Buddy’s Injuries consisted of. a cut
nearly severing the left wrist, catting off a Auger, aud ugly wouuds upon the face, ueok aud
back. At Fofd’s and Simons there was no
evidence of the mnrder of Mrs. Ford, yet it is
thought her ilea h was acoldentil at the hands
of Samoa and that wishing to conceal the bony
he took it down stairs in the truuk.theuce to
Buddy’s aud thinkiug perhaps he could carry
it Irom the house during the night.
Baddy refused to aid him wheu a Struggle commenced.
Ford
her
informed
husbaud that
Friday Mrs.
he need not return home from Lake Village
that night, a request which he seemed ready
to comply with. The supposition ip that Mrs.
Fora died from strangulation or by beiug
drugged as she frequently indulged in strong
drinks.
The murderer was captured at 2 o’clock this
afternoon, a short distance from Plymouth
village on the main road from Laoouia, about
20 miles from the scene of the mnrder. He
was passed by a team occupied by Manson
Brown of Plymouth, who dpon going to the
telephone office learned of the affair with a
description of the viliian, when it oconred to
him that he passed such a person, aud going
back took Samon into custody.
Upon notifying Shtr.ff Story, Brown was ordered to plaoe
him in the hands of the Plvmonth nfliners
where he will remain until Monday and
then be taken to Laconia for taial.
Great excitement prevails and feare are entertained
a
committee
will
be
vigilance
tjjat
organized
and npon arrival of the murderer he will be
came into

SENATE RULES.

THE COMFESSIOH.

Nearly

lynched.

[later.]

Later reports from Plymouth states that
Samon denies knowing anything about the
tragedy and is surprised at his arrest.
Many are of the opinion that Samon will be
brought down during the night, but the sheriff
claims that he will not. A great crowd are
anxiously awaiting his retnrn. Ford is at
present under bonds to keep the peace for
shooting at some boys a year ago, and is generally called a rather hard character.. Samon
has never been regarded as vicious, even when
under the influence of liquor.
An axe was fonud in a sink in Ford’s house,
but no traces of blood are upon it. A hatchet
was also found in Baddy’s house, but the one
used by Samon was fonud in the river on the
way to Plymouth.
At 8 o'clcck to-night Samon was reported to
be in bed asleep under a guard of two men.
Ford is in the station bouse here, somewhat
excited. Mrs. Baddy remains comfortable.

WASHINGTON.
The Wufthingtou monument.
Washington, Nov. 24 —The masons today
Stopped work on the Washington monument,

leaving the

A Chat With Whittier.

TUB UNION MUTUAL LIFE.

The Quaker Poet Talk* About Hawthorne
Longfellow and Kineraou

A Full Investigation by Exparts Beqnetled

A writer In the Boston Herald describes a
pleasant interview with the poet Whittier,
at the latter’s home in Amesbury, where he
found his host in good health, and more vigorous than one would expect from a man of
seventy-six years.. The writer describes the
home and personal appearance of Mr. Whittier, who greeted the visitor cordially. His
fondness for Longfellow was everywhere apparent, and when this was remarked upon,

The subjoined correspondence Is made public. Owing to tbe attack made b; Commissioner Tarbox of Massachusetts on tbe fidelity
of tbe Maine Commissioner of iDsnranee, the
reasonableness, if not tbe necessity of the desire of the company to have an examination
made under circumstances and conditions
which will, If it results favorably to tbe stand-

he said:

Hon. Oramandcl Smith. Insurance Commissioner.
VI y Dear Sir-In view of the action of the Massachuestts Department in revoking the license of this
company to do business in that State, since yoa
commenced your examination, *« beg to suggest te
you ths expediency of your Inviting such commissioners of other States lu wbich we are doing business. as you may see fit to select, to unite with yoa

FOREIGN.

A FIEND S WORK.
an Entire

Bhaft for the winter at a height of
410 feet. At this elevation it is the loitiest
artificial structere on the continent, and with
very few exceptions in the world.
Bancroft Davis’ Successor.
The President today [appointed Lawrence
Weldon of Illinois to suoceed J. Bancroft
Davis as an associate justice of the United
States Court of Claims.
Superintendent Dlackfan Dead.
Mr. Joseph S. Blackfan, superintendent of
the foreign mail servioe, died today of aente
He was at his oflice
pneuoiouia, aged 50.
Mr. Blackfan was appointed a
Thursday.
clerk in the department in 1853, was made
chief clerk in 1866, and saperi ntendent of foreigu malls in 1868.
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The Latter Bepulsed—French Loss One
Hundred and Fifty.
/

London, Not. 2i'.—A dispatch from Hong
Kong to Reuter’s Telegram Company says
news has been received from Halduong announcing that a force of three thousand
Chinese troops made an attack on Halduong
The French garrison, supon the 17th inst.
Dorted by a gunboat on the river Tal Bigue,
held out from 9 o’clock in the moruing until 4
o’clook in the afteruoon, when the Chinese

retreated. The loss of the French laud force
The French
was twelve killed and wounded.
gnnboat had its hull penetrated by the enemy’s
shot in several places, aud sight of the crew
were wounded.
A later dispatoh states that the French lost
one hundred and fifty men and officers.

Aged Lady Burned to Death.
West Randolph, Vt Nov. 25.—Mrs. Enos
Boston, aged 90, was buroed to death in her
house which was deatroyed by fire last night at
An

Braintree.

“Yes, we were warm friends. He was a
delightful man and a great poet. The last
time he was here in my house he came with
Senator Sumner and Mr. Charles Lanman,
of Washington. All saw little of each other
during the last few years of his life. My
health did not permit me to go about much.
Not long before he died, he wrote for me to
I was not able to go at
come and see him.
once; but as soon as I could, I went to him.
I was too late, however, tor when I reached
his house he was then unable to see any
one, and soon after

Letter From Bangor.
The Confusion of the Times -Hew the
Bells mislead Ihe People-Humors of Iht
Situation—Is it a Queer Old Town?

Bangor, Nov. 24.
to adopt the

has refused

Since the mayor
nAV

ti

in a

titan Hart!

thd halls nf

RanPilf

ttTft

in

of them defy the
mayor and in conieqnence at every ball hoar
tne hour it rung. At midday we do not know
wheiher it is forenoon or afternooD, and at
a

strange

commotion;

some

midnight whether it is to-day or to-morrow.
Naturally the people of Bangor are perturbed
also, for it is not only the fancy of the poet
that lends great importance to the voices of th»
bells. Perhaps they do not ring poems to os
all as they did to Schiller and Qray, or fill onr
ears with harmonies as they did to the child
Kullak, bnt they have led and guided ns more
than we ever knew until now, when we find

they fail us.
They have been very well obeyed in this city.
They have told ns when to rise, when to eat,
when to sleep. The old inhabitants have
known their sounds by heart. They have
Beamed thus as unchangeable as the voicesof the
wind and rain, and if a hurricane had blown
from a perfectly clear bine sky we should have
been scarcely more astonished than when we
heard the Unitarian clock strike the hoar, and
the Orthodox Hammond street come lagging twenty-five minutes after. Until now
nothing has been able to disturb their harmony. Morning, noon and night, year in and
year out, they have rung together.
A year or more ago a new sound was heard
in our streets. The Universalist steeple displayed an illuminated face and made a iond tone
audible. Its voice was stronger than its neighbors, bat they were not in the least disturbed

by that. They knew they had the respectability of antiquity, and with the best possible
grace substituted a trio for the bonrly dnet.
Above all mandaoe changes they kept a sort
of lofty friendship, which for a long time typified the relations of onr city churches. When
once the cordiality of these relations was most
seriously threatened yon felt that the bells
remained the same, and would not allow the
to enter into their amioable

slightest enmity

hourly greeting.
The morning the change of time was to be
effected, Dr. Hedge of Cambridge was preaching in the Unitarian pnipit. Of hiB noble discourse I heard it said, “Dr. Hedge has grown
more orthodox since he was pastor at Bangor”
(over thirly years ago). “Yet, no, that is not
taiio

TKa (imaa

I believe it is the

havA

crrnuiix

preaching

laaa

nrf.hnilnT

of such men that

the bells approve for nheu they ring for cburoh
they seem to speak of the few essential truths
that make religion and are always the same.
Outside of these Dr. Hedge has broadened bia
views to admit physical evolution. Might not
the bells do well to follow his example and
bend a little to modern ideas?
Meanwhile the Banger people live in hope
and exercise themselves in small sums of addition and subtraction.
They hear the Unitarian clock which belongs to the city and
obeys the mayor, strike the h'our, and at twelve
and one, by the eld time, the city bells ring
and applaud its independence', then twenty-fire
minutes later the great Universalist hell calls
out with dignity “Not quite so fast, my frieuds
not quite so fast!" and proceeds to give us
what it considers the proper hour of the day.
The question “What time is it?” is now answered by another: “Do you want standard
The watch is drawn out, the
or local time?"
necessary allowances made, and as a city we
in mathematics, vastly.
Some slender comfort is drawn from the crop
of funny anecdotes that spring up in the newspapers. A great harvest of them was predictare

ed.

bye

improving vastly

ri ality equals the expectation, and
bye \joke on the standard time will

The
ana

be as trite as a pnu on tbs name of yonr friend.
The stories begin with that of a very old
lady who did not read the papers and went
crazy in the effort to set her clock by the
striking of the city bell.
Most suggestive is the account of the stranger at the Bangor House who most at all hazOn awaking he
ards take the morning train.
looked at the Unitarian clook and saw with
infinite dismay that he had but three min ate
The mishaps that attendto. catch the train.
ed his scramble to the station may be imagined, and his astonishment when he learned
there that the cars wonld not start fer twentyThe- part of the story that
three minutes.
touches us most deeply is thiB: Said the strauger as he bought a morning paper, “What a
Queer old
queer old town this Bangor is!"
town! We know it is a dear old town, bat is
It queer too I woader?
S. W. P'
SUB UK BAN NOTES.
East Ueeriai.
A handsome sleigh car with all the modern
improvements, has been constructed for the

Ocean Street Railroad.
Ferry Tillage.
Capt. Emery Davis of this village has re.
csived from the Coart of Commissioners of
Alabama claims an award of over SHOO,
payment for a fishing vessel of which he had
command and which was destroyed
rebel oruiser Tallahassee in 1861.

by

the

Saccarappa.
A ooncert by the Redpath Lyceum Concert
Conmanv of Boeton. to be given Thursday eveuiug, will be the opening entertainment in
the Odd Fellows’ lecture and conoert course.
It is rumored that a monthly paper, printed
in the French language, will soon be started in
the village.

Owing to low water in the river the leather
board mill has been recently running bat part
ol the machinery.
The town schools closed Friday for & week’s
vacation.
Woodford’s and Stevens Plains. m
A new street is being laid oat across the
Deering Land Co.’s property.
The proposition to annex all or a part of the
Jpwif to Portland is being discussed and finds
manj enthusiastic advocates.
Bowery Beach.
The Bowery Beach sohool began Monday
last under the tuition of Mr. Patterson of
Knightville. Mr. P. taught the school last
winter, and his engagement for the present
term, is in appreciation by the people of the
district of his skill and success as a teacher.
A brace of Portland sportsmen, one a dealer
in "black diamonds,” the other a hewer of
beef steak—both members of the Wiliard Gan
Club—wen to the Two Lights Wednesday in
quest of caot and old-squaw. Result— weut out
after leathers and came back plucked.
Soon after the northeast Btorm cleared away
Friday, a large fleet of vessels, westward bound
came ont of Portland harbor with flying sheets;
and a little later, as many more from Bootheastern ports .brought up the rear—
rhe latter a fine new barkentiue in tow
—making in all over one hundred sail in sight
of the Cape at sunset.

bay and

among

A Kentucky bluee-grass belle says that for
hor part she hasn't the slightest onriosity to
to hear Mr. Arnold lecture, and she doesn’t
see bon the traitor can have-the face to st*nd
up before the American people.

passed away.
“Hawthorne, Emerson, Longfellow and
myself were always friends. There were no
jealousies between us, aud each took a pride
1u the work aud success of the other.

would exchange notes upon
iiuui,

auu u

aujr

the other it was
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ing of the company, commend the work to the
confidence of tbe public, is obvious:
Union Mutual Life Insurance Comfant, (
Portland, Me., Nov. 34.1883. (
_

in tbe examinatloa.
In behalf of tbe Board ef

Directors,
John E. DbWitt,
President.

(Signed),

mot

i
Falmouth Hotbl,
Portland. Me., Nov. 34,1883.)
John K. He Witt. Elq., President Union Mutual Li/*
Insurance

Company:

My Dear Sir—I am Is receipt of your communication of this date, and have considered Its Import
carefully. In reply would s»y that, in vlow of tho
circumstances which have transpired since I commenced tbo examination, 1 can but appreciate tho
force of your suggestion and tbe proprio.y of acting
upon it. I am convinced that while it is the Intent
of the Maine Department to perform its work faithfully, the co-operation of eminent examiners from
other departments would add very much to the
strength of the results when arrived at. I will, at
an early day forward Invitations to such of tbe departments as i shall select.
Tours truly.
Oramaxdel Smith,
Insurance Commissioner.

him.

“Hawthorne I regarded as the greatest
the English language. He was
the superior of Addison. I never knew nor
read-of a man who could balld such beautiful stories In worda that the humblest could
understand.
“Emerson was not only a great writer, but
a philosopher.
Onr relations were very
close. He qften visited me here, and I him.
We saw moi’fe of one another than did Longfellow and I. Emerson has written some
things that will live forever. They are
‘The Problem,’ ‘Each and All,’ and perhaps
twenty other pieces that I could name. He

■
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master of

had a simple, easy way of writing that gave
his work great power. My sister used to
say that she liked him better than any man
who came here, because he never talked
over her
head.
That was really his

strength.”

The conversation then drifted into the
methods of these great writers while at work.
Mr. Whittier said:
“1 was unlike any of the rest, I think, for
I never had any methods. When I felt like
it I wrote; and I neither had the health nor
the patience to work over it afterward. It
usually went as it was originally completed.
Emerson wrote with great care, and would
not only revise his manuscript carefully, but
I have often heard him say that he would
frequently re-write the article upon the
proof sheet. Longfellow, too, was a very
careful writer. He wrote and re-wrote, and
would lay his work by and then revise it.
He often would consult with his friends
about his productions before they were given
He therefore sent his work
to the world.
out as perfect as great care and a brilliant
intellect could make it. I was not so fortunate. I have lived mostly a secluded life
with little patience to draw upon, and only
Wbat writing
a few friends for associates.
I
I have done has been for the love of it.
have ever been timid of what I have penned.
It is really a marvel to me that I have gathered any literary reputation from my productions.
“Much that I have written.I wish was as
deep in the Bed Sea as Pharaoh’s chariot
Much of the bread cast on the wawheels.
It is
ters I wish had never been returned.
not fair to revive writings composed in the
shadow of conditions that make eaen acceptable work impossible. In my early life I
was not favored with good opportunities.
Limited chances for education and a lack of
books always stood in my way. When I began
to write I had seen nothing and virtually
knew nothing of the world. Of course
things written then could not have been
worth much.
“In my father’s bouse there were not a

dozen book9, and they were of a severe type.
The only one that approached poetry war a
rhymed history of King David, written by a
contemporary of George Fox, the Quaker.

Theie was one poor novel in the family. It
belonged to an aunt. This I secured one
day, but when I bad read it half through I
was discovered, and it was taken away from
me.”
The poet laughed quite heartily as be recalled those early days and his first attempt
t/\
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mind than the Bible or the his-

tory of King David.

“My first, glimpse of poetry was when my
old school-master brought a copy of Burns’s

poems and read from it at our house. My
first real work was done when George D.
Prentice was editing the Hartford Review,
although I had written considerably before.
I wrote and sent him a few things and he
encouraged me. When he recommended
me to take his place, the publishers wrote
I had then seen
me and I went down.
practically nothing of the world, and for the
two years I remained with the Review, my
greatest effort was to keep people from
knowing how little I really knew. It was a
providential opening, however, for it gave
me a start.
"I wrote continually; but ihere was no
market for the work. My anti-slavery convictions made my name valueless to .any of
the magazines; but strange as it may appear,
the Democratic Review was always anxious

for my writings.
No price
“Was there no market at all?
set upon your work?”
“None. I jnst wrote for any paper that
would publish my matter, and if Longfel-

The City Marshal Replies te the Caasata*
nfcattaa af X., and Appeals ta the

Re-

of the Press:
your issue of the 20th Inst Is a letter from a
correspondent signed X., in whtoh he undertakes to
correct my representations made ts the Snnday
Times, regarding the bearing that a rigorous enforcement of the liquor law has upon the number
of arrests for drunkenness, as shown by the Poliee
Records. I stated that "1 think the Polioe Records
of Portland will show that in years in which ths
officers who are entrusted with the enforcement of
the Prohibitory Law hare made most s» renuous af
forts to enforce it that the arrests for drunkenness
To the Editor
In

keep
ment

about

even with years when laxity of enforceprevailed, exceeding ratherfthan underrating

them."
That statement your correspondent question*—
cites the number of arrests in a certain number of
years and alleges that “daring that time it is quite
well known that most(strsnaous efforts were made to
enforce the law."

My statement is made from what the records
statement Is made from what be says. Is

show, his

qnlte well known.

X says, “He Is Ci^y Marshal of
Portland and ought to be conversant with the records of his office" and “that it would be mors becoming in him to state facts as they exist and not as
he would like to have them." Thereby giving ths
public to understand that I am not conversant with
said records, or that I am stating as facts not what
said records show, but what I would like to have
them show. I cannot rest quietly under that Impu-

tation.

Had X been as conversant with said records as I
he would have known that the
Marshal’s
are made up to the last day of Febrnarv la
Therefore the arrests for the years
each year.
named by him, as shown by the records should be
as follows, viz:

City

am

reports

1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881

18C8
....*.

1608
1886
1648

1447
1207
1444
X has stated that “these are the years when most
strenuous efforts were made to enforce the law,"
and that "drunkenness decreased nearly 100 per
cent under a vigorous enforcement." Facts from
the records show a decrease of only 20 per cent.
The records also show that the number of cases
of “search and seizure" brought before vhe Municipal Court for the same period are as follows, vis:
1875
620
1876 .522
1877 .291
1878
237

187ft.237
1880.;.208

1881.194
l assert that the number of
seizure" brought before tbe

of "searoh and
court is the just cri-

cases

enforcing the law.
snow that daring the time that X.
“it
is quite well known the most strenuous
flays
efforts were made to enforce the law” tbe activity
of he officers decreased about 63 per cent. The
records fully just'fy my statement—for any ono wU!
see by the tables of
“arrest” and “search and
seizure” that the prosecution of liqnor dealers wee
officers

The records

gradually decreasing

during the

year's cited, show-

for drunkenness.
farther than this.
The number of
“arrests” and cases of “search and seizure” for the
last 20 years are as follows, vis:
decrease in
ingLet
us look

arrests

Cases
Search and Seizure,
1863 .Records burned
1864
do
1865
do
18 ?6.296

1867.296
1*«8. 80

1063

1869
27
1870 .243
1871
89
1872 .218
1873 .,...397
1874 .-.318
1875 .62#
1876 ..522
1877
281

794
17 1
163*
923
24*0

2818
1868
1608

1878 .237

1879
237
1880 .208
1881 .194
1882 .261

Number
of Arrests.
1444
1235
1835
1300
1115

•

1886
1548
1447
1207
1447
1361

A careful examination of this record shows that
my statement holds food in the majority of years.
The records show for this year, March to November, (eight months) 88 more arrests than last year
during tke corresponding months. The number or
search and seizure cases in the same time is 196.
This shows a small per oent. of iperease both in arrests and
of the officers in enforcing the law.
While the records bear out my statement regarding
and
arrests. 1 do not think th»-y have
enforcement
much bearing the one with tae other. The average
number of arrests per annnm for the laet twenty
years is about 1450. That is about the number that
will be made in 1883. We had that numbe- twenty
years ago. Our population has increased in that
time about 28 per cent. With a
population
and the same number of arrests for
Is
an indication that the use of intoxicants is nn% indulged m to excess by so large a percentage ef our
in enpeople now. as then. That vigor or
forcing the liquor law bi the offioers has effected
this change will be difficult fo any one to show.
We must credit it to a higher average Intelligence,
and a greater respect for the deceney and well
being of society among onr

activity

larger
Hawthorne or myself had
drunkeanese,
;
been forced to rely upon the products of our
have
wanted
we
would
for
our
pens
living,
laxity
bread in those days when most of our best
To me this is a queer
work was done.
phase of literary life; to find that the greatest geniuses that America has ever given to
people.
literature should have tolled without recomBenj. P. Andrews,
pense and been forced to wait until they
City Marshal.
1883.
November 24th,
were old before reaping, the fruits of their
writer
to
labor. Truly, it is hard work for a
but when he does, it is a
IMPOriVOIlUl LOB6TKR6.
get a foothold;
strong one.”
The conversation turning upon a compar- What Oar Provincial Neighbors are Dm
ison of the work of American w. iters with
<».
that of foreigners, Mr. Whittier said:
“At no time has Tennyson written anything that surpasses the production of the To the Editor of the Pren:
best Americau poets.”
In a letter to tbe Bo,ton Advertiser from Mount
This reference to Tennysor. naturally
Desert, a abort time ago, a correspondent of that
turned the conversation upou Longfellow’s
paper showed what a wholesale destruction of lobpoems again; and it was apparent that Mr.
sters was being caused by tbe chipping of live lobWhittier was very fond, not only of the man,
sters from tbe Provinces to Boston and other ports
“
is
a
favobut of his works.
‘Evangeline’
in tbe United States and how an important indus“1 think it one of
rite with me,” said he.
the canning of these fish, had been destroyed In
the most beautiful of poems.
Longfellow try,
Maine, an Industry whloh was of vast Important*
had an easy life and superior advantages of
to the commodities where the business was carried
association and education; and so did Emon, employing aa It did the inhabitants of all ages,
erson.
It was widely different with me;
and by a distribution of msney building up the seeand I am very thaukful for the kind esteem
that people have given my writings. Before
port towns; betides, under eertnln wholesome re‘Evangeline’ was written I had hunted up strictive laws, at one time in operation, preventing
n decrease of a valuable product, aa the interests of
the history of the banishment of the Acadians and had intended to write upon it mythe packers prompted them to preserve the
supply
self ; but I put it off and Hawthorne got
frem year to year, and prevent by all
possible
hold of the stnrv and cave it to Loucfellow.
means a destruction of the fish.
the
Among
great
I am very glad be did, for he was just the
losses attending the shipments of lire lobsters, the
If I had attempted it I
one to write it.
correspondent of the Advertiser did nos mention
should have spoiled the artistic effect of the
me; namely, the Impounding of lobeters.
It wss
poem by my indignation at the treatment of •announced In the papers a few days ainoe, that lobsthe exiles by the Colonial government.”
ter dealers la Boston were getting ready to 811 the
Mai -e markets with fresh lobsters on the 15th of
Henry Smith, aged 45, a professional thief, November, on whioh day the Maine law which prevents tbs sale In the market of fresh lobsters from
was shot and killed
by George Trenwltb,
8rst of October to that date, ceased action. PeoSaturday, iu the latter's saloon in Philadel- the who
were anxiously looking for fresh salads on
ple
phia.
that day, probably did not know where these lobsters came from, as thev oeuld not have been taken
The Public Library.
on the coast of Mains, and the shores of New
EngTo the Editor of the Press:
land west of Boston could not afford a supply, havIt was with surprise that I road Mr. E. A.Noyes’
ing been swept clean \ ears age.
Evidently they
most
have
come
from
the Provinces, and snch Inartiele in relation to boyB making the rooms of this
deed 1s the ease. All throngh the summer Immense
institution a place of resort in cold weather.
quantities of lobsters were being shipped from
Yarmouth and otbor points of Nova Seotla to BosIf there was no provision made for our youth than
ton, and there were placed in pounds, tbat It, the
would we say amen to our hind heartod friend.
which wss not wanted for the eastern and
surplus
But he is Treasurer of the Portland Fraternity, an
western markets, and there kept until needed. Hundreds of thousands of lobsters have thus been
institution that has its origin in the heart of true
brought from Nov* Scotia aod placed in pound* to
Christianity. He knows that it is open day and
supu y the late fall markets, and notably Main*
that can bo afforded
with
advantage
every
where the people after their >ong rest from this dw
night
licious 8a would be huugry for them, that Is after
opr youth in the rhape of reading matter and all
the loth of Noveiube
whe the law which neceskinds of innodent amusement that their wants rehad compelled the enactment
sity
of, should cease
quite. There is a work shop, evening school gym- to act. In shipping live lobeters under themoet
favorable conditions from Nova Scotia the lose benasium free to all who will come.
fore they came Into consumption Is enormous; but
Such plaoes are proper for boys who will have
by the impounding of th m it Is still gre-ter.
reading matter suitable for their yea’s To my
I he epicure we*
mind the North American Review, All tntio Monthenjoys his salad today, must remember that the three or four small lobsters whieh
and
Blackwood's
Magazine
ly, Westminster Review,
compose his salad represent at least twelve or mere
such publications are rather in advance of the atcaught on the proliBo asbl g grounds of Nova
tainments of the class Mr. Noyes wishes to beneSt.
Scotia, the others having died in transit *r lu
The Fraternity takes special oare in regard to this
the pound. Of course this condition of affairs canand
and
deserve
the
countenance
of
matter
support
not last forever. Steam smacks are being built and
a11 clftsscSi
tttted now lu tne-States and various parts of tha
A word in regard to'the Public Library. The writProvmcos tho market men tell us, to Increase tha
er has often visited this placed and been under ob iami
hslassistants
Librarian
for
business next year, and Nova Scotia may expect
to
the
attengation
within two or three year* anise* the exportailon in
tion" that h required and it afford* me pleasure to
the shell Is entirely jp ohibited to sees complete
say that the persons in cnarge of this valuable insti.•estruction of one of It- most valuable produc s, as
tuti >u deserve the thanks of any who visit -t for their
Maine and Mass ich isetts where the lobeters were
wants
If
to
thetr
attention
courtesy and politeness
once abundant as they now re there, already have
deserve any coma end «ti<>u then Mr. * a son anti his
seen it.
Nothing but prohibitory leglslai ton ean
assistants should be popular wit> nil who visit this
prevent ibis, and a lose law for canning
place In search of knowledge of prlcel* ss value on po-slbly
establishment* from August 1st te April 1st.
raw*
of
the
works
so
account
containing It being
Sim.
A VlVTOB.
low, Emerson,

—•
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We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are
in
all

indispensable, not -necessarily for publicabut as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve communications that are not used.
cases

Gen. Pryor finding that he will not be allowed to harangue au English jury, ostensibly to help O’Donnell, but really to tickle
American Fenians by a ferocious denunciation of the EugliBh government, has decided
to come home. He has had a pleasant vacation and a fat fee.

tion

The Capital Punishment Law.
The Lewiston Gazette quotes from the
Press a paragraph calling attention to the
number of murders in Maine since the
capital punishment law was enacted and com-

The Texas governor boiled down all he
had to say on the subject of Thanksgiving
into six lines.
That comes nearer to what
is required of governors, now that the President issues proclamations for a national
Thanksgiving, than any other governor has
attained to.

ments as follows:

Imprisonment
ishment

Butler’s attempt to

for life is

practically the only punnow,exc«pt, indeed, when'punishment Is

commuted to $1000 fine In the interest of moral
reform! No one expects that the enactment of
capital punishment that does not puoish will have
any effect in decreasing the mnrder statistics. It Is
misleading to say that tne law has been in force for
six month v"when,

the Eeess says, 60 per cent, of
the murders then committed, “having all toe elements of murder in the first degree," have
wholly
escaped its operation. A hanging law that doesn’t
as

hang is even worse than a prohibitory law that does
not prohibit, to the extent that murder is worse
than drunkenness, though some
intemperate temperance people apparently do not think so. Eetter
have

law at all than a law whose non-enforce
ment breeds contempt and defiance of all law.
Otherwise, let it mean death to murderers, death
sure and swift and inexorable as a law of nature.
Then we can compare murder statistics, and not
before.
no

It is the Gazette’s

paragraph and not that
of the Press which is
misleading. The
statement made by the Press that the
capital punishment law has been iu force six
months is true. It is
purely au assumption
on the part of the Gazette that
imprisonment for life is practically the only
punishment for murder.

No facts sustain it. The
Eaton case, to which the Gazette evidently
refers in its allusion iu the commutation of
punishment to $1000 fine, was not murder
In the first degree, and if It had been, it
would not have come under the capital punishment law because that bad uotgoue into
effect when the homicide was committed*
The only trial of a homicide whose crime
wav committed after the
capital punishment
law became operative was that iu Aroostook
County, and the indictment was not for
murder

in the first

degree.

Nothing

has oc-

curred

indicating that the law will not be
enforced, and yet it seems to exert no restraining influence. This is the matter to
which we (tailed attention, and the Gazette’s
comment is not to the point.
The capital punishment law on our statue
book is as strong as any capital

punishment
'aw in the land. There are only two ways
by which the murderer of the first degree
can escape it, yiz: by the refusal of the jury
to convict, and by the exercise of the pardoning power. But there is no law anywhere against any crime that cannot be escaped in the same way. If capital punisbmen diminishes murder
why has not the enactment of a capital punishment law in this
State had that effect? This is the question
the P^ess suggested a few
days ago. The
Gazette’s attempt to answer by
insinuating
that the law in this State is a dead letter
will not do, unless it is ready to take the
ground that all capital punishment laws are
dead letters; for there are no more causes
operating here to defeat the law than there
are in other States, and the man that commits murder in Maine has no more reason to
expect to escape the gallow than tbe man
who commits murder in any other State
where capital punisnment exists.
It may be

said, (but the Gazette did not
say it) that because capital punishment has
not yet been executed on anybody in the
State the full effect of the law has not been
felt. But the punishment is not anew One.
There is nobody who does not know quite
well what the death penalty means in all its
terrors, nobody who does not know as well
he will after there has been an execution in Maine. Those who insisted most
strenuously on the enactment of the law
urged, and doubtless in good faith, that the
now as

penalty
murder.

would deter men from committing
What the Press called attention

to was the fact that it appears to have

nonsuch effect,

more

murders’ having

had
been

committed since its enactment than in any
equal length of time before.
One of the most interesting features of
the December number of the St. Nicholas
magazine, is a delightful account, written
by Miss Ella £. Sargent, of the “Children’s
Christmas Club” Which was organized in
this city last year and was the means of
producing so much happiness. This account
takes the form of a letter to all the children
of the world, to whom the story of the organization and the festival is told in the
hope that everywhere the example of the
children
of^Portland will be imitated, so
that Children’* Christmas Clubs Will spring,
up by thousands and help make “Merry
Christmas” for the poor, the weak, the suffering and the forgotten of whom there are
in every place enough to exercise the benevolence of the more fortunate.
We are
strongly inclined to reproduce the whole letter; but in the first place our readers already
know about the matter, and in the next
place we could not reproduce the happy illustrations which adorn it in St. Nicholas.
Bat the members of the first Children’s
Christmas Club will be glad to know that
their good work has been published so widely and attractively. As the Club was formed
to last “forever” we suppose its members
•are already planning for the
coming Christmas and will not forget their noble motto
“Freely ye have received, freely give.”
The experiments which the department of
agriculture bas been making in the manufacture of sorghum have closed on account
of the exhaustion of the appropriation.
During the season 11,000 pounds of sugar
and about 300 gallows of syrup have been
produced from 232 tons of sorghum cane.
The cost of production has been reduced by
improved machinery and methods from $10
to $1 per pound. Commissioner Loring will
not ask for further appropriations to continue the experiments at Washington, but
will recommend an appropriation of $1000
for each State to be expended by the State
Agricultural Association in the purchase or
lease of 10 acres of land in each State for
the planting of sorghum. The commissioner thinks the plan will prove popular and
that Congress will adopt It.
Gen. A. P. Martin has written a letter for-

mally accepting the citizens’ nomination for
mayor of Boston. He pledges himself if elected, to administer the duties of the office upon
business principles, and as far as possible
in the interest of all the people, having regard in selecting persons for office, not for
their political affiliation, but their ability to
properly discharge the duties of the place.
f administration which Governor

T
Martin promises is the kind which Boston
and every other city needs.
Unfortunately
very few of them get it.
_

There is considerable interest to know
what defence ex-Senator Spencer, the recreant star route witness, will make to the
charge *f contempt. Heretofore Spencer
has claimed that he went away by permission
of Mr. George Bliss, one of the counsel fcr
the government, a statement which Mr.
Bliss has vigorously denied.
It remains to
be seen if Spencer will be willing to repeat
this story under oath.
The very improbable story comes from
Virginia that the Readjusters will attempt
to count in enough of their senatorial candidates to control that branch of the legislature. Mahone’s political methods may not
be above criticism, but we do not believe he
covets the shame of a Garcelon or a Pills-

bury.

___

The Nashville American characterizes the
free trade meeting in Cooper Institute
Thursday night as an effort to bulldoze
\he House into defeating Randall for the
Speakership, and protests that Mr. Wattersou’s tariff views are not the

South.

views of the

remove

Mrs. Leonard

purely an act of personal spite, though
he sought to justify it on legal grounds.
The Supreme Court' has now knocked the
legal grounds out from under him.
was

■

ARETES SHURTLEFF,
NO. 194 MIDDLE STREET,
3 Dodrs "West Canal Nat’l Bank.

The last dynamite rnfflan arrested in London is a German. His purpose
apparently
was to liberate Germany
by blowing up the
German minister in London. The idea of
course was borrowed from the Fenians.

on a

of thp inpmVtaro

(Stow Bros.’ Block, Middle Street,)

Hare

OVERSACK

GRADUATE of the National School of Elocnotion and Oratory, Philadelphia, will receive
pupils in Vocal Culture and Elocution. Arrangements may be made for lessons, either private or in
classes, at Miss Sargent’s School, 148 Spring St.
Miss Laughton refers, bv permission, to Henry
Dixon .lones, Instructor of Elocution, Harvard University, Tnomas Tash, Sunt, of Schools, Portland'
and Abner J, Phipps, Ph. D„ Supt. of Schools, Lewiston.
nov24d2w

A

PRACDCAl BUSINESS COURSE.
given

INSTRUCTION

in

Reading,

Spelling,

Grammar, Commercial Arithmetic. BooK-keeping, Penmanship, Business Forms, Civil Government, and other English branches required ii\ a
practical business education. A few more pupils
can be accommodated.
For full particulars address
A. S. SAWYER, No. 29 Mechanic St.,
hov20d2w*
City.

Instruction in English and Class
icai Studies
•

to

J. W.

—

ALLEN &
Maxiutacluring

3rd,new classstarting the first
Monday in every succeeding month during
es

470
nov5

winter. Th« rough
instruction given in

the

the
the

CO.,

bestsystem

in

Dealers

Congress St.,

Clothing,

at a

same

Market

■
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which measures 43 inches long,
26 inches wide, and weighs 8 1-4
ounces—more than a pound of
Towel to the pair, for /

Mary

White returns to a field in which he has done excellent work before, and writes on “Some Alleged

Americanisms,” showing that many expressions
which the English critics dismiss with scorn as
Americanisms are really English in their origin and
Crawford continues his admirable serial
story, “A Roman Singer,” which some critics pronounce even better than his stories, “Dr. Claudius”
and "Mr. Isaacs,” which have found bo great popularity. fl. L. Nelson writes on “Social Washing'
ton; Mrs. Julia C. R. Dorr on “Bermudian Days;”
H. H. a California sketch, entitled “O-Be-Joyful
Creek and Poverty Gnloh.” Mr. Stedman and Mrs.
Fields contribute poems.
Other stories and essays,

department of Reviews, and
the Contributors’ Club complete the December number of this admirable magazine.
The December number of Harper's Magazine has
beautifully illustrated artioles on ‘Christmas,” by
George William Curtis; “Alfred Tennyson,” by
Anne Thackeray Ritchie; “The West Highlands,”
by William Black; “The Nest Builders of the Sea,”
by C, F. Holden; “The Kissing Bridge,” by George
H. tiroughton; Pope’s poem, “The Quiet Life;” “A
Virginia Visit,” a story by Mrs, P. Y. Pember;
“The Register,” a comedy, by W. D. Howells; “Nature’s Serial Story,” by E. P. Roe; and Poems by
John G. Whittier, Austin Dobson and others. This
is a list of contributors large enough and distinguished enough to assure the interest of the number, but it is ecarcely half of all. These illustrated
articles are as charming for their pictures as for
their text, and show that Harper’s Magazine keeps
an

unusually

full

abreast of tho progress of the time in its pictorial
features. Among the other articles are stories by

Edward Everett Hale and Charles Eeade. The editorial departments are especially interesting In this
number, For the next year(> stories by William
Black, E. P. Roe, Charles Eeade and W. D. Howells,
Historical and Biographical papers by T. W. Higginson, Treadwell Walden, and Herbert Tuttle,
Descriptive papers by George H. Broughton, Frank
D. Millet,Charles H. Farnham and others, are prom

ised."
A frontispiece of Peter Cooper, in the December
“Century,” introduces the reader to an entertaining
anecdotal paper on-that eminent philanthropist by
Susan N. Carter, who is at the head of the
Woman's Art School of the Cooper Institute. She
throws much light cn Mr. Cooper’B ideas and his
generous aims in promoting the education of young
women for skilled occupations. Other biographical
papers are Miss Anna Bicknell’s character sketch of
“The Pretenders,” and Mrs. Schuyler Van Rensellear’s critical essay on “George Fuller,” both of
them illustrated. Lovers of Archseolgy will find an
interesting paper on “The Friese’ of the Parthenon,” by Dr, Charles Waldstein. “The Fairest
Couuty in England,” is an attractive descriptive
paper on Devonshire, by Frances George Hacet.and
is profusely illustrated by Harry Fenn. H. H.’s
series of articles on Southern California, closes in
this number with an Illustrated article on Los AnMrs.

naloo
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writes of ‘The Original Documents of
Testament.” In the department of fiction
we have another installment of the much discussed
‘•Breajl Winners,” another chapter of Mr. Cable’s
“Dr. Sevier,” which was begun in the November
number, and the first part of Robert Grant’s story
of New York life, "An Average Man,” which will
Henry James’s novelrun through six numbers
“The Silverado Squatters” conette is concluded.
cludes the extracts which will appear in the Century from Robert Louis Stevenson’s humorous narration in Southern California. Poems are contributed
to this number by Mrs. S. M. B. Piatt and Andrew
B. Saxton. “Topics of the Time” and “Open Letters” contain several articles of interest and value.
The Deoember number of “The Magazine of Art”

University,

an original etching by R. W. Maobeth, illustrating Austin Dobson’s poem “Lady Bountiful,”
with engravings from pictures by David ftannay,
Kauffman and Mesdag, sketches in Egypt, by W. J.
Loftie, and much besides, both text and illustration,
that has peculiar interest to lovers of art. We
should not forget to mention seven engravings of
portraits of Martin Lather. Subscribers to this
magazine for 1884 will receive, free, a beautiful
original etching by Mr. Henry Farrar, entitled,
“Evening by the River,” an ornament to any room.

contains

No. 7 of “Swinton’s Story Teller” contains seven
complete stories, tome new and some old. This
publication is a weekly, wholly devoted to stories.
"Our Little Ones,” which is the successor of
“The Nursery,” maintains its well established character.

Pansy,” edited by Mrs. G. R. Alden (“Pansy”), and published byD. Lothrop h Co., is a weekly magazine for tbe younger children, and athor^
osghly good one.
"The

“St. Nicholas” for Deoember is brim-full of de-

lightful things appropriate

to the Christmas

The children will revel lu its bright pages.

season.

MRS. WINTHROP.

uoy!4

York,

fm

Market Square.
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PORTLAND

SOCIETY OF ART.
An exhibition of

LOCAL ART

us a

The following list

call.

amiill nart rtf flirt t'And fhinira

comprises

but

a

hnvrt fn ftffur.

Wrt

will be open at the Room*, of the
Society. No. 507 1-9 Congress St.,
front WEDNESDAY, Nov. 14th lo
SATURDAY, Dec. 1st. .Hours
front lO n. m. to 9 p. in.
norl5

NEW NUTS.
16c. ft.
16c. ft.
Pecans
Filberts.16c. ft.
French Walnuts.16c. ft.
20c. ft.
Finest EDgUsh Walnuts..

Shell t>ark Walnuts...8c. ft.
Finest Almonds.
22c. ft.
Princess Papershell Almonds
Jordan Shelled Almonds..
.60c. ft.
Mixed Nuts.16c. ft.

Castanas.
..

eodtf

PREPARE

THANKSGIVING

•
Choice Table Raisins, on stem,
“
“
“
Finest Basket
.....
Dehesa Layers, (very large)
.......
New Fare Dates,
.....
London Layer Figs, (extra fine)
•
•
Best Malaga Grapes,
Finest Flbrida Oranges,
“
Messina Lemons.

18c.
28c.
38c.
15c.
aoc.
2vc.

ib.
Ib.

—

to direct

your

ing list

the Kohler Hot Air Furnace.
Its superiority over all othere I will demonstrate if you
will call at my store. The following well known
persons hare the Kohler:
W.T. Saigenr... 148 Spring Street.
J. F. Sherry.457 Congress Street.
C. C. Eaton,.23 Pine Street.
J- S. Libby. .150 Park Street.
J. F. Clark.14 Mellon Street.

with

I Alfred Staples,.175 Neal Street.
H P. S Gould,.387 CongreaB
Thos. Edwards, (Berlin Mills Co.) 117 Franklin St.
H. B Brown, (Artist,)400 Danforth Street.
II. B. Farnsworth.357 Spring Street.

Charles Goodridge,.
Deering
C. H. Gilbert.. Canton Steam Mills Co.
V. E. Gilbert,...Canton Steam Mills Co.

J. B. Vance.Alfred, Me.
W. G.
Me.
J. S.
Me.
B. B.
Me.
F. O. Johnston,...469 Cumberland St.
A. B. Holden, .84 Lincoln Street.
A. L. Merry.144 Pine Street.
S. W. Thaxter.22 Deering Street.
F. W. McKenney.162 Spring Street.
Mrs. David Keazer.83 State Street.
Zenas Thompson. Jr.124 Pearl Street.
\j. Kj. aiiow,....280 Brackett Street.
C. E. Barrett,..6 Deering Street.
Dr. Gardner Ludwig,.604 Congress Street.
H. T. Blaekstone.Canal Bank.
sep8
dtf

Spring,.Fryeburg,
Spring.Fryeburg,
Murry.Pembroke,

___

Blessed Benefactors.
When a board of eminent physicians and chem
ists announced the discovery that by
combining
some well-known valuable
remedies, the most
wonderful medicine was produced, which would
cure such a wide range oi diseases that most all
other remedies could be dispensed with, many were
skeptical; but proof of its merits by actual trial has
dispelled al ldoubt, and to day the discoveries of
that great-medicine, Hop Bitters, are honored and
blessed by all as benefactors. These Bitters are
compounded from Hops, Buchu, Malt, Mandrake
and Dandelion and other oldest, best, and most valuable medicines in the world and contain all the
best and most curative properties of all other medicines, being the greatest Blood Purifier, Kidney
and Liver Regulator, and Life and Health Restoring Agent on earth. No disease or ill health can
possibly long exist where these Bitters are used, so
varied and perfect are their operations.
They give new life and vigor to the aged and infirm. To all whose employments cause
Irregularity
of the bowels or urinary organs, or who require an
Appetizer, Tonic and tnild Stimulant, these Bitters
are fhvaluable, being highly curative, tonic and
stimulating, without intoxicating.
No matter what your feelings or symptoms are,
what the disease or ailment is, use Hop Bitters.
Don’t wait until you are sick, but if you only fee

miserable, use

the Bitters

at

once.

It may

life. Hundreds have been saved by so
doing. flyf500<b^£8 will bo paid for a case they
will not cure or help.
Do not suffer yourself or let your friends suffer,
but use and urge them to use Hop Bitters.
Remember, Hop Bittess is the purest and best
medicine ever made; the “Invalid’s Friend and
Hope.” No person or family should be without
them.
“I was troubled for many years with serious Kidney and Liver Complaint, Gravel, etc.; my blood
became thin; I was dull and inactive; could hardly
crawl about, and was an old worn out man all over,
and cottld ge;> nothing to help me, until I got Hop
Bitters, and now I am a boy again. My blood is
pure, kidneys are ali right, and I am as active as a
man of 30, although I am 72.—Father.
“For ten years my wifp was confined to her bed
with such a complication of ailments that no doctor
could tell what was the matter or cure her, and I
used up a small fortune iu humbug stuff. Six
months ago I saw a U. S. flag with Hop Bitters on
it, and I thought I would be a fool once more, and I
tried it, but my folly proved to be wisdom, and two
bottles cured her, she is now as well and strong as
any man’s wife, and it cost me only two dollars.
H. W-, Detroit, Mich.
no2
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The

great

goods

arc

and

care,

ering

their

Tuesday Eveniug, Nov. 27,’83.
MUSIC

quality they

than the average
this market, viz:'/

cheap-

goods sold

er

on

English Dairy Cheese,

Finest Dehesa Eaisins,
do. Basket Dehesa do.,
do. Imperial Cabinet do.,
do. Loose Muscatels,
do. Sultanas,
do. Ondaras and Valencias,

Pine

Apple Cheese,
Swiss Cheese,
Roquefort Cheese,
Parmesan Grated Cheese,

Absolutely Pure.
EJuckins’ Soups.36c

Figs, Nuts, Dates,
Oranges—Florida, Lemons,
Malaga Grapes, Apples,
Sweet Marjoram,
Summer Savory, Sage, Thyme,
Poultry Dressing, Leaf Sage,
Maccaroni, Vermicelli,
Olives, Olive Oil,
Plain and Fancy Ci ackers,
Imported and Domestic Cigars,
Fine Garden Teas,
Turkish Coffee,
Maple Syrup, in gallon cans,
Factory Cheese—full cream.

best in the market .60c
A full line of Crosse & Blackwell’s Meat
Sauces and Ketchups.
Crosse & Blackwell’s Pickles.36c and 65o hot

Olives.40c and 66c
French Stalled 01iv.es...76c
India Currie Powder...30c
French Capers.36c
Bengal Club Chutney.60c and 86c

Pudding,
Preserves, Jellies, etc.
Fine and large Assortment
Canned Goods,
Perry’s Fruits, in glass,
Canton Ginger,

of

small list of

a

our ex-

Co.,

FAIR PLAY SILL

he

one

Vithout- las®1.

'They Regulate the
1

Circulation of I

the ENTIRE BODY.

ectch^mS>iL

from imperf
RHEUMATISM of the feet and all kindred
troubles, absolutely prevent Coughs and Colds.
Insoles fop Ladies are very thin. Made to fit any
shoe. Sold by Druggists and shoe dealers or sent
by mail poBt-paid. I*Tfce 60 cts. per P"-1***
WILSONLA MAGNETIC APPLIANCE CO.,
886 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
ocl9
d&w3m
cure

A DV1 flooring,

U
HrH SSL In H fi
8 S $3W, H R

yii iii
m* 1

I

I

Sec., of all thicknesses,
widthw and qualities.

i-James
58

fH
8®
11 isB

& Abbot,

Kilh-V st-»

BOSTON.

eod

nrm

mining principles,
A flnt-c lass mill is erected upon the property, containing 10 stamps, but with room, and abundant water-power to run 40 stamps.
The Mine is thoroughly equipped with the best
machinery, and is leased to energetic parties (but
by the company)
immediate dividends.

controlled
sure

on

terms that will

en-

In order to increase the mill oapacity by the addimore stamps, and to largely increase the

tion of

extensive working, the Company now oiler to the public a limited amount of
Preferred Stock, bearing interest at the rate of

output of Ore by

co-partnership,heretofore existing between
GREEN and T. F. LYNCH, under the
name of Green & Lynch, is this day dissolved

THE

G. W.

firm

of Mr. Green.
All accounts of the
The busilate firm will be settled by T. F. Lynch.
the
will
be
continued
above, under same
ness
by
GREEN & LYNCH.
name as heretofore.
uov22dlw
November 17th, 1883.

by the death

Cement Drain Pipe Works.
IVlOR sale, one of the beat paying bnaine«s in the
JC city, and li now doing a good business. Satisfactory reasons giving for Belling out. Call on J. L.
SMITH,

corner

Portland, Me.

of Cumberland and Preble streets,
novldtf

general beverage and necessary

corrective of water rendered impure

vegetable decomposition
as

Fight Per (lent. Per Annum, payable semiannually, at the Banking House of the American
Loan and Trust Company, No. 55 Congress street
Boston. This amount of eight per cent. Preferred
Stock will be sold to parties at the par value of
Fire Dollars Per Share, and each subscription
will be entitled to a bonus of the Common Stock,
equal to 25 per cent, of the subscription to the PreStock.
Purchasers of Preferred Stock will also participate in the final distribution of the remaining
Treasury Stook, when made, abd now comprising
upwards of 20,000 shares.
This Stock is offered as a safe anil desirablp investment, and one offering liberal returns to investors. Full information furnished on applicaton
to

by

other causes,

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the

Aromatic* Schnapps is superior to every
other alcoholic preparation.

A public

salts* of over 80 rears duration in every

section of

owr

country of Udolpho Wolfe^s

the inediesl faculty and

a

sale

uovl4

Between

THOS. H. BACON,
Trenail! cr,

22 CONGRESS ST.,

BOSTON.
eodSwf

For sale by all Druggist

A FIKE LINE OF-

Sherries, Ports and Clarets, Champagnes
Brandies and Gins, Guinness London Stout and Bass Ale

Octaves and Cases.

All of

which

are

standard

goods for medicinal and family use. A Iso in stock
APPOLINAKIS (imported / and ihe Celebrated SUMMIT SPRING WATER.

IMPORTER*,

4IOJFore St.,

Portland.

18 BEAVER

STREET,

MEW YORK.

dly

WE LEARN THAT

II.

A,

LAMB,

of this city who has had each unbounded success
In effecting permanent cures in the severest forms
of Erysipelas and all forms of Scrofula and Diseases
of the Skin, has not now, nor never has had, any
specialty In the practice of medicine.

nov7

dim

■

—

Meclianics

Hall,

Wednesday Eve’ng, Nov. 28.
nessy; Clerk Andrew Nelson, Jr.; Howard A. Fogg,
Albert S. Spanlding, Wm. Strong, Samuel H. Gammon, Franklin Neluon. Geo. H. Robinson, Chas. P.
French, P. W. Wells, Benj. L. Sawyer,

^

music—Chandler’* Quadrille Band, D. fl.

Chandler, Prompter,

Tickets $1.00; to be had of members of the Company and at tho door. Dancing commences prompt-

ly

at 8

o’clock._nov22ThSM&W.
GIZiBBHT’S

THANKSGIVING BALL
Thursday Evening,

Nov. 29.

PROGRAMME
1.
2.

Walt*.

11.

Quadrille.
3. Quadrille (Waltz).
*• Lancers.
o.
Waltz.
8.
7.

8.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Quadrille (Polka).
Quadrille.
Galop.

Portland
Waltz.

9.
10.

17.

Fancy.

Tickets admitting

Supper by

18.

:

Quadrille
Guards).

(National

V
\

Quadrille (Waltz).
Polka (Coquette).

Quadrille.
Waltz.
Galop.

Quadrille.
Waltz.

Gentlemen Vith Ladles $1

Ulmer.__no»23dtf
City Hall, Thanksgiving Sight, Sot. 29.
Grand Ball
—

BY

THE

—

HAIR DRESSERS’ UNION,
for the benefit

of the relief fund. Tickets admitting Gent and Ladies 7 5 cents. Waltzing and the
polka from 8 to 9 p. m. Music by Chandler.
nov22dtd

A COURSE OF TEN LECTURES

be given in First Parish Church on successive Saturday afternoons at 2V4 o’clock
commencing next
Saturday
Subjects and
Lecturers will be announced in the morning papers
Course Tickets $1.00. Fsr sale at MarretCs dry
goods store, and at T. L. Merrill’s hardware store

WILL

,d2w

lH\trARl\iV

GYPSY BAND
City Hall, Tuesday evening, Dec. 4, and

at

3tockbridge| Course) Wednesday evening,
now
Tickets

on

(in the

Dec. 6.
nov26d3t

sale.

1883

Dec. 6.

CADETS

DRILL AND

BALL.

BEFORE.

PRUSSIAN ARMY■
■
HARNESS

OIL BLACKING

Keeps the Harness from
FREEZING AND CRACKING.
Softens Without Injuring.
Oils Without Gumming.
Blackens Without Crocking.
GUARANTEED PURE AND FREE
FROM ALL ACIDS.

P. A. O.

CO.

358 Washington Bt., Boston, Mass.
U0V12

eodly

CAPT. N. D. WINSLOW.
music by Chandler’s Full military
Band—25 Pieces,

TRIMMER’S ORCHESTRA—10 Pieces.

dtf

50ICJTU
aft JU(.

VOLTAIC BELT, and other Electric
We will eend on Thirty Days’
Trial,
MEN, YOUNG OR OLD. who are suffering
Nervous
.from
Debilitt, Lost Vitality, and thoso
diseases of a Personal Nature resulting from
Abuses and Other Causes Speedy relief and com
plete restoration to Health, Vigor and Manhood
Guaranteed. Send at once for Illustrated Pamphlet
free. Address
Appliances.
ELECTRO
TO

Voltaic Belt Co., Marshall, Mica
nov23

and Grocers.

Udolpho Ms M Co..

AT

—

Fourteenth Annual

Bnttons,

WE HATE IN STOCK

by any other alcoholic distillation have
claimed for It.

1* IF* *.

Biddei’ord,

PORTLAND

Oals. and. Glroen.

unequaled

insured for It the reputation of salubrity

VV«

(7IUI|/3UU

Thursday Evening,

FRANK GOUDYTm Congress St,

Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by

DR.

novlO

or

AND
JUMVI1

OOCIPLIMEMAHY TO

more

ferred

Notice of Dissolution*

a

—

1870 CITY HAUL

discount of lO per cent from the regular prices on Fringes, Passem entres, Ornaments, Faces,
Corsets and Hosiery.

TO

—

Saco Engine Co. No. 1, Saco,

Maine.

Owing to the success attending onr
last spring's discount sale I shall
commence this morning and give a

SCHNAPPS.

CASCO ENGINE CO., NO* 5

pot21_

IT PIT Cisr DISCOUNT.

Schiedam Aromatic
As

Cangerss and 235 Middle Sts.,

PcjjrtlandL-

wolfeb

President, IRA P. RANKIN, San Francisco.
H. BACON, Boston.
Treasurer, T.
*

station within 50 miles of Portland, when

GEO. C. SHAW & CO.

eodtf

United ■states Patent.
Three Tunnels for mining the Ore have already
been driven, and the Mine is opened on the best

Figs.1 60
Turkish Preserved Rose Leaves..35c
Fruits in Brandy.:..1.50
Perry’s Fruits in Syrup.1.10
Wine Calves Feet Jelly.50c and 76c
California Wine
...75c
A full line of the best Preserves, Jams and Jellies in
21b
41b
1ars and 61b pails.
tumblers,
jars,

We will deliver free, to any
orders amount to $10.00.

and Federal Streets.

Fair Play mill and mining Comlocated in
pany have a very desirable property,
Calavera* county, California (within a few miles of
the famous Big Trees), and less than a day’s travel
trom San Francisco. The property is secured by a

Peas.26c and 36c can
Mushrooms.40c
Anchovies in Oil .65c bot
Paste. 60ojar
Yormouth Bloaters.GOc
Spiced Salmon.66c can
Dundee Marmalade.26o jar
Gnava Jelly.15c, 26c and 60c box
Canton Preserved Gidger, Dry.60o lb
in Syrup..60c, 76c, 1.60 jar
Preserved Limes...1.50

Ginger Ale, Pickles, Ketchup,
Sauces. French Peas,
Mushrooms, Sardines,
Capers, etc-, etc.

Wholesale and Retail,

“

box

2.00

Out of town people will find it greatly to their advantage to send us
their orders, as our prices are not only much cheaper, but we offer better goods and a larger variety to select from.

W. L. Wilson &

Exchange

53.00

We offer the largest stock and greatest variety of ^'goods to be
found in the State. For a perfect enumeration of all the goods we keep
we refer our customers to our printed Price List which will be mailed
to anyiaddress, upon application.

585 & 587

no21

Pate de Foie Gras ..$1.25 and
French Truffles. 1.25 and

|

Ball

BY—

Committee of Arrangements—Foreman Wm. Hen-

Canton Chow-Chow.
Scotch Marmalade,
New Buck Wheat,

tensive stock.

Corner

41

Bombay Chutney, large bottles.$1.60
Choice fable Vinegar.35c
Cox Gelatine.17c box
Clialmer’s Gelatine.17c
44
Sheet Gelatine, per Vi ib...36c
Iri8hMoss. 16c lb

Mince Meat,
English Plum

comprises

can

Alghieris

Young America Cheese,
Gorgonzola Cheese.
Sap Sago Cheese,

Prunes—full assortment,

pound.

per

Bells’ Poultry Seasoning.10c box
Sage, Savory Marjoram and Thyme. 8c
A full line ot the Finest Spices guaranteed

Edam or Dutch Cheese,
Neufchatel Cheese,
On the Square Cheese,

Fancy Currants,
Fancy Citron,
Orange Peel,
Lemon Peel,

noy21__dfit

—GIVEN

MISCELLANEOUS LIST.

Stilton Cheese,

all in quarter, half and whole boxes.

The above

are

The

^

BY CHANDLER.

Complimentary

With our usual custom at this season of the year we offer our customers a large
variety of those Famous French Candies, sold only by us. We invite special attention to our Chocolate Creams anti Cream Bon Bons as being the
finest goods in the market and never sold before less than 50c. lb.
Our stock includes the following varieties:
Cream Dates, Cream Almonds, Chocolate Creams, Walnuts, Vanilla
Chocolate Creams, Cream Bon Bons. Imperial Paste, Cream Peppermints, Cream Checkerraints, Checkerberry Wafers, White & Red Rock
Candy, Napoleon Paste, Sherbets, Cocoanut Creams. Imperial Jordan
Almonds, Almond Fig Candy, Fig Jelly, Assorted Fruit Jelly, French
Cream Mixture, Fancy Mixture, Druggist Gum Drops, Cocoanut Caramels, Florida Figs, Cocoamit Balls and Fine Mixture.

Consid-

are

Cents

20

selected

they

wholesome and reliable.

Sidney Thaxter,.74 Deering Street.
Joseph Russell.31 High Street.
Addison Libby,.64 Clark Street.

save

HALL,

•

-AT-

of Table Substantial and

Delicacies.

O. K. Gerrish,..212 State Street.
Samuel Rolfe, .98 State Street.
Wm. G. Hart.256 State Stroet.

or

—

—AT—

CITY

FREKTCH CANDIES

We invite attention to the follow-

attention to

bad

THE

Tickets admitting Ladies and Gent 75 cents.

TO THE PUBLIC,

beg

or

Portland Longshoremen’s BenevolentSocietj

Ib.

lb.
Ib.
Ib.

dtf

4tli Annual Ball

...

__________________

MAINE!

furnace I

260 times.

over

The play will be presented with scenery modeled
after the famous Madison Squaie Theatre setting.
Seats J1.00, 75c and 50c; Gallery 35c. Sale of
seats commences Saturday, Nov. 24.
noy22dlw

82 Market Square,

a now

of

ADHISSIOIY 35 CENTS.

OF

0. AMES,

which has enjoyed a Ijighly successful run at
the Madison Square Theatre, New

AFIRE DOMESTIC DRAMA.
An Exrtllfnl Vast of Vharacters.

THANKSGIVING DINNER

HORATIO. STAPLES.

If in want of

theatre.

Nights, Tuesday and Wednesday, Nov. 37 and 38,

Who desire those choice table delicacies for their

This is the biggest; heaviest and
best Towel ever sold on the continent for the price, 25 cts. each.

r»f .TnVtn Unnlrtna’

the New

shown in Portland.

Congress Street,

v«rv

Mr.

use.

goods

were ever

should not fail to give

PORTLAND,

nov2tfd2t

from 30 to 40 per cent less than

price

HOUSEKEEPERS

noyed lately by ill-founded reports to the ef-

ot

Portland

T

GIANT TOWEL

W.

Commences at 7.30.

cents.

ALLEN & COMPANY,
nov2

year.
The poetry of William Y. Butts, known as
the “cowboy poet,” has attracted some
attention. The history of Buttes is romaniic.
He
never went to BChool a day in his life.
He is
more than thirty years of age, and his whole
life has beon spent on the niains. He was discovered by David Graham Adee, while visiting
Colorado last summer. A friendship grew up
between them during a tornado ono
night,
which deprived both of shelter.
Buttes confided to Adee the fact that be sometimes wrote
“lines.” as he described bis poetry, and over a
glass of brandy and water Adee learned the
story of tbe cowboy’s life and obtained many
of his poems.
Mr. Edmund Clarence Stedman baa been aD-

sketch

_

Two Suits.

eodtf

WHAT THINK YOU

u._1

OFFICE

—

at Good Templar’a Hall.
SingiDg by Mrs. Alice Carle Seaver, and Miss Leila
Farrell. Readings by David Moulton. Tickets 26

Square. ■anant furnishing kputgbt.

lar and home testimoof
graduated
pupils.
E. HICKCOX, Stenographer,
/>n
n.r.n. 'j

Sonnets.
The Comte de Paris has finished the concluding volumes of bis “History of the American
Civil War,
and they will be issued early next

oiograpmcai

fob^

GIVE A

Supper and Entertainment,
TUESDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 27th,

and in

of

Moody Emerson, by Balph Waldo Emerson. Mr.
Emerson always attributed to this aunt a powerful
influence in shaping his career, and his sketch of
her is one of peculiar interest.
Richard Grant

—

O O

egant in workmanship and finish, and offer-

least practicable
time, orally or by
mail. Send for circu-

Bangor, one of
Maine's sweetest singers, has just published a
book of poems entitled,
Legends, Lyrics and

nupuruiut paper

-

The Mister Play So “HAZEL KIRKE"
and “RHIIEBALDA.”

is the author of Our Club and
one of the best juvenile books
brought

is a

O

__nov24dSt*
PEOPLE’S SPIRITUAL SOCIETY

cember

Bethel,

December Magazines.

VALUE

—

price we will positively show any The Madison Square Theatre
present® Bronson Howard’s charming Society
gentleman a line of goods correct in style, elDrama in 4 acts, entitled
ed

undersigned, will be
resumed Monday, De-

Edmund Yates’ “Reminiscences” are to be
published in London next Spring.
John Preston Trae, the# son of Dr. N. T.

December “Atlantic" is notable as containiug.a remarkable and timely paper on “Luther and
His Work,” by Frederic H. Hedge, one of the most
accomplished German scholars In America, and
one of the most competent to estimate
adequately
the character and influence of Luther. Another

A

on

At this

nials

The

LECTURE on the above subject will be delivered in the Coagrrss Hirer' VI. ft. Church
Tuesday, Nov. ‘47, at 7..TO p. m., by the
Rev. J. W. Hamiltno, D.D., of Boston, Mass.
Admission—Adults 15c; Children lOo.

GUARANTEED

Two

by

Literary Notes.

fect that he has abandoned bis banking business and will henceforth devote himselt exclusively to literary pursuits. “This is just now
calculated to injure me,” he said recently to a
correspondent of the Chicago Inter-Ocean: “I
have, in fact, abandoned writing to go into
business, because I could not make a living for
myself and my family by mere brainwotk.
Now, if I am deprived of the means to pursue
au occupation in which I have been moderately successful, and which I understand, that
ends my literary life; I shall never write
another fine. I shall have neither the time to
devote to it, nor the heart to engage in it.
You see,” added Mr. Stedman, “I am a critic
and a poet if you please. The largest income
to be derived from literature comes
through
the novel. The successful novelist in these
days has a golden road before him, but I could
not write a novel if I tried, and, I was about to
say, I would„not if I could, for my reputation
has been won, what measure of it I have,
by
my verse, not by my prose writing. On some
accounts I regret now that I ever began ia
these later years to write critioism. It is a
thankless task.”

OF

THAWISGIVING DAY, 3 SESSIONS:
Juvenile session in the morning from 10 to 12,
afternoon, from 2 to 4.30, with music; evening,
7.45 to 10.15, extra utuaic by <) handier.
Admission; morning, children under 14 years, 16
ets, Including skates; afternoon and evening, 25
cts. Skate checks, 10c.
nov22dtf
O. II. \V (1ITNEY, Bluuiigrr.

Frank Curtis...Proprietor and Manager.

The evening classes
in Phonography, conducted so successfulthe
ly last year,

in

On and after Monday, Nor. 26tb,
the rink will be open every afternoon and evening for
the remainder of the

QUEER MANOEUVRES.

wenToffer’

iHORraANDT

__

L, Mace

onr

JINDERWEAR.

A superb garment for Gentlemen’s wear.
As a result of one of our reThe material from which these coats are
ce
made is a heavy Kersey, lined throughout
with an extra heavy Black Satin, and a fanFOUR PIECES
The
above
Silk
Sleeve
coat
cy
Lining.
in
equal
style, fit and finish to custom work Men’s Extra Quality FANat about one-lialf the price, should attract CY UNDERWEAR, at the
the attention of any gentleman in want extraordinary low price of
of a first-class Overcoat.
TE» SOliLARS.

dtf

speaker pledged to tariff agitation the Hem"
ocrats next year will lose
every debatable
state.

this season.
Mrs. Frances

all

season.

MEN’S FINE

143 Pearl Street.
jan24

Ex-Senator Eaton of Connecticut expresses bis conviction that if the House elects a

out

over

an

COLCORD,

day for using the expression “Robbing
Peter'to pay Paul,” pronouncing it
“unparliamentary slang.”

Theirs,

us

private pupils by the subscriber

er

True of

advantage
competitors in

given

$35.

-

MISS SARAH E. LAUGHTON,

The chairman of the New York Aldermen
called

MM Roller Skating Rink,

"elocitiosT

given
Mr. Carlisle’s friends allege that Mr.
Randall's supporters are industriously waving the bloody shirt, in other words seeking to revive sectional prejudice* in the hope
of advancing the interests of their favorite.

<13m

EPUCATIONA1,.

est in Frank

to excite is the fear that it may not be true.

PORTLAND,

oo tl

MAINE.

IHTERTAiNMENTM.

amommoci

ELEGANT sfeTlN haEB

Banker and Broker,

An attempt is

making to revive au interJames, the Western bandit, by
circulating the story that he is dying ot consumption. The only feeling that it is likely

mioiUAnoin.

VINANCIAL.

eodly

Tickets for sale by the members Mul at the usual
places. Sale of reserved seats will commence at the
Cadets’ Armory Wednesday evening at 7.30 o’clock
afterwards at H. P. S. Goold’s. Each purchaser
limited to 0 seats. Doors open at 7; Band Concert
at 7.30; Drill *t 8.30; Dancing at 0.
nov2t>dtd

CRAI,

& MeALLlSTKR have a large Stock
of the choicest coal mined for domestic purposes, selected with great care for fall and winter
use; clean and free from s ate. Our stock comall the grades of first-class coal, from the free
burning Franklin to the hardest Bid Vein Lehigh*,
in all sires. We have also for open grates, the English
Cannel. Acadia .and Virginia Grate coals,
which burn with a flame and make a cheerful tt* e.

RANDALL

prises

COVER YOUR STEAM PIPES
—

WITH

Reed’s Sectional
Any

Covering.

put it on.
Fireproof, Light noil
Cheap. Call and see Samples at

one can

VI

RANDALL &
70

—

Union
Street.
JARVIS ESGIJiEERIXO CO.'

McALLISTER,

Comnaerclhl Si. nnd 70 Eichanjir HI.
d3m
Telephone IV.. 877 A.

oc30

"THE

LJBADB3

A Pure Havana Cigar

*,w

Me MAIN, of the firm of McMain & Weston,
TF.would
call the attention of buyers and smokers
•

F.nterisiiimient ('omniiiim
and Musical Artists

to the New Cigar which they are introducing to this
market. It is a tube cm a
free f om flavoring or
coloring ot tbe stock, and absolutely free from pot
son ot any kind.
It is a Urst-class, clean, and guaranteed to be of the best Havana. Call for I. K’.
Weston’s
strictly hand made. Also, tn
connection, a brand called *•€'»«piil” a Five Cent
Cigar. Smokers who value their health shoul-l try
the '*Le*der,M and note the difference between the
Address
pure *ml the imitation

For Circular*, etc., address AHTHtTR B. .MOHBI
SON, Manager, 043 Congress Nire, t \V. M.
Furbush & Son’s New Piano Warerooms, Box 1475,
Portland, Mo.
noy24dlwtM,WSStf

itlfU Iini A WEMTO.N, Wpwtffcld, iliiip*
For *>a‘e by Ge-». C\Fry« Timmons & Have*.. It.
S. Gousd, B. \\ Jones, T. F. B Percy, Falmouth Hotel, E. Dana, Jr., and J. B. Totten.
seplld3iu

octlS

dtf

1853-4

JIIIRKISM’X

1883-4

LECTUREand MUSICAL AtiEKCT
A

For

BUREAU

OF

1STELLIGF.SCF.

it,

^

THE

|

PRESS.

Chicago,

Burr;&;Qolncy.;.126Mi
ousa

Erie..
Erie

pref.’.’*7.'.7. V

Illinois

MONDAY MORNING, NOY. 26.

Lake

Central.. .',7.1.133

Shore.
western.

Even a multitude of fashion papers, and diagrams enough to keep any oountry in maps
during a thirty yearn’ war, have failed to decide this question: How often mast a skirt be
“gored” before it’s entirely “kilt?”
Acid Phosphate,—Admirable
Results in Fevers.
Dr, J. J. Ryan, St. Louis, Mo., says: “I invariably prescribe it in fevers; also in convalescence from wasting and debilitating diseases,
with admirable results. I also find it a tonic to
an enfeebled condition of the genital
organs.”
Tbe difference between the business of a
circus advance agent and a druggist seems to
be this: the first spends much of his time in
the posting of his bills: the latter in boasting of
hn pills.
Was Afflicted With Goaty and Chalk
deposits aronud my joints, enlarged and infi,med; could not walk; pam was intense, par1

tbe change in the weather;

coulii ad to my

bed;

gave up all

was

hopeB of living;

Giles’ Iodide Ammonia Liniment and
Mils, which remedies restored my health, dispersed the enlargements and removed the pain.
u-.eci

Mrs. VIRGINIA E. BRADSHAW, Stafford
Store, Va. Sold by W. F. Phillips & Co.
There is something sad and sorrowful in the
ide > of so many Eastern men spending weeks
an l weeks of
time in hunting for Kidd’s
buried ducats aud digging up nothing but
sand. If you ever turn pirate, bnry your surplus cash where it can be easily found, and
leave a memorandum of the exact amount.

York Central.

116%

Bock Island.120Mi
St.Paul... 978/,
St. Paul pref.117

Union Paoiflo Stock... 86Va
Western Union Tel.... 7914
California mining Stocks.

San Fuancisco, l^ov. 2^—The following are the
closing-official quotations of mining stocks toJay:
Alta

1

Best & Belcher.
2%
Eureka..
Gould & Curry. 114
Hale & Norcross.
114
Mexican.
2tA

ophir.6%
Yellow

Jacket. 2Vs

fh« Wool market.
Boston,Nov. 24-[Bepor«ed for the Press].—The
is
a
list
of price" quoted this afternoon:
following
Ohio ana Pennsvlvarda—
Picklock and XXX.42 ffl 43
Choice XX.88 @ 41

EineX.........86

@38

Medium.88
Coarse.30
Michigan—

@40

@

Extra and

XX.
Fine. .34

Fine and X.

35
ffi 39
ffi 30

34
37

@35
@ 38

Medium.
Common.•_ _28

g

@42
@35
@30
@ 22

Lowandooarse.7..30

Medium unwashed.26
Low unwashed...
20
California..
10
Texas
15
Canada pulled.... .77.!! 30
U unwashed.

20

Buenos Ayres. 23

Montevideo....'27
..726 @32
33
® 41
Donskoi.@ 27

Cape Good Hope.
Australian

What in a woman is called “curiosity” in a
man
is grandiloquently magnified into the
“spirit of inquiry.”
Jelly Roll.—One cup sugar, two eggs, one
tablespoon butter, one oup milk, two teaspoons
Congress Yeast Powder, two and one-half cups
flour.
iHABRlAGES,
In Yarmouth, Nov. 14 by Rev. J. Torrey, Eugene
Hicks and Mias Mattie I. Staples, both of North
Yarmouth.
In Bath, Nov 16, Sam’l £j- Sewall, and Miss Marcia Houghton.
In Oxford, Oet. 26, Chas. E. Brown of Sobago and
Alice E. Thompson of Buxton.
In Harrison, Nov. 1, Martin York and Miss D
Vatalla fmoa
hntb af

DEATHS.

r"

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Portland Daily Wholesale market.
PORTLAND, NOV. 24.
Flour is steady and firm with a good demand at
In
unchanged prices.
Grain, Sacked Bran is firm
and about 60o higher. Fork and Lard are firm and
generally higbet under the influence of the rise in
the Western markets; the demand for export and
home consumption is very large. Shipments during
the week of Povisions have been heavy, one steadier

taking out

about

$27,000

worth for

a

single house." Teas are attracting considerable attention, and the transactions in New York during
the week aggregate upwards of 30,000 packages,
and an early advanoe is anticipated. Sugars are unchanged here, but late advices from Havana report
the market as being paralysed with no sales and
prices nominal. There is no materilal change in
Fresh Beef; market dull but firmer; we quote sides
at 8@9e IP1 Jb, hind quarters at 7Vi@lle, fores at
0@7c, rounds with flanks 7% @8Vic, rounds at 8@
8Vie, rumps and loins 10@16c,rumps 10@13o,loins
10@16c, rattles 5@0c,backs 7@8c, chucks 6@6%c.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Flour, Grain, Provisions,

&c.

Crain
Clour.
Superfine and
I'H.M.Corn, car lots.68
low grades.. 3 60@4 501 Mix Corn,car lots @67
X Spring and
|Corn, bag lots... @70

Spring..

XX

00@6 00|0ats, car lots. .42@43
Oats, bag lots.45

6

Patent Spring

W>@8 00 Meal

Wheats.7

miciugau

..87

vyy WMmooou.uar iy ws 20

,t m-

uu

ter straight^ 26@5 76 Cottonseed,bag lots30 00
Do roller....6 25@6 60 SackedBran car lot,
19 50@20 00
St. Louis Windo bag lots.23 00
ter straight 6 00@6 25!
Do roller.. .6 60@6 76 j Mids, cat lots
Winter Wheat.
i
$24%@25%
do bag lots
a tents.6 7 6@7 25!
20 60
..

Produce.

Provision**.

I Pork—
Oran berries. ^ bbl—
11 00@12 001 Backs ..16 25® 16-75
Maine
Clear-16 76@i 6 00
Cape Cod.12 50@13 60
Pea Beaus
3 2o@3 40
Mess.,13 60@14 00
Med’urns....3 00ft3 10 Mess Beef..11 60@12 00
Ex Mess..12 60@13 00
German med2 35 iz.2 60
Yellow Evee3 40@3 60
Plate.IS 50@13 75
Onions t^bbl. 2 60@2 75t Ex Plate.14 26(@14 60
Irk*h Potatoes
4b@50 Hams
12%@13o
SweetPotatoe#3 6< > @4 60 Hams,covered 15 @16c
ip doz......30a)3Ic Lard—
lb
Turkeys, ** tb .16®20c| Tub,
8%@ 8%
Chickens. 4L@15c| Tierces..
83/s@ 8%
Fowl
9%
.12@i3c| Pail.
...

9

1

aimer,

Seeds.

Creamery. .S2M>S9c

Gill 15*1®; Yer....30
Top.3 00@3 25
Choice .22@23o Timothy. 1 66@2 00
G **1.16@l6c Clover.10
@12
31o Red

Store..12@14c
()fice«e.

Vermont ....10%@14
N Y Fact’y..lO%@14

Apple**.
Eating # bbl.. * 00@5

Raisius.

Muscatel. 2 00®2 75
London Lay’r 2* 10®2 65
OnduraVal 10%@11%
1
Oranges.

@
18@20 Florida.4%@5'00
00 Valencia

lb
Evaporated
Dried Apples. ...9%@ 10
Sliced
lO@10 %
Sugar.
Granulated iff tb
8%
Extra 0.8
...

j Messina.
@
Palermo.6 60@6 00
Lemons.

Messina.4 60@5 60
Palermo ....4 50@5 60

....

Foreign Exports.
BUENOS AYRES. Bark D A Brayton—410,672
ft lumber.
_

Railroad

Receipt

Portland, Nov. 24.
Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
60 cars miscellaneous merchandise: for connecting
roads, 128 cars mis ellaneous merchandise.
Dry Goods Wholesale *l*ri4ci.
The following quotations are wholesale prices of
Woolens and Fancy Goods,* corrected daily by Deer
ing, Milliken & Co., 168 Middle street:
UNBLEACHED COTTONS.
'Fine 7-4
Heavy 36 in. 7 @ 8
13%@18
Mod. 36 In. 6%@ 7% Fine 8-4.18@21
light 38 in. 6%@ 6
FLn«9-4.22@27%
Fine 40.1n. 7
@ 8% Fine 10-4....26 @30
...

BL3ACHED OOTTONsl.

@18
@22%

creameries at 32® 4c for choice, 22@30o for fair
and good; New York .no Vermont dairies 24®29o
& lb for choice, 18@22c for fair and good; Western
dairy at 20@21c and Western ladle packed 16®17e
V lb market firm.
Cheeee firm at 12@12%c ter choice, 10ffiliy2
for fair and good; 6@9c for coSmon.
Eggs have been selling at 31@32e fog Kastern, 29
(g3uo for New York and Vermont.29®30c for Nova
Scotia and P E Island and 2H@2sfor Western.
Potatoes—Aroostook Hose at 6n@S5e *> bnsh.
Eastern Rose 60@- c, Northern Rose 45®50c. Eastern Proliflcs 62®.53c; market well

Chicago

*27%

@33-v.

10%§13%

j

......17.32

Domestic markets.
/By Telegraph.)
York. Nov. 24 —Flour is dull; sales 9,500
bols; State at 2 90@6 76; Ohio at 3 60@6 60; Wes-

90@6 75: Southern 3 75@6 50.
Wheat %@%c lower, unsettled and depressed;
trade less active; ^o 1 White nominal; sales 128,000 bush No 2 Red for December 1 10% @1 il%120,000 do January at 1 13@ L 13»/s; 1,480,000 do
February at 1 16%@i 16%; 186,OdO do May at

tern at 2

119%@119% receipts 103,200 bust.

Corn %®%c lower; Mixed Western spot at 53®
61c; do future at 60%@60%c; sales 72u,000 busE:
Receipts 204,708.
Oats %@8/8c lower; State at 37@42%c; Western

35@42c; sales 76,000 bush, including
December at 36Vac; January at 37%c;
Beef quiet.
Pork quiet; spot new mes^ 12 75@13
Lard dull: steam rendered 8 10,

Portland quotations

Oil

on

•.

Hides

7%c$’

lb

market*

Boston, Nov. 24.—Market for Refined Oil is firmat 8Vi@*s/4 c p gal for 116@120 test;liy2@12c
for Centennial and Beacon Light (160 test). Case
uu n* soiling au
ip gai.
-wapma ib ijuolou
at 9^10% e. as to gravity.
Crude Oil certificates
are auoted at $1 18%@I 19%.
Paraflne, standard 26 gravity, at 22, and otjier brands at 18c.
er

Mtoek market.
quotations of stocks

The following
daily by telegraph:

are

received

BOSTON STOCKS.
A. T.AS. F. 80
Boston A Maine.161%
Flint A Pere Marquette common. 33
Flint A Pere Marquette preferred.104%
L. R. A Ft Smith.... 24
Marquette, Hugh ton A Ont. common.81%
New York A New Eng
81%

Mexican Central 7s.

...

NEW YORK STOCKS.
Missouri Pef.
Omaha common.
Omaha preferred
Northern Pacttc prefe ed...
Northern Paoitio common.
Louis A Nash...

Central Pacific.
Texas

Pacific..

...

60%
96%
85%
96%
65

29%
49%
66%
22 Vs

Mo. K. A Texas. 24
Bales at the Boston Brokers’ Board. Nov. 24.
Belfast, Me., City 6s, 1885
101
York Manufacturing Co.836
Continental Mills. 76
Peonereil Manufacturing Co.1116
New York '•lock and

money market.
(By Telegraph.)

.new York, Nov. 24.—Money easy at lT/2@2 on
rail orime mercanile paper at 6 a6%. Exchange is
weaker at 482% for long and 484% for short.
olio wing are to-day’s closing quotations on
O
eminent Securities:
ruiied States bonds, 3s
100%
do
do
4% s, reg. 113%
do
do
4%8,coup.......114%
do
do
4s, reg .122%
t
d
do
4s, coup.122%
!
e,’95.130%

following are the cfbsing quotations Stocks:
Chicago A Alton,..,,’....133
Chlcogo A Alton pref.146
T,

00.

Sugar dull.
Molasses quiet.
Tallow

steady at 7%.
Freights dull.
Chicago, Nov. 24.—Flour is unchanged. Wheat
closed lower; November at 96@96%c; December at
96@90%c; January at 97@97%c. February 98a)
98%c;No 2 Chicago Spring 96%@96c;No3 at 81%

@82 %c: No 2 Red Winter at 8%c@l 00. Corn
easier closed %@s/8 lower than yesterday; cash at
49%@49% ; December at 4l)%@49%c; January
at 49%@50c; February 49ya@49% c. Oats easier;
cash at 29%@29%c; November and December at
29ya@30ysc; January at 293/4 @30%c. Rye dull
dull at 68c. Barley quiet at 62c. Pork easier; cash
11 86@11 90 for old and 12 /5@'i2 87% for
new;
11 ?0@11 86 for November; 11 75gll 96 tor December; 12 66@12 82% for January. Lard easier;
cash 7 7b@7 87%; November 7 67%@7 80; December at 7 70»)7 77%; January at 7 92%@8 05;

February

at 8 05@8 16. Bulk Meats firmer; shoulders at 5 16: short ribs at 6 55; short clear 6 85.
Receipts—Flour 18,000 bbls.wheat 137.O0O bush
corn 218.000 bush, oats 176,000 bu.rye 29,000 bus.
barley 77,000 bush.
Shiproentsr-Flour 19,000 bbls, wheat 10.000 bu,
corn 193.000 busli.oats
106,000 bu.rye 3,600 bush,
barley 91,000 bush.
St.

Louis, Nov. 24.—Flour unchanged. Wheat is
lower; No 2 Red Fall at 1 00% @1 02 for cash;
1 00% bid for November; 1 01% agl 01% for De
cember; 1 03%@1 03% for January; 1 05% for
February; No 3 at 94%@96c. Corn lower at 43%
44c cash. Pork easier at 11 40@11 46.
Lard is
higher at 7 70@7 76.
Receipts—Flour 5,000 bbls, wheat 36,000 bush;
nnrn

4-9 01)0 Rnali

barley 22,000

nnts

R 00(1 hnah

rva

A AAf»

bush.

Shipments—Flour 1,000 bbls, wheat 32,000 bu,
corn 8,000 bush, oats 2,000 bush, rye 000,000 bu.
barley 4,000 bush.
Detroit, Not. 24.-Whoat is dull; No 1 White
fall cash and November at 1 04; December 1 04% ;
January 1 00; No 2 White at 95c; No 2 Red at 1 03
asked.

Wheat—Receipts 34,000 bu;6hipmeuts 25,000 bu.
Havana Harken

(By Telegraph.)
Havana. Nov. 24.—The Sugai market is paralyzed; no sales and quotations nominal.
Stocks in warehouses at Havana and Matanzas
18,540 boxes, 86,800 bags and 23,800 hhds; receipts for the week 46 bags and 1L hbds; exports
347 > hhds, all to'the United states.
Freights nominal; three vessels have been chartered at Cardenas to load sugar for New York at
2 25 currency
hbd.
Spanish gold 2.25.
1
xchange firm; on the Uuited States 60 days gold
9@9ya prem.do short sight 9% @10%.
Europrau Harket*.

(By Telegraph.)

Liverpool,Nov. 24-12.80 p M—Cotton market
steady; uplands at 5 15 16d; Orleans 6 1-16d; sales
10, 00 Wes; speculation and export 2,000 bales.

nebec.
Ar
At

24th,

sch Belle

Hooper, GUkey.

Demarara

Delaware Breakwater 23d, barque Matthew
Baird, from Matanzas, ordored to New Vork.
NEW YORK—Ar 23d, ship Geo Stetson, Higgins,
San Francisco 124 days, (John Jones, seaman, was
lost overboard Sept 5th); barque Nicholas Thayer,
Crosby, Hong Kong June 16; St l-ucie, Erskine,
Boston: schs B F Farnham, Conklin. Manzauila 23
days; LO Kaminski, Woodbury, Georgetown, SC;
W S Jordan, Thrasher, Georgetown; Sar„h A Fuller,
Hart, Baltimore. W H Mitchell, Cole, Shulee, NS;
Olive. Frye, Addison;
Geu Howard, Hendersqu,
Gardiner; Bessie C Beach, Crossley, do; Nile, Metcal, and Frank Norton, Mahoney. Rockland; American Chief, Snow, and Corvo, Averili do, Olive, Emerson, Addison; Abel W Parker, Dean, Hallowell;
Jos Oakes, Gray, Bangor; W H Allison, Henderson,
Boston; Flora King, Spragno, Fall River.
Cld 23d, barque Harvard. Prav Batavia; John R
Stanhope, DeWinter, Rio Janeiro;
sch Leonora,

Bonsey, Boston.
Sid 23d, sebs

Louisa A Grant, H A DeWltt, and
Lucinda G Potter.
Passed the Gate 23d, schs W H Card, Crabtree,
Hoboken for Boston: Alma, do for do; Sasah Woobter. Amboy for Bangor; Kalmar, do for Portsmouth.
PERTH AMBOY— Ar ‘21st, schs W S Jordan,
Crowell. Boston: Sebago, Clark, and Kalmar, Tracey, Newark.
Sid 22d, sobs Etna. Collins, Bath; W« Jordan,
Crowell, Boston; Kalmar. Tiacy. and Sebago, Clark
Portland; A O Gross, Harbour, Bangor,
Sid 23d, sob Willie Martin, Willard, Portland.
NEW HAVEN-Ar 22d, sebs W D Cargill, Fox,
and John Dbuglass, Dodge, BauJJor.
NEW
AVEN—Ar 24tb, barque Joseph Baker.
■

Smith, Bangor.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 23d, schs Elizabeth M Cook,
Clark, and Sarah J Smith, Komer, New York; Charlie Hanley, Nash, do.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Sid 21st, schs Lizzie Lee, Diokson, Sullivan for New York; Corvo,
Averili, Rockland fordo; Ella Clifton. Strout, Fall
River for do; Albion, Hallock, Bristol for do; Caroline, Hutchins, Providence for Ovster Bay; Starlight, Bunket, Amboy for Richmond, Me; Mary E
Long, Orne, -Windsor, NS, for Philadelphia; Catawamteak, Rockland for Richmond; Ira Laufrainer,
Frankfort for Albany: J Whitebouse, Farnum. fm
Damariscotta for Philadelphia; Jas T Morse, Boston for Baltimore; F M Howe, Portland for Baltimore: Speedwell. Rockland for Norfolk; Fred Walton, Frankfort for Baltimore; Hope Haynes, Otis,
Providence for Philadelphia.
NEWPORT-Ar 23d, s«h Bramhall, Harrington,
New York for New Yore..
In port, harque Joseph Baker, from Bangor for
New Haven;, s»hs Laina Cobb do for do; Speedwell,
Rockland for Norfolk; Mobbs Eddv, Edgartown for
New York; Millie Washburn, Provincetown for VirStarlight, Amboy for Richmond, Va; Brarnall, New York lor Portland; Albert Jameson, Ellis

giuia;

from New York.
Outward bound vessels sailed P M.
APPONAUG-Ar 22d, sch Melville,

Bangor,

Ham,

from

NEW BEDFORD—Sid 23d, sch City of Augustu,

Meady, Mobile.

VINEYAKD-HAVEN-Ar 22d. barquo Kvanell,
Tibbetts, Pascagoula 22 days for Boston; sons Mat*
tie J Alles, Crockett, Amboy for Portland; Mary E
Morse, Jones, Bath for Washington.
BOSTON—Ar 23d, sob J O Nash, Crowley, from
New York.
Cld 23d, sch Elizabeth Souther, Fales, Demarara,
Ar 24th, oarque Rachel Emery, (new) Waldobore;
sobs H H Havey, Blake, and Hattie A White,Young
Sullivan; J B Stinson, Stinsou. Deer Isle; Empire,
Closson, Searsport; Susau Stetson, Frisbee, Wis-

casset.
CJd 25th, barque Jennie Cobb,
•Ob Cera, Whelden, New York.
PORTSMOUTH—Sill 23d, sch
rn«

/from I invprt fnr Rriat.nl.

Nancy J Day,

sailed, schs Romeo, from Boston for Banger;
Barker, from Jouesport for Duxbury; Percy,
Holmes, New York for Eantport; Mary Lymbumer,
do for Augusta; Aurora, Turner, Gardiner for Boston; J H Butler, Hodgdon, and Myra Sears, Trcfdthen.York for do; Catharine, Dodge, and Redondo

Hutchings,

for Boston.
Ar 23d, sch Jonathaa Bourn?, Thompson, Philadelphia, with 1163 tons coal.
BANGOR—Ar 23d, sch Mary Willey, Williams,

Portland.

BATH—Sid 23d. schs Florence J Allen, Soule, for
Jacksonville; Lizzie S Haynes, Sawyer, Charleston;
Annie T Bailey, Bears©, Philadelphia.
Sid 24th, sch Ruth Robinson, Fuller,-.
F«3(eeKGN H»UT8.
Sid fm

Orleans.

Malta Nov 17, barque Ukraine, for New

Sid fm Port Spain Oct 29, barque Edward Cushing. Hodgman.Washington, DO; brig Sullivan, Guptill, for Cape Hayti.
In port 7th, -arque Hannah McLoou, Bowers, for
orders; and others.
Ar at Montego Lay, J,
]^>v 9, sch Flore ice RogDavis Norfolk.
Old at North Sydney

ers

21st,
Acadian, McGrath, Portland.
Ar at Halifax. NS, 22d, ech Effie Young, Spicer,
Bangor.
At Parrsboro, NS, Nov 21st schs Horace R Sturgis, Spear, and Warner Moore, Crockett, for New
York, loading old rails.
Cld at Bridgwater, NS, 16th, barque J J Marsh,
Pateison, Havana.
steamer

MPO&KCft
Nov 20, off Hattefas. barque Celina, Tibbetts,

from Pernambuco for Boston.
Oct 27, lat 3 S, Ion 113 ship Wm A
New York for San Francisco.

Campbell,

fm

.New

York..Glasgow.Nov

Hapsburg.New York..Bremeu.Nov
.New York..Hamburg
Silesia.
.Nov
..

Canada.New York.. Havre.Nov

Nevada.;....New York*.Liverpool....Nov
Sarmatian.Portland.. .Liverpool... .Nov
City of Montreal...New York..Liverpool....Nov
Hammonia.New York..Hamburg... .Nov
Britamc.New York .1 iv«rpool....Dec
Devonia.New York.. Glasgow
Dec
Donau.New York.. Bremen.Dec
.,..

Wyoming.New York..Liverpool... .Dec
Servia.New York..Liverpool_Deo
Necker.New York Bremen.Dae
St Germain.New York. .Havre.Dec
Sardinian.Portland ...Liverpool_uec
New York..Liverpool....Deo
Republic
Lessing.New York.. Hamburg_Dec
City of Chester.... New York.. Liverpool_Dec
..

24
24
4
24
24
24
2 7
27
29
29
29
1
1
1
4
4
6
6
6
6
8
8

MINIATURE

ALMAS.AO....NOVEMBE 26.
Standard time.
High water, (A x>.. 8.25

San Uses.6 61
..4.05
San wbe.

I

Moon rises

JJ-A-RIHSTE

3.44

NEWS.

n

HI'

rum

>!■!

Ill

IIITTI—'lirrm-ll

For the relief
Cvk>LB/Vt”Hhe instant it
I

SATURDAY, Nov. 24.

Ikt-fc

Blake.

Sea,

Fever. Malaria, and Emdemies.

Minott, Hathaway, Machias.
Warrior, Babbidge, Green’s Landing.
Regulator, Wesoott, Oastine.
Stella Lee, Hamilton, Green’s Landing—stone
Nightingale. Hillyard, Eastport for N York.
Jed F Duren, Cook, Eaetport for New York.
Sea Spray, Hillyard, Eastport tor New York.
Granville, Clark, Eastport for New York.

Sch C V
Seh Black

at

pain.

a®c. everywhere.

"™B*MHTTTh&w2w47m^i0e

Sch
Sob
Sch
Scb
Sch
Sch Union, Cole. Millbridge for Fall River.
Sch Pacific, Mitchell, Millbridge for New York.
Sch Eugeue, Godfrey. Millbridge for Boston.
Sob Marcia Bailey, Wags Addison for Boston.
Soh Wave, Hfackley, Addison for Boston.
Sch Susan Frances. Smith, i.amoine for Boston
be* Wesley Abbott, Wbitaker, Ellsworth for

PuTz

Z L E

Haven.

Cleared*

Cross, Liverpool

—

D

Torrance & Co.
Steamship Franconia, Bennett, New York—J B
Coyle. Jr.
Barque D A Brayton, mintlsy, Buenos Ayres—W
J
SCRMilliken,
Sch Sarah, Rice, Prospect Harbor-N Blake.
Scb O B Kimball, Kimball, North Boothbay-N
Blake.
SUNDAY, Nov. 25.
SAILED—S S Quebec; barques Pndel, Hypatia
D A Brayton; brigs E H Williams, Wood bury; sobs
A Hammond, Hattie E King, Wfitworeland and a

largo fleet

v>v/.,

ucuQiai

Aifcuia,

coasters.

FROM OtTR CORRESPONDENT.
WISCASSET, Nor 21—Ar, sch Cock of

the Walk
Lewis, Portland.
Not 22—Ar, schs Isabella, Lewis, and Buena
Vista, Dodge, Portland.
Not 23—Sid, schs Grace E Stevens. Stevens, Providence; Emeline. Merriman, Portland.
BOOTHBAY, Nov 23—Ar, schs Willis Putnam.
Pottle, Portland for Eaetport; Maud S, Strout, do
.^or Millbrldge; Frank Fierce, Grant, do.for Ells-

vjiiiiuu. jliuuiv.

riciguu

AND

low rates

as

I take pleasure lu again presenting to the public the annnal Statements of the Insurance Companies represented at this Agency. They are

FROMPT, POPULAR AND PROGRESSIVE;

LEADING ENGLISH & AMERICAN COMPANIES

ORGANIZED

Every Wednesday and Saturday,
From PHILADELPHIA
Every Tuesday and Friday.
S
Wharf

Pine Street
p.
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. B. R.. and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Passage Tea Dollars. Round Trip SIS
Meals and -Room included.
•
For Freight or Passage apply to
F. B. SAMPSON. Agent,
deSltf
TO Long Wharf, Boat on.

Statement

T0

Huivick

1,

1883. j Statement

Jan*

I

I
Subscribed Capital,
Capital paid up in Cash,

$5,000,000

Surplus,
TOTAL ASSETS,

$!190t£ 7l4

$14,955,539

Merchants Insurance
Of

Zealaad

Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for
and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and furthei
information, apply to or address the General Eas

Japan, China

Newark,

Comp’y. GIRARD

NICARAGUA- Tourists are invited to avail of
these trips, which they can m*ke oft any route taken

by the Company’s Steamers at the extreme low
prieft of $5 per <Iay, which includes all privileges
and living on board the whole time, or passengers
desiring to change their route may transfer to any
other passenger steamer of tt line they may meet
on the voyage.
For passage apply to

OF

N. J.

Reserve for ITnearned Premiums,

rates.
in Eu-

3

*
WHITE STAR LINE
8. and Royal Mail Steamers
to Liverpool Via Queenstown.

IU.

Rate* reduced for Fall and Winter. These steamers take the ex»

Britannic.Sept 22 I Republic....
.Sept. 27
Celtic...Get. 6 | Germanic.Oct. 13
For sailing lists, cabin plans, passage rates and
drafts, apply to ,T. L. FARMER, 22 Exchange St.
del
rtly „

a_

CHEAP OCEAN TICKETS.
send for friends in the Old Conn.
will
ALLtrydesiring
money by buying their prepaid
tickote at the
to
save

General Ocean Steamship
steerage
Office, No. 22 Exchange Street, (don’t mistake he
number) at the sign of the big Locomotive, at pre
sent reduced rotes by theCunard and other fast firs,
class mail steamers coming direct across ti e
ocean,
on the warm Gulf Stream route, thus
avoiding all

dangers

from ice and icebergs. I can sell
prepaid
steerage passage tickets from Queenstown, Londonderry and Belfast for $21.00; Dublin, $22,00; London, Bristol, Cardili and Galwa., $24.00; Hamburg, Antwerp, Havre, Manheim, Amsterdam, Ro
terdam, Paris, Bremen ami Hai ngen, $27.00

Copenhagen, Christiana, Christ! isand, Bergen
Trondhjem, Goteborg. Maliuo, $28 (0; ohildren un

CASH CAPITAL

#

der 12 half fare. Sterling and Scandinavian exlow rates.
J. L. FARMER, Agent,
jan
22 Exchange St.

24dtf.

STKAMSiMI-

$(,164,171

*

»le.,
Calais, Me., Sf,
5"Jim, *. B„ Halifax, N. S.. Ac.

A«»*AW«EiTIE»T8.

ORGANIZED

OF NEW

1867.

Statement

apply

a

And Haeblas Steamboat

Company.

FALL ARRANGEMENT
Commencing:

Oct. 3d.

Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND,

|aCapt. Wm. E. Dennison, will leave
Railroad Wharf, Portland, every
*p“«HSHBBH555»f TUESDAY Evening, at 11.16
o clock or
on arrival of Steamboat
Express Trains
from Boston, for Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle,

Sedgwick, (Stage
Sedjwiek to Blue Hill on arrival of Steamer), South West and Bar Harbors,
Milbridge. Will leave same wharf every FRIDAY
Evening ior Machiasport via all landings.
from

ROCKLAND with Steamer for BLUE
HILL, SURREY and ELLSWORTH. At BAB
Connect at

steam0r for

GOULDSBORO’,

MOINE, HANCOCK, SULLIVAN
WORTH each trip.

Also with B. & B.
East, for River

CASH

All

CAPITAL, $200,000.00.

All invested in United Stntcs

and

LA-

ELLS

Steamers at Roekland. going

YORK.

Burlington, Ogdensbnrg and

Unpaid Losses and other Claims.$242,735
Surplus as .egards Policy Holders_$694,204

Net

TOT AI ASSETS,

New

1.

1883.

$300,000.00.

$930,040

TOTAL ASSETS,

$934,OtO

•

OF

MANCHESTER, N. H.

PITTSBURG,

Organized

ORGANIZED 1869.

are $1.00.
The elegant new steamer TREMONT and favorite
steamer
FOREST CITY will alternately leave
FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m.
and INDIA WHARF, Boston, at 6 o’clock p. m.

(Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they
cure a comfortable night's rest and avoid the

seex-

inooovenience of arriving in Boston late

Jan.

J,

PA.

TAKES EFFECT

Only first-class 2-feet image Railroad In

Reserve for Unearned Premiums,
Unpaid Losses and other Claims .$42,698
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders... .$635,310

TOTAL ASSETS,

$573,008

BOSTON.
GLOUCESTER, MASS.

ORGANIZED 1879.

ORGANIZED 1866.

STATEMENT JAN. 1,1883.

Statement
CASH CAPITAL,

Jan.

1883.

1,

$200,000.00
CASH CAPITAL $100,000.00.

Reserve for Urearned Premiums,
Unpaid L< sses an other Claims
Net Surplus « regards Policy Holders...

..

Reserved for Unearned ^Premiums,

$181,708

Unpaid

$230,32i

Losses and other

Net Surplus

$3*2,026

as

Claims.$29,592

regards Policy Holders

TOTAL ASSETS,

..

$105,148

$134,740

MARINE.

The Delaware Mutual
Of

—

Safety Ins. Co.

Philadolpliia,

Pa-

RPHfgggjint
mJITTi

over

WM.
no12

ALLEN,

I HUM

A

1

IK

Kin

011.1

7

1

K

GREAT

MEDICAL

WORK

tions or excesses. A book for everv man, young,
mid Ue-aged, and old.
It contains 126 prescriptions for all acute and chronic dise ses, each one ol
■which is invaluable.
So found by the Author
whose experience for 23 years is such as
probabh
never before fell to the lot of auy
3ti0
physician
pages, hound In beautiful French muslin, embossed
covers, full gilt, guara- teed to be a liner
work, In
every sense.—mechanical, literary and professional
—than any other work sold In this
country Tor
or t he money will be refunded in everv instance.
Price only SI 00 by mail, post-paid.
Illustrative
sample it cents. Send now. Gold medal awarded
the author by the National Medical Association, to
the officers of which he relers.
This book should be read by the young for instruo
tion, and hy the afflicted for relief. It will benefit
all. London Lancet.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. >V
H. Parker, No. 4 Bulflncu Street, Boston, Mass,
who may be nonsuited on all diseases
requiring skill
and experience.
Chronic and obstinate diseises
that have baffled the skill of all ott
-'ll ri r 1 ,,
physicians a specialty. Such treats-U- DA L

Houmc, #75 Treat out street Bonteii
special attention to the treatn ent of FI MTU-

D
Dir KANES OK*
bN
THE REA- rum, without detention from bnsi*

Abundant references given.
Pamphlet sent
application.
a*m« to 4 p.m.( except Sundays).
feblO
dly

ness.
on

run

Augantu Hallowell^CiarriiueraadBrunswick
6.16.
7.C0 a. ip.,
1.30
p. oi.,
X

U

!»•

Ul>)

aMItil

.VV

Ml

Ul>

XiUU

Lf

Ui

V(1U

m. and on Saturdays only at 11.16 p. m.
Rockland, and k&aos <k Lincoln R. R.«
7.00 a. m.. 1.30 p. in. Auburn and t.cwincon, 8. 16 a. m. 1.25 p m., 6.05 p. m. Lewiwtou via Brunswick 7.00 ft. mM tll.16p.ro.;
Monmouth.
Wintbrop,
Farmington,
Oakland and Nnrtb 4naon 1.25 p.m. Farmiugiou. via Brunswick, 7.0“ a. m.
tThe 11.16 p. m. train is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sun
days included but not through to Skowhegan on
Monday mornings or to Buckspdrt and Dexter or
beyond Bangor ou Sunday mornings.

p.

*

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND ANO BOSTON

LF

FISTULA ANI) PILES

Oct.

Win.,

d&wly

'-’“red without the Use of the Knife.
HEAD (M. D.,Harvicd, 1842), and
ROBERT M. READ (M.D., hai
»ard, 1876), office**,
Etoum

CENTRAL RAILROAD.

Leave
Portland for Doxter,
Bangor
V a nee boro,
and
St John,
Halifax
the Province*, St. Andrew*, St. Stephen.
Fredericton, Aroostook
County, and all
stations on B. A Pi*cataqni» R. R., 1.26
m..
1.30
p.
*11.16
m.,
p.
p.
m.j
for
1.25
and
Belfast
Skowhegan
m.:
1,30
*11.15
p.
p. m.,
1.25
Aterville, 7.00 a. tn.
p. w., 1.30
p. id. 11.15 p.m and on Saturdays at 6.16 p. m.

$2.61)1

instancerjl

tF&g Stations.

SUNDAY TRAINS

•

Dr, mmn
OFFICE,
276 Middle 8t., open from Hoy. 5th to
Hoy. 26th.
ang28
dUB

Railroad.

Eastern

LEAVE

PORTLAND for BOSTON
The 2.00

<

j

in

2.00 a. m. and 2 OO p. m.. arriving
Itoxton 6.30 a. m. and 3.30 p. m,

Doabuu

a. m.

train has

Special

Portland

wuicu 10 rvt&uv

Sleeping

iux

Portland Station Saturday at 9.00

In

BOSTON

and

occupancy

m.

d.

Berths

TOR" PORTLAND

7.00 p. m., arriving Portland 11.00

•

ns*

These Trains will be continued
through the coming season.
PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
LUCIUS TUTTLE, General Patsseoger Agent.
d2m

oet20

1

From Halifax, 8.10 a. ro., 6.15 p. m.; Mi. John,
8.30 a. m., 9.00 p.m.; Sloulion 9.30 a. m.,
8.30 p. m.; Ml.
Mtepbea. 10.16 a. m.,
9.30 p. m.; Vanceboro, 1,36 a. m. 1.80
p.m,; Bark.pori, 6.40 a. m. 1.30 p. m.:
Hangar, 7.16 a. m. 7.46 p. m.. Drxirr, 7.00
a.m,6.10p. m. Belfast, 6.30 a. m., 3.06 p. m.;
Mkorrhegaa, 8.20 a. m. 3.16 p. m.; Waterrill.. 9.16 a. m. 1.56 and 10.00 p.m.; and on
Mondays at 6.16 a. m. Augusta. 6.00 a.

10,00 a.
10.65
m., 2.45, and
p. m.;
a. m.,
Uardiaer. 6.17
10.18 a. m„ 3.07,
and 11.14 p. m.; Bath. 6.56 a. m.. 11.00 a. m.;
4.00 p. m., and Saturdays only at 11.66 p. m.
Braturriek, 7.26 and 11.80 a. m. 4,30
p. m. 12.86 a. m. (night.) Buck land. 8.15 a. m.,
l. 16 pm. Lewi.loa, 7.20 a. m. 11.10 a.m.,
4.16p. m. 11.20 pm.; Phillip., 6.66 a. m.

To show the value of

NUTRITION
In

developing

CHRONIC DISEASES,
tablished

FREE

being due In Portland as follows :The morning trains from Augusts and Bath 8.36 a. m.
Lewiston, 8.40 a. m. The day trains from
Bangor, and all Intermediate stations and connecting roads at 12.40 and 12.45 p. m. The

afternoon trains from WaterrUlo, Augusta Bath
Rockland and Lewiston at 6.40 p.m.
The
Nig*" Pullman Express train at 1.60a. m.
Limited Ticket. Brat and second clou tor
M*» John and Halifax on.air at reduced
rate..
PAT SON
Gen’l Manager.
F. E.
Gen’l. Pus. ft Tioket Agt.

BOOTKBT,

TUOKEK,

Portland Oot. 12.1888.

oeuadtf

es-

a

HOSPITAL.

Of Seventy Beds.
Forty Bedsjfor Diseased and Orphan In<
■■fants from the Norh End Mission
District.
Treatment and Food.
Murdock's Liquid Food, with Oat or Barley gruel
of the density of milk. To each wine-glass add one
quarter to one half teaspoonful Liquid Food.
Not

a case

ef Cholet

a

Inf*i turn knows daring the

last three years when, i.iquln Food has been used
nor death from Cholera-Infantum when prescribed

by a physician.
on Cholera-Infantum recognise
poisoning, showing the cause of the
great mortality in infants brought up by hand.
This is confirmed by resalts at a leading Nursery

The ablest writers

it

now as

milk

Hoepital. We extract tromtheir last report: “Of
the twenty-seven "bottle babies twenty-four died
during the year.”

Thirty Beds for Women with Chronle
Diseases.
»

Treatment'

Murdock’s Liquid Food and Common Food.
Any physician who has a worthy case that will
uot yield to treatment can have a bed assigned If
any

are

vacant.

Any physician can visit onr hoepital from 10 a.
m. to 6 p. m. daily, by apf lying at our office.
Patients can receive any clergyman they may pre
fer. Our attending physicians are members of the
Massachusetts aid Suffolk
ties.

Monthly reports
tion of all
an

will be

District Medical Socie-

published of the condi-

patients.
WJ j/ujoivi»u wuu UU UCl

tuv

inea

Extract, and would like to do so, we will deliver
sample bottle to the express in Boston, free. We
will also send, free by mail, essays from medical societies and testimonials from hospitals and physicians, of chronic cases treated with Liquid Food.
Liqued Food is Beef, Mutton, and Fruits, raw,
condensed many fold, ana free of insoluble matter.
oar

retained when the stomach is so weak
will refuse water, furnishing nutrition without the labor of digdhtion, making blood faster than
all preparations known. It is the only food that
will relieve the consumptives from hunger.
Ask your druggists for Essays and Testimonials
from Medical Societies, Hospitals and Physicians,
loz., 15 cts.; 6oz„ 55 cts.; 12 oz., $1.00.
auG
Mtf
It

can

be

that it

~

m.

Farmington. 8.20 a.m.; Wiuthrun, 10.13a.

Life and curing

The Murdock Liquid Food Co., Bo.ton hare

IMPORTED

WINES &

LIQUORS

|,f ,11 kind., in Ike

ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
-rOB

m.

j

.

v».

dtf

On and after MONDAY,
19t!i, Passenger Trains will
follows

Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility, Premature Decline in Man, Errors of Youth,
and the untold miseries resulting from indisciv

give

r.

as

ON MANHOOD-

THE BOVS OE THIRTY- FIVE.
Jlw

,,,

STATIONS at 1.00 p, m. BOSTON FOR
PO KTLAND at 6.00 p. m.
Trains on Boston Si Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Deeert, Machias, Eastport, Calais.
St. John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand TrUbk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdenbnrg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston'
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
8onth may be had of HI. L. William*. Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
J. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.

PRICE $1.

S

la-

ment, a guarante- d spec ficfor Hysteria. Dizziness
Convulsions, Fits, Nervous Neuralgia, Headache.
Nervous Prostration caused hy the use of al. ohol
or tobacco,
Wakelulncss, Mental I) *pre» if'.r*, Softof the Brain residin g iu Jrw.uty u:id leading
ening
to misery,
decay and death, Premature Old Age,
Impotency, Weakness in either sex, Involuntary
Losses and Spermatorrhoea caused by over-exertion
of the brain, self-abuse or over-iudtilgcnce. Each
box contains one month’s treatment.
a box, or
6 boxes for $5X0; sent by mail
prepaid on receipt o*
price. We guarantee 6 boxes toxure any case. With
each orderreceivcd for 6 boxes accompanied with $5.
we will send th<? purchaser our written
guarantee
to refund the
if the treatment does not effect
a cure. J. C. West & Co.,
Proprietors, issue guarantees through 11. H. IIAY & CO., Druggists, only
agents. Portland.Me. junction Middle anaFree Sts-

BH-n

S .H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent. Portland,
octll

•successfully without an

nov20

IngaU’s Road,
Sandy Creek,

tlO.17
110.41
16.16
15.22
110.47
110.63
15.28
6.43
11,08
11.16
6.60
oct2dtf

PORTLAND for HD8TON
6.15, 8 45 a. m., 1.00 and 3 30
at 10.46,
m., arriving at Boeton

SUNDAY TRAINS.
PORTLAND FOB BOSTON and WAY

256TH EDITION.

_nov!9&26

..

Railroad,

r. u.
8.00
4.46
14.62

6tl6,

JR., 28 EXCHANGE^od3wST.

In Insolvency.

p. c. vv jot » jn cavt; Atsu

Rankin’s

at

BOSTON FOB PORTLAND at 9.00 a. m.
12.30, 3.30, and 7.00 p.m., arriving at Portland
and
8.06
m.
at
6.00.
11.00
1.00.
r.
PORTI AND FORSCARBOKO BEACH
AND PIN E POINT at 8.16, 8,46. a. m., 8.00,
6.46 p.m. (See note.) FOR OLD ORCHARD
8.46 a. m.. 1.00, 8.00, 6.46 p.m. (See note)
at
FOR HALO AND RIDDEFORD at 6.16,
8.46 a. m., l.»>0. 3 00, 3 30 and 5.46 p. m. FOR
K KNNE BUNK at 6.16, 8 45 a. m.. 1.00,3.00
and 5.46 p. m. FOR WELLS at 6.15, 8.46 a.
m. and 3 00 p.m.
(See note) FOR NORTH
BFR WICK AND DOVER, at 6.15, 8.45 a.
and
3.30
3.00
p. m. FOB SALMON
m., 1.00,
FALLS and GRE AT FALLS, at 6.16, 8.45
FOR NEWMARa. m., 100 and 3.00 p. m.
KET at 6.16, 8.45 a.m., 3.30* p.m. FOR EXETER, HAVERHILL,
LAWRENCE
AND LOWELL at 6.16, 8.45 a. in., 1.00
and 3.30 p, m. FOR ROCHESTER FAR
1VIINGTON* N. H., AND ALTON BAY, at
8.46a.m., 1.00 and 3.30 p. m. FOR MANCHESTER AND CONCORD, N. H„ (via
New Market Jet.) at 6.16 a. m., 3.30 p. m., (via
Lawrence) at 8.45 a. m.
'MOUSING TRAINS FOR PORTLAND
LEAVE H ENN ERI'NK at 7 25, and DOYEJLatS.OO. ARRIVINGalPORTLAND
at 3730 and 10.05.
Notr-The 3.30 p. m. train from Portland unit
not stop at Scarborough, Pine Point, Old Orchard or
Wells, and the 1.00 p. m. train will stop at Scarborough. Pine Point ana Wells only to take passengers
for Boston.
»
Change at Dover and take next train following.
HF“The 1.00 p.m. train from Portland connects with Sound Line Steamer* for New
York and all Kail Lines for the West, and the 3.30
p. m., train with all Rail Line* for New York
and the South and West.
trains.
Parlor Car* on all through
Seats
secured iu advance at Depot Ticket Office.

Two Million Dollars.

Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland
»
State of Maine,
November 17, A. D. 1883.
case
of
In
CYRUS B. AtsBOi'T and AMOS
ABBOTT, indivi ually and as co-partuers, under
the firm name of C. B. & A.
Abbott, both, of
Deering, Insolvent Debtors.
is to give notice, that on the seventeenth
fpHlS
Jl day of November. A. D. 1883. a warrant in insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge of
the Court of Insolvency for sail County of Cumberland, against the estate of said
CYRUS B. ABBOTT and AMOS ABBOTT,
individually and as co-partners, under'the firm
name
of C.
B. &
A. Abbott
adjudged to
be
insolvent
debtors, on petition of said
debtors, which petition was filed on the seventeenth day of November, A. D.1883, to which date
interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to, or by said debtors,and the transfer and delivery of 'any property by
them are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtors, to
prove their debts and choose one or more assignees
of their estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvency
to be holden at Probate Court room in said Portof December, A. D.
land, on the third day
1883, at ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.
H. R. SARGENT,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolfor
said
County of Cumberland.
vency

—I

u.

8.26
10.00

Sebago (Wltham’s.)
East Denmaik (Parley’s Mills,)

—TO—

is Represented at this Agencj,

Total Assets

4.00

10 00

Canada.

On and after Mend ay, Oct. 15, 1888,

PRESCOTT IJiSORtNCE C0„ GLOUCESTER FIRE IK. CO.
OF

8.60

Portland—Leave
Bridgton Junction—Leave

RATES

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. STEPHENSON. G. P. A.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.

t3.2S
18.2T
t3.66

Portland—Arrive
10.46
TRAINS FOR BRIDGTON.

Depot

Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati, Mt. Louis, »mnha Maginaw, Mt. Paul,Malt Lake ('itf,
Denver, Man Francisco

n.
2.06
8.02
t3 IT
T.

1*8.07
t8.13
18.17
18.45

Brldgton—Arrive

AT_REDIJCED

Boston & Maine

A. M.
7.46
7.52

a.

and
Foot of India Street.

1849-

President.
Gen. Pan. Agt.

Bridgton—Leave
Sandy Creek,
Ingsu’s Road,
East Denmark (Parley’s Mills,)
Sebago (Wltham’s,)
Rankin’s,
Bridgton Junction—Arrive

s

Exchange Street,

TICKETS SOLD

-'

TRAINS FROM BRIDGTON.

From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.35 a. m.,
3.’ 6 and 6.*0 p. m.
From Gorham, 9.45,8.35 a. m. and 5.15 p. m.
From Chicago, Montreal and Quebec,
12 35 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night train end
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and Mon•
treal.

74

connection at

Win. P. PERKY,
J. A. BENNETT,

PA88ENGEK TRA INM WIl.l, LEAVE

$913,132

the World.
Brldgton lor North Brldgton.

Stage

Harrison and Waterford.

DEPARTURES!

___

Reserve for Unearned Premiums,
Unpaid Los.es and other Claims.$210,724
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders
$704,408

TOTAL ASSETS,

follow*

dtf

October 1st, 1888.
Connects with Portland & Ogdensburg R. R. at Rridgton Junction.

of -time.

ran a*

O. T. A.

AKKAN GEMENT.

points in the
! $1.60
Northwest, West and Southwest

CASH CAPITAL, $500,000,00.

CASH CAPITAL, $500,000.00.

FOIE,

WINTER

MOND4Y,OCT. 15th, 1883,

and all

statement JULY 1, 1883.

1883.

■STTickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
via the various
Sonne Lines for sale.
taken
as
Freight
usual.
J. B. GOYtE, Jr., General Agent.
dtf

f it AM. II.
oct2

For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.20 a. m., 1.16
and 6.15 p. m.
For Gotham, 7 40 a. m., 4.00 and 5.15 p. m.
For Gorham. Ulomrettl. Quebec and Chicago, 1.30 p.m.

octlStf

Statement

Ac.

J. II A Till,TON. Superintendent,

TICKET OFFICES!

bauphire Fire las. Co. ClTiZESiS IaSCRANCE CO.,

OF

bu.

teamers!

Ogdensbnrg

Grand Trnnk Railway of Canada.

Train* will

points otO.iL

Train, arrive in Portland:
10.45 a.m.—from Bartlett and local stations.
10 00 p. m.—Express from Montreal, Burlington,

R.

change"

all

0. B. R., Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and all
points on Southeastern Railroad and branches.
3.00 p.m. For Bartlett and Intermediate nations.

Manchester, Concord and points North, at
1.03 p. m.
For Rochester, Nprinsrele, Alfred, Waterboroand Saco River.7.30 a. m., 1.03
m., and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m. Returning
>ava Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. m., 11.16
a. m., and 3.35 p. m.; arriving at Portlaau
(mixed) 9.40 a. m., 1.26 p. m. and 6.40 p. m.
For Gorham, Oacearappa, Cumberland
Westbrook
and
Woodford’s,
Mills,
at 7.30 a. m.,
1.03, O.'JO and (mixed)
*0.30 p. m.
The 1.03 p. m. tiatn from Portland eonneot* at
Aye- June, with Iloesar Tunnel Borne for
theWeet, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Line, and nil rail,
V tKpringflel.1, also with N. V. & N. E. R.
U .(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philade!and the
Baltimore, Washington,
outk and with Heston A Albanv R. R. for
the West. Parlor Cars on train leaving (Portland
at 1.05 p. m. apd train leaving Woroester at 8.00

On and after

Y.,

Train, leave P.Mlnnd n. follow.!
8.33 A. M.—For Fabvan’s. Littleton, Laneaeter,
and all points on B. 0. M. B. B., St. Johnsbur,

ARRIVALS!

invested in United States Bonds.

m»Y30

iisfi

YOUNG’S, 272 Middle 8treet.
Through Tickets to New York,

Trains.

Monday, June 18,
1883, Passenger Train* will leave
Portland at 7.30 a. m., and
1.05 n. in., arriving at Worcester
at 2.16 p, m. and 7780 p. m.
Returning leave
Onion Depot, Woroester, at 8.00 a. m. and 11.16 a.
m.. arriving at Portland at 1.26 p. m. and 6.40 p.

Reserve for Unearned Premiums,
Unpaid Losses and other Claims ..$439,989
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders ...$484,021

*atf

8©p21

OGDENS BURG, N.

On and attar

Bonds.

Reserve for Unearned Premiums,

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf, on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 8 p. m..
Returning leave Pier 38
Last River. New York, on Wednosiin vs and Satur
u« '*P»“o. U. GOYLE,
JR., Gen’l Ag’t.

Kail and

Arrangement of

dtf

Portland, Bangor, I Desert

atnight.

AND MONTREAL,
On and after Monday Oct. 8th,
1883, until further nutlce PuH*|cr

Manager’

'__

pense and

i'ompvy

ON

40 Exchange 8t.
BEY. President, and

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER B. R

]u6

$1,208,643

r

Jan.

CASH CAPITAL,

STATEMENT JAN. 1, 1883.

TOTAL ASSETS,

WEEK.

formation regarding the same may be had at the
otHee of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
ForOircniats, with Excursion Routes, Ticket*

TO”-

$300,000.00.

TOTAL ASSET'S,

OF BUFFALO, N. V..

t u.

Eustport,

C,

BURLINGTON, VT„

(Rose connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Osmtral R. R., and
at GrandTrunk
Transfer. Portland, with through
teams of Grand Trnnk R. R.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot offices and at Kollm* A Adams’ No. 22 Exchange Street.
• Does not
stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.'

Reserve for Unearned Premiums,
Unpaid Losses and other Claims *.$373,897
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders
$834,748

change at

T

ONLY LINE THROUGH THE NOTCH.

a. m.

1853.

Westchester Fire Ios.

follows:

Company’s Office,

H. P. BALDWIN.
119 Liberty Street. New
nov2odtf

Portland and Worcester Line.

•

all dangers from iceberg*. Cabin $88*- $80 and 100;
Return tioket* $120, $144 and 180; Excursions 120
and $144; Steerage at low rates
The sailings are

information

Agt.,

—TO—

ORGANIZED 1838.

rope* to inland places in the United States. Sterling and Scandinavian exchange at lowest rates
Choice Cumberland and Acadia coal for sale by th
cargo. For cabin plans, circulars, sailing schemes
&c. and other information apply to J L. FARMER
Agent, 22 Exchange St. P. O. Box 979.

and farther

Gen. Eastern Pass.
York.

...

TOTAL ASSET*

Lloyd, Hamburg, American, Rotterdam, Amsterdam and Italian lines, all first class
fast passage steamers, to and from all points in
Europe. Cabin, 2d Cabin and steerage outward and

State Rooms

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

STATEMENT JANUARY 1, 1883.

Unpaia Losses and other Claims.$339,512
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders.... $824,669

General Ocean Steamer Ticket Office,

TRIPS’PER

Portland & Ogdeusburg R. R.

FIRE INS. IWANY 8hia.

_\

•

sale of passage tickets by the White Star,
FOK
Cunard. Anchor, State, American. Red Star,
North German

e»TKB»At'*0>.»»

$1,739,984

TOTAL ASSETS,

Agents,

TanlO

$5,000,000
$1,000,000

Reserve for Unearned Premiums,
Unpaid Losses and other Claims .$471,810
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders. .$1,268,174

CASH CAPITAL, $100,000.00.

C. t. BABTLKTT A- CO.,
115 Sials Ntreel, Cor. Broad Ml., Boston
or to W. D. LITTLE & CO.,
febSdtf
31 Exchange St., Portland.

lowest

1883.

1,

Capital paid up in Cash,

Statement Jan. 1, 1SS3.
aad

cisco.

at

Jan.

ORGANIZED

ports.
Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Fran-

§teerage prepaid tickets from inland places

1880.

ORGANIZED 1858.

JAPAN, china,

repaid ticket* from Portland

Washington Street, Boston.

J. E. WOOTTEN, Geh. Manager.
C. G. HANCOCK,
Gen. Pass. & Tick. Agt., Philad«lphia.

Clinton, Ayer Jane., Fitchburg,
Nashua, Lowell, Windham, and
ping at 7.30 a. m. and 1.03 p. m.

Capital,

Subftcribe

*

Island., New

On Trains 1 earing Boston at 7.00 p. m., and Port*
land 2.00 a. m.
Through Tickets to oil Points Sonth and
West.
PAYSON TUCKER,
Oct. 14,1883
General Manager.
D. W. SANBORN,
Master of Trans.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
octl3dtf
Gen'J Pass’r Agent

For

£10,000,000

Net Fire

Au.tralia.

as

1

CALIF0RNIA>

Steamers sail from New Vork for Aspinwall on
the 1st, 10th, and 20th of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named

tern

1

<3fc

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.

flk^

Through Pullman Sleeping Cars

m.

(LIMITED.)

Long wharf, Boston,

From

[From

ROUTE)

Far

From SoSi'iS

Resorts

BAHAMAS, JAMAICA, HAYTI, PORTO RICO, COLOMBIA, ISTHMUS OF PANAMA and

CD.,

ORGANIZED

m.

On Trains tearing Boston 9 a.m., 12.80 and 7.00 p.
m. and Portland 6.46 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00 p. m.

NEW ENGLAND AGENCY,

ill!

OF LONDON.

GRAND G.YGl'KNIONS.

A11 its Line of Mail Steamers.

The Fire Insurance Association

Direct Steamship Line.

For
other remedies fail.
*>y ah de^n.<
EENEY, JOEN301T & LOBE, Prop’s, Burlington, Yt.
p.ov26
eodeow&weowl>49

Bor

SOUND

SOLID AND SUCCESSFUL.

PHILADELPHIA

Pleurisy,
Whooping-Cough,
Lung Fever, and all diseases of the
Throat, Chest and Lungs, when

PIJTJ, NORWOOD & CO., Agents,
oct543m
22, 24 State Street, New York.

as

Or LONDON.

MAIf^E STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For Yew York*

vV inter

be placed in this agency
any agency in Portlandjjjgj

—

GEORGE L. DAY,
lreaa'an(1 General Ticket Agent
it nnawiwn General
ft.
GUSHING, «
Agent
Portland, Oct. 1, 18 S3.
oot2dtf

CG'fiU JOPTION has been cured times without number by the timely uso of Downs’ Elixir. It will cure
Croup, Bronchitis, Asthma,

BOUND BROOK

can

GUARDIAN ASSURANCE

Boston
—

Pullman Parlor Cars

bur ticket** (at any railroad orateamboat office in New England) via

Bare I

per

vflu-

India afreet.nov24dtf

ces, 'oot of

m

Sch Montezuma, Maxner, Bangor for Boston,
Sch A L Mitchell Bunker, BaDgor for New York.
Sch A E Stevens, Stevihs, Wiscasset for Boston.
Sch Grampus; Torrey. Franklin for Gloucester.
Soh White Foam. Ford. Lamoine for Boston.
Sch Virginia, Bragdon, Sullivan for Boston.
Soh A Hooper, Davis, Calais for Boston.
Sch Victor. Joy. Sullivan for Haverhill.
Sch Silver Heels, Bulger, Rea Beach for-.

Sch Isabella Jewett. Coombs, Bangor for Newport
Sch Webster Bernard, Marshall, Bangor for New
«•
York.
Sch Am Eagle. Brown, Bangor for New York.
Sch C M Walton, Lane, Rockland for Boston.
Sch Allie Oakes, from Camden for New York.
Sch Fannie Hodgkins, Boothbay for New York.

PASSAGE.

Cabin.$*0.00 and $ 60.00, Gold
Cabin, return.$90.00 and $110.00, Gold
For pas-age, &cM apply to DAVID TORR NCE,
»*'

Trains Leave Boston
9.00 a. m„ and arrlre In Portland at 11.66
At 12.30 p. m. and arrlre
a. m. and 1.00 p. in.
At 7.00 p
m,
tn Portland 6.00 p. m
Gail),
and arrlre in Portland at 11.00 p. m.

Drawing Room Cars on all day. trains
and Sleeping Cara on night traius.
Be

na.

n.

7.80,

At

FARE

Iggrlnsurance

Landings.
RJETlTBNflI¥w, will leave Machiasport at4.3<
and Millbridge every Monday and
m».m* Monday,
Thursday at 8.00 a. m., touching at intermediate
landings,and connecting at Portland with Pullman
and early morning train for Boston.
Connect with Boston and
Bangor Steamers at
Rockland, (coming West, aud receive passengers and
autl River Landings for Portlancf)

Rondout.
Seh Delaware, Sadler, Ellsworth for Vineyard-

any
Mis-

/ferilfsK'i

OF

Philadelphia

via Express Trains, Double Track, Stone Ballast

on

cent.,-®!

LINE. at
will

The steamers of this Line
pnra dur ng the winter season
fortnightlyoetween this port and
lESSsI MSBBmHmi Liverpool.
rihe
vessels are
Clyde built, full powered ai d have superior accommodation for babin and steerage passengers.
Prepaid tickets are is^ed at reduced rate to those defiVoua of fringing out their friends, Dates of sailing from Por.laud to Liverpool, direct:
Steamship SARNIA, Capt. Lindall .6 Dec.
Steamship ONTARIO, Capt. Me \uley.13Dec.
Steamship OREGON, Capt. Wil iams.20Dec.
Steamship TORONTO, Capt. Gilson, .27 Dec
BATES

Philadelphia.

I One Way, $2 30.
New York and Philadelphia, | Excar.ion, 4.00.

DOMINION

prevention
is applied, of

Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Coughs, Colds, Weak Back,
Stomach and Bowels, Shooting
Pains, Numbness, Hysteria, Female
PaiDS, Palpitation Dyspepsia, Liver Complaiut, Bilious

Stations in

STEAMERS.

and

Sciati-

Steamer City of Portland, Larcom, St John, NB,
via Eastport for Boston.
Sch Emeline G Sawyer, Wilson, Hoboken—coal to
Boston & Maine K R.
Sch Mabel, Strout, Millbridge—edgings to J H

Steamship Quehee, (Br)

Absolutely

This Powder never varies. A marvel o puriv
and wholesomeness. More economical than
the ordinary kirn's, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weight
alum or phosphate powders.
Sold only in cans.
Royal Baking Powdeb Co., 106 Wall St., N. Y.
mch6
dlyr

strength

iodrews, Pembroke Houlton, Woodstock Grand
M.enan, Campohelle, Oighy, Annapolis, Yarmouth
Windsor. Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Smherst
Pioton, Shediac, Bathurst, Dalhensle, Char
lottetown Fort Fair-held, Grand Falls, and other
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, inter,
colonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, Rail Roads, and Stage Ronteg.
iijf 'Freight
received up to 4 p. m. and any in-

■

-BETWEEN-

STATION IN NEW YORK FOOT LIBERTY ST.

merchandise
ALL RAIL to and from Portland and
part of the United States, east of the
sissippi River for one-fourth of one

i-jyUs

CURE,

Bound Brook Route.

ME.

and Paid at this Office.

Promptly Settled

Train. Icnre Portland
Dally (Night Pullman) tor Ban,
Btddeford, Kennebunk, Conway Jonah, Klttery,
Portsmouth. Newbnrrport. Salem, Lynn and
Boston, arrirlng at 6.80a. m.
At N.45 a. m. for Cape Elisabeth. Soar boro, Saeo,
Btddeford, Kennebunk Wells, North and Sonth
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Dirlslon. Klttery, Portsmouth,
Newbnrrport. Salem Gloucester, Rock port,
Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arrirlng at 1.16 p. m.
At 1.00 p. in. for Scar boro, Raoo, Btddeford,
Kennebunk
Wells, No. Berwick,
Conway
Junction, Ritterr, Portsmouth, Nowburyport,
Salem, Lynn, and Boston, arrirlng at 6.10 p. m.,
connecting with Sound and Rail Lines tot All
Southern and Wontern potato.
At 0.00 p. in (Express), for Boston and principal
Way Stations, arrirlng In Boston at 9 30 p.m.,
connecting with Rail Lines for New York.
Sundays at 2.00 p. m. Express for Boston and
principal Way Stations, arrirlng at Boston 6.80
p. m., connecting with Fall Hirer Line for New
York.
0

At

Britto ’a

rpDiiti

PORTLAND,

-

Sglplnsurance effected

AN O AFTEX. MON_a IM.1, BAV J4th Ptcamer»
of
Ibis
Lin,
will
-sa?
Leave Itailroad Wharf,
■tot of State street, every Monday,
Wednesday
:snd Friday at. 6 p. in., for
Bastpori and St
dohn, with connection* for Calais, Rohblnston, St.

SANFORD’S RADICAL

STAGE CONNECTIONS
train for Turner, Chase Mills, West
Mills, Peru, DlaSeli Mexico
Sumner,
L. L. LINCOLN. Supt,
and Romford Falls,
octl6
dtf
m.

NINTH AND GREEN SI RESTS,
AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.
.

POWDER
Pure,

.amw

QMnHMD

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Sch

Losses

..

Head Colds, Watery Discharges from the Nose
and Eyes, Ringing Noises in the Head, Nervous
Heada- he and H’ever instantly relieved.
Chokii g mucus dislodged, merabraefe cleansed
nd healed, breath sweetened, smell, taste, and
hearing restored, and ravages checked.
Cough. Bronchitis, Droppings into the Throat,
PainB in the Chest, Dyspepsia, Wasting of Strength
and Flesh, Loss of Sleep, etc., cured.
One bottle Radical Cure, one box Catarrhal Solvent and one Dr. Sanford’s Inhaler, in one package, of all druggists, for $1. Ask for Sanfokd’s
Radical Cure, a pure distillation of Witch Hazel, Am. Pine, Ca. Fir, Marigold. Clover Blossoms,
etc. Potter Drug and Chemical Co. Boston

m.

New York, Trenton &

THREE

City of Ber’in.New York..Live pool_Nov
Bolivia

28 EXCHANGE ST.,

FOR

Peruvian.Quebec.Liverpool... .Nov
.Boston
Samarii..
.Liverpool... .Nov

3.46 a.

WM. ALLEN, JR.,

Mun-

Also
Frank

Agency.

Connections via Grand Trank Rail1
way leave Portland for Buckdeld and
Canton, 7.40 a. m., 1.30 p. m.
Leave Jan ton for Portland 4.IB and

with p.

Small, Port Spain;

OP N1 bAHMHlrS.
FKOM

Fire and Marine Insurance

SPRINO

Arrived.

Ox and Steer Hid*e over 90 lbs weight.. 7c ^ fb
Ox and Steer Hides between 80@90 lbs. .6c
4* tb
Steer Hides under 90 lbs. 6%c|> lb
Cow Hides, all weights. 5%c|y tb
Bull and Stag Hides, all weights. 4e
lb
Calfskins.10c <p tb
Light and Deacon Skins.26 to 40c each
Rendered Tallow.•

No 2 for

February

38%;May 40%@40%c; receipts 131.800.

»

Hides and Tallow.
are

Market.

1

Bleached, 8@ t« %
Batting.8@9@10gl0%@il%@L2%

The following
and Tallow:

stock

(By Telegraph.!
Chicago. Nov. 24—Hogs—Receipts 18 000 head;
shipments 3,3 ► bead; strong: packing 4 35®4 66;
packing and shipping at 4 «5®5 26 Right at 4 40®
4 66; skips at 2 40®4 00.
Cattle—Receipts 1100 head;shipments 4700 bead
dull; exports 6 26®6 60; good to choice shipping
at 6 40@6 10; common to medium 4
00@5 26.
Sheep—Receipts 200 head; shipments 4400 head;
inferior to fair 2 26@3 00; good 3
60; choice 3 76.

7@i4ya

Warps.... ♦***..■....

Lire

@26

TICKINGS. ETC.
Drills. 3@ o
Tickings,
Best..14 ®l«y2 Corset Jeans. .6%
8%
Medium...
Satteens.
@
7
I
Cambrics.
@9
Light.
5@ 6%
Denims,beat 13%@16% I Silosias.10% *18
Ducks. 9
@13% Cotton Flannel*1.Brown

Fancy 11%@14

Boaton Market.
Boston, Nov. 24.—The following wero tofiay’B
quotations o Butter, Cheese, Eggs, &c:
Butter We quote We tern creameries at 32®
34c for choice, 22@30c for fair and
good: Northern

.......

Boat 4-4....10%@12% Fine 6-4.16
Med. 4-4.... 7% @10% jFine 7-4.18
Fine 8-4.20
Light 4-4... 6 @7
Fine 9-4.22%
(Fine 10-4 ...25

“

combing
ces are asking little
higher rates. More buyers have
been round and the situation is quite promising.

supplfed.

In this eity, Nov. 24 Margery, widow of the late
Willard Clapp, aged 75 years, 2 months.
[Funeral services Monday at 2 Vs o’clock from her
late residence No. 83 Myrtle street. Burial at the
convenience of the iamily.
In this city, Nov. 25, Harry G., only child of John
and Annie Leeman, aged 8 months, 17 days.
[Funeral services Monday at 3 o’clock from No.
242 Brackett street.
in Deering, Nov. 25, Abigail Thornes, aged 79
years, 3 months.
[Prayers at house, Woodford> Corner, Tuesday at
10% a. m. Burial at Cnmbermnd Centre.
In Hamariscotta, Nov. 1, Helen M., wife of Frank
G. Hastings, aged 38 years.
In Jefferson, Got. 31, ErastuB F. Weeks, aged 63
years 4 months.
In Paris, Nov. 3. Mrs. Olive Besse, wife of J. C.
Holt, aged 74 years.

from Boston

The Wool market has developed a tinner tone in
with the favorable reports from the London sales and holders of
and delaine flee-

sympathy

Eastern Railroad.

^

ROiTIEHTIC FORTH.
SAN FRANCISCO-Ar 23d, ship Yorktown, Dickinson, Baltimore,
Cld 23d, ship Iroquois, Nichols, Liverpool.
ASTORIA, O— Sid 13th, ship Reaper, for Cork,
(has been reported cld 12th for Antwerp.)
GALVESTON—Ar 23d, sch Agues 1 Gjaco, Small,

BALTIMORE—Ar 23d, schs A 1> Lam son, Smith,
Savannah. Jennie Hall, Hall, Addison.
PH ILADELPH1A—Ar 22<1, brig Mary E Dana,
Mitchell, Apalachicola; soh Nellie Treat, Dow, Wilmiuetou. Del.
Ar 23d, ship Bombay, Paterson, Cork; sobs Ruth
Darling, chipmau, St Pierre; John D Pierce, Ken-

R AII.RO A»S.

Fall Arrangement in Effect Oct. IS, ’83.

MEMORANDA.
Sch Nellie Bowers, Spear, from Portland for
Cardenas, put into Norfolk Nov 23 leaking and with
loss of iibboom.
Sch H Curtis, Wilbnr, from Bangor for New York,
before reported at Belfast with stern stove, has repaired and proceeded 23d.
Sch Island Belle, from Promised Land for New
York, with oil, went ashore Nov 17 on Gardiner’s
Island and remained.
Sch
dward Johnson, ashore at Cow Bay, was
driven farther up during the gale of Nov 16. doing
some damage to top works.
No farther effort will
be made to float her this season.
Sch Manitou, recently ashore oft' Chatham, has
been towed to Vinalhaven for repairs.

ALEXANDRIA-Ar 21st, brig Mary T Kimball,
to load for Cuba.
Id 22d, seb Ciytie, Laugbvon, Port Royal.
Sid 2<id sebs Susan P Thorlow, E B Church.
Ar 22d. Bell Helen H Benedict Boston.
GEORGETOWN, DC— Ar 22d, barque Edward
Cushing, Ho^gman, Port Spain.
Cld 22d, seb Hattie S Williams, Brav. Hoboken.

@29
@ 32

INSURANCE!

Rumford Falls & Buefcfleld

—-

(

@35
@32
@ 28
@17

RAILROADS.

Baltimore, (June 23.)

Dix, Baltimore,

®

Combing.

Smyrna washed.

MERCHANT'SEXCDANQE.l
Ar at Liverpool Nov 23, ship Chandos, Ross, from
San Francisco.
Ar at
Nov 23, ship Yorktown, Dickinson, fm
FROM

Santos.

@30
29

...

Barque Almira Robinson. 1197 tons, built at Bath
1874 by Lemont & Robinson, has been sold to a
Hamburg house on private terms.

CHARLESTON—Sid 23d, barque Kenry Knight,
Pendleton, Brunswick; sch B J Follows, Blake, tor
a Northern port.
RICHMOND—Cld 23d, sch Kocheko, Dow, for

rs> 46

HRCElLANEOIIg.

niWCELI.AKEOrit.

in

JACKSONVILLE—ar 20th, sch Susie P Oliver,
Snare, Boston; Meyer & Muller, Perkins, Bangor.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 19th, sch W L Newton, Pendleton, Port Royal, SC, to load for New York.

ffi 38
43
a
20

Fine and No 1 combing.44
Fine delaine...
39

worth; Vasti R Gates, Warnock, Fall River for Calais; Ariosto, Young, Rockland for Boston.

Stetson Trask. Bangor.

@80

Polled—Extra..
Supernne.25
No 1....
Combing and delaine—

....

32

p

Medium.37

11

Boston.
Cld 23d. sch Carrie A Norton, Hodgdon, Boston.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 20th. ship Lydia Skoifield,
Miller, Bahia; brig Onolaska, Griggs, Port Spain.
Ar at Port Eads 23d, ship Scotia,
Sprague. Bath.
APALACHIOOLA-Ar 16th, sch Lizzie B Morse,
Hale Pensacola,
FERNAND1NA—Ar 20th. schs St Croix, Fitzgerald, and Sarah Potter, Keen, Boston ; Isaiah K

@ 36

Common.28
Other Western

Do

Hale’s Honey of Horehonnd and Tar has a
far larger sale tbau any other cough medicine.
Pike’s Toothache Dropa cure in one minute.

.124%

Northwestern pref.146%
New

Ifwrsford’s

at

99%

Michigan* Central... 90%
New Jersey Central..
83%
worth

Wit and Wisdom.

ticularly

77%

SAUB

BY

R. STANLEY & SON,

Importers,

PORT.
LAND. MAINE.
Also, General Managers for New England,
FOB THE CELEBRATED

4IIFICWNO.

Summit

VORK

Mineral

irBBBT,

Spring

Water,

OFROM HARRISON, MAINS. MB

THE

PRESS

RITFBDAT'LECTVBES.

MONDAY MORNING, NOV. 2G.

CITY A$D VICINITY.

“Novels; Their Writers and Readers,” was
Dalton’s lecture on Saturday afternoon. He said all approve of history,
the subject ot Mr.

ADYEBTINAmENTS TODAY,

biography and poetry, bat novels divide people into two extremes, some beiug opposed to
all novels, others
reading nothing else. Both

ENTERTAINMENTS.
Hungarian Gypsy Baud.

People’s Spiritual Society—Entertainment,
Portland Cadeta-Drill aiid Ball.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
Jersey J4ckets—Rlnes Bros.
The Christmas Number—St. Nicholas.
Closing Out C. H- Blanchard.
Notice is

Hereby

Given.
Who Read

Wanted—All

these views are mistaken.
These who read
nothing but novels live on mental pastry. But
to oppose novels as
such, is equally unreason-

able.

This.

Portland, Bangor ait.Desert & Machias Steamboat
Sale—Steam Grain Mill and Elevator.
Rines Bros.—3.

AUCTION SALES.
Special Sale—China and Crockery Ware. Ac.

tious, though they

Mothers.—Mrs.

to

do those of all

Winslow’s
Soothing Svrup should alwai„ je used when
children are catting teeth. It relieves the'little sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet
sleep by relieving the child from pain, and the
little cherub awakes as “bright as a button.”
It is very pleasant to taste. It soothes the

remedy
teething

from

for

diarrhoea,

Dr. O.

e

of

impressions of Oriental life aud man-’
ners more to these tales than
to all other
sources.
The Cyropedia is the oldest
example
of the historical novel, and is still a
favorite
book with college and other students. But
fiction as we understand it, is of modern European origin, and evolution.
Italy waB the
first to produce it in luxuriance as she did
every other species of intellectual growth. Iu
the Decameron of Boccacio, we have an Italian classic which furbished Chaucer with the

Fitzgerald, Nature’s Wonderful

skill

of the

model of his Canterbury Tales
eral of his best stories. If the

well as sevEnglish poet is
purer than the Italian novelist, the difference
is more in the two
people -than the two anthors. Spain is the country which
enjoys the
distinction of giving to the world the greatest
of all novels, the Don Quixote of
Cervantes.
Intended as a satire-on earlier romances relating to the age of chivalry, it succeeded in repressing them entirely, aud became itself the
gl&B3 of fashion and the mold of form for all
luture satirists and humorists. But the most
entertaining novel in the world is the Gil Bias
of Le Sage, written In French
by a Frenchman, bat the scene is wholly in Spain and is a
perfect picture of Spain as it was in those days.
Don Qoixote can be pnt into the hands of the
but 811 expurgated edition
D,ith isBa,etT’
of Gil Bias
a
desideratum, snd would put
morey into the purse of any publisher who
should discreetly revise, issue and advertise
it. Goethe 8 W ilhelm Meister if] thfl firut r\t
lieroiau novels.
The great poet, who is to
Germany what Shakepeare is to England, devoted several years to the
composition of this
work, and it may be regarded as the sum oi
his observations of life in all its
phases.
Mignon is one oi the most charming of its
whose gong
characters,
1
‘Kennst du das Land wo die citro nen
bliihen”
is a general
favortte in all lands. Goethe’s
two masterpieces were Faust
and Wilhelm
Meister. The second part of the Meister is far
less attractive than the first
because weighed
aown with abstrase
speculations.
If the genius of Goethe fails to interest us
in this species of faction, no other can
succeed in it. The
Decameron’ Don Quixote, Gil Bias, and Wilhelm Meister, these fonr are doubtless
as superior to all others
in respect to geDins and the
power displayed in them, as are the
Iliad, the
Euclid, the Divine Comedy*and Paradise
Lost, m epic poetry.
In English, there is no
proB" fiction of equal merit.
Sir Walter Scott as a writer of
fiction displays
a genius
equal to that of any author, but it is
not concentrated in
any one production, but
diffused through many volumes.
Keeping in
view the original
design and trne province of
in English, none
the?e
snpericr
to the Vicar e. If•
Wakefield, unless it is Robin-

All examinations

age.

charger._nt,T22d4t

Have

these dangerons symptoms,—
you
cough, pain in the side or breast, fever, short

breath, night-sweats, tickling, rising,

or sore-

in the

throat, diarrhoea, nervous debility,
astbmatio or bronchial affections? if so, use at
once Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam.
oov2T
MW&S&w
ness

_

Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by N. G. Fessenden, 484 Conasaoa Qtsoet
Do not be deceived; ask for and take only B.
H. Douglass & Sons’ Capsicum Cough Drops
for Coughs, Colds and Sore Throats. D. S. and
Trade Mark on every Drop.

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
Nov. 30, 1883.
OFFICE HOURS:
From 7.30 a. m. to 8.00 p. m., Sundays excepted.
Sundays, open for Carriers and General Delivery

from 9 to 10

a. m.

ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OE MAILS.
Boston ana intermediate offices—Arrive at 12.10
p. m. Close at 8.16 a. m., 12.00 m. and
9.00 p.
m.

Boston and the West—Arrive at 12.10, 6.10,8.20,

and 11.10 p. m.
Close at 8.16 a. m., 12.00
in., 5.00 and 9.00 p. m.
Intermediate or Way Mails, via Boston & Maine
Railway—Arrive at 1.10 and 8.20 p. m. Close at
8.15 a. m. and 12.00 m.
Great Southern & Western—Arrive at 12.10 6.10.
8.20 and 11.10 p. m. Close at 8.15 a. m., 12.00
m.. 6.00 and 9.90 p. m.
Bangor and connecting routes—Arrive at 1.00 p.
m.
CloBe at 12.00 m.
Augusta and connecting routeB—Arrive at 9.00 a.
m. and 1.00 p. m.
Close at 12.00 m. and
1.40
and 9.00 p. m.
Morning Northwestern, by Grand Trunk Railway
Arrive at 8.45 a. m. Close at 7.10 a. m.
Lewiston and Auburn—Arrive at 2.06 and 9.0fc a.
<n. and 1.00 p. m.
Close at 6.30 a. m., 12.00 m..
4.40 and 9.00 p. m.
Deer
Castine,
Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, Mt.
Desert, Jonesport, Machias, Machiasport, East Maand Bar Harbor, via each steamer
chias,
—Arrive at 6 a. m. Close at 9 p. m.
Eastport, via each steamer—Arrive at 6.00 a. m
close at 6.00 p. in.
Foreign malls, via New York, day previous to Bail
lng ot steamers—Close at 8.16 a. m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East—Arrive at
2,06 a. m. Close at 9.00 p. m.
Skowhegan, intermediate offices and the norm—
Arrive at 1.00 p. m. Close at 12.00 m.
Skowhegan also closes at 9.00 p. m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R.—Arrive at 12.4ftp. m. Close at 12.45 p. m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island—Close at
12.00 and 9.00 p. m.
Swanton, Vt., and intermediate offices, via P. & O.
R* R-—Arrive at 10.16 p. m. Close at 7.45 a. m.
Bartlett, N. H., and intermediate offices, via P. &
o. R. R.—Arrive at 11.00 a. m. Close at 2.30
p. m.
Worcester, Mass., and intermediate offices, via P.
ft R. R. 8.—Arrive at 1.36 p. m. Close at 12.30
p. m.
Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices, vih P.
ft R. R. R.—Close at 7.00 a. m.
Carriers’ deliveries are made dally (Sundays excepted.) in the bnsineSB portion of the citv at 7.00
and 10.00 a. m., and 2.00 p. m. In other sections
at 8.00 a. m.,.2.00 p. m.
Collections are made on
weekdays at 7.00 and 11.00 a. m. and 4.00and
8.00 p. m. On Sundays at 6.00 p. m.
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JUDGE

bad be

jvhat

too

eighteenth
He was
much read and commended.century.
This, too, was
the era of mysterious
romances, which ministered to the faculties of wonder and
bewilderment and the love of the
marvelous.
To this
bel0DK the “Mysteries of Udolpho,”
the
Gtraato," "Thaddeus of WaiThe Exiles of Siberia,” “Don
Sebassaw,,
Uan, and “The Children of the Abbey.”
The breath that blew
away these mists and
vapors was blown by a woman, or rathe* bv
three women, Miss Bnrney, Miss
Austen and
Miss Edgeworth
Miss Burney, afterwards
Madame D Arblay, was the friend of Dr.
Johnson, and her Evelina was regarded as a
marvel to have been written
by a young ladv
while in her teens. Miss Austen became and
has continued more than
of
her predecesany
sors or snocessors, the
accepted and standard,
delineator of English life and manners.
She
early won, easily maintained, and deservodly
retains her prominence.
Miss Edgeworth,
though English by birth, went to Ireland as a
child where she lived to write the most
oharmmg descriptions of Irish life and manners ever
The Absentee” is her best book.
penned.
Sir Walter Scott confessed that to
Miss Edge-

„C,7iue

ne was

Worth

Bishop Hoaly administered the sacrament of
confirmation to a large number of candidates
at Biddeford, Sunday.
The cnrrent number of the Folio has been
received, and iB for sale by Wm. E. Chandler
and Ira C, Stockbridge.
The annual Thanksgiving collection was
taken yesterday at several churches, among
the rest the Free street Baptist, the Second
Parish and the State street Congregational
We are informed that the statement in

wholly without foundation.
William H. Smith, Esq., of this city, is
writing a series of articles on the early history
of Gardiner, which are being' published in the
Reporter of that city.
Mr. J. H. C. Gross, formerly of this city,
proprietor of the extensive Cherokee Zinc
Smelting WorkB at Weir City, Kansas, and
one of the leading zinc manufacturers of the
United States, is at the Falmouth Hotel.
Mrs. Margery Clapp, widow of the lato Willard Clapp, who for many years was engaged
in the water and tow boat business, was found
dead in her bed Saturday morning. She had
retired in her usual health.
Mrs. Barrows and Oscar E. Blaney, who
were arrested for connection with the Barrows
murder at Kittery, arrived in the city Saturday
afternoon in charge of the sheriffs and left on
the 6.80 o’clock train for Alfred jail.
The Diamond Wrench Company received
the past week an order for a large number of
their wrenches for use in the United States
Navy. A forging machine, to cost 84,200, is in
process of construction for the company.
There is a good prospect of the Portland
Smelting Works starting up again Boon, after
laying idle nearly a year. Recent experiments
with the vapor fuel have proved very success-

Old age, 2; tuberculosis, 1; disease of
heart, 2; gastric fever, 1; accidental, 1; dropsy,
1; child birth, 1; diphtheria, 1; cholera infantum, 1; infantile, 1.
Mr. 0. E. Whitney, whose carriage factory,
rear

oi

ureen street,

building

was

nish, and

was

owned

fully

rriaay nignt,
insurance of
Sparrow. The

by C. D. Small of Corinsnred. His loss is per-

Dudley, agent, Montevideo.

haps $500.

Schooner
as.

YOUNG MBS. WINTHBOP.

This elsewhere immensely popular play, one
of the finest creations of its author, Mr. Bronson Howard, will be presented "by the Madison

Square Theatre Company, with every accessory of costume'and scenery to give it at its
hpst, two nights at Portland Theatre, Tuesday
and Wednesday next, November |27th and
28th. This play presents certain phases of domestic life in higher circles of New York.
In it are Bhown the evils of absorption of the
husband in the concerns of the exchange and
stock room, aDd the devotion of the wife on
thp other band to the frivolities of society,
leading to mutual neglect and indifference.
Died fr#m Her Injuries.
Mrs. James Fitzgerald, who was so terribly
burned by the upsetting of a jkerosene lamp
Friday night, died from the effects of her injuries Saturday morning after a night of great

suffering.
deemed an

Coroner Gould was called, but
inquest unnecessary.

Cull Accepted.
the service at Willlston
At the close of
chutoh yesterday morning Rev. Hr. Wellman
read a telegram from Rev; L. H. Hallock ac-

cepting

the call from that church.

■

Activity in the Lumber Business.
There continues to be a lively aspect to the
umber trade, and cargoes are being rapidly
lespatched. The following are the shipments
'or the past week:
Bark Pndel, Parlow—300,192 feet. B. Lewis
fc Co., Bnenos Ayres.
Bark Hypatia, Marr—550,776 feet. Frank'

an

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

r

L:.

Jeanty.
The above is a mere outline of a very inter1
isting lecture which was listened to by a large
tnd appreciative audience.

was earned

estimates his loss at $800, with
$600 in the agency of Ghas. A.

1.

citizens.
It only remains briefly to allad*-to.the
lecturer s classification of novelists
according to
the type of their genius and the
purpose of
their productions. Thus we have the Oriental
Wonder Tales in the Arabian
Nights; the
historical as perfected by Walter Scott, from
whom Thierry derived the idea of his
History
of the Norman
Conquest of England- the
satirical novel as represented first and best
by
Don Qnixote in Spain, and Gulliver’s Travels
in England; the humorous
novel, which culminated in Gil Bias; the society novelas developed by Miss Austen; the realistic novel
which photographs manners, as seen in Anthony Trollope, or idealizes them as in-the
Vicar of Wakefield* and novels which
delineate national traits, as Miss Edgeworth’s in
Ireland.
The poorest of all novels is the Polemical
Dove], whether the polemics be political or reNovelists cannot blend arguments
ligious.
with stories to their own credit or to the satisfaction of their readers. The worst of all novels are those realistic novels written in
France,
rat too widely circnlated.and read in
America,
rhey poieon sentiment at its source and deserve the severest condemnation. There are
nany good and great works worthy of the
ligbeEt admiration in the French language,
rat the average French novel is not of
these,
rat should be shunued as so much
poison.
Doubtless Dumas and Victor Hugo are men of
genius and adorn the literature of their country. George Sand, too, was no less great; would
ihe had been as good as great!
The talent necessary to produce a
great nov3l muBt be of a high order,
including observation, insight,sympathy, judgment; and to these
must be added the soul of
goodness and a paslion for truth and moral, as well as material

Capt. Joseph

bark Mendoza is

causes:

n«

works in which, m his
tarn, he exceled all
others, and became at once, the wizard of the
North, and the enchanter of all lands. In his
Scotch tales, we get not
only the original
spirit but the form and pressure of old Scotia’s
life and manners.
Dandie Dinmont is. perhaps the most successful of these creations,
P“‘ c‘her« follow bard after. English history
is better illustrated
by Boott than by any Euglish author since
Sbakspeare. Ivsnhoe paints
the Saxons and their Norman
conquerors,
Kenilworth the Age of Elizabeth, the
Fortunes
of Nigel that of James I
including James
himself, more vividly than they can be seen
on any other canvas.
Sir Walter was indeed
a great genius, and
he employed his talents
only to amuse, but to instruct and improve
pot
bis fellow men. All honor to him.
of the preceding generation had even Fielding
superior
genius, but he trailed his talents in the dust
and spattered his beroes with mud.
The lecturer remarked that if we
pause here,
it ib not because we have not
other and later
novelists of great repute scarcely inferior to
the giants of the older
times, such as Thackeray. Dickens and George Eliot in England,
Cooper, Hawthorne
and
Mrs. Stowe in
America. Mrs. Stowe enjoys the distinction
of having written the most
popnlar and widely
read story of onr times. Hawthorne’s
genius
has been aptly delineated by one of onr own

feet

ful.
The whole number of deaths in the city for
the past week was 12, from the following

was

wicked, when the virtnous

Grandison,
d’ Pompous, bumptious, periwig pa ted
gentleman of the

Brief Jottings.
car-loads of Christmas trees, for
shipment by steamer to New York, arrived
Saturday over the Maine Central.
*
The total value of foreign exports for the

to

or

a

A dozen

Saturday’s Fbess in regard
Perry commanding th^ steam

often weak

Mr. Richardson, a
bookseller*effected a notable reform by writing his
Pomala, and deHneatmg the character of Sir Charles

any

886,963.40, including 1,139.522

Robinson

of the evolution of the
wd»lr°noIofoal
7je,w
English novel would
lead us to note that it

recollection of so doing.
After a full bearing the signing was
adjudged
valid and Ford was remanded to Me duty on board
tho schooner.
George H. Townshend for Ford.
J. & E. M. Band for Fatterson.
Adjourned to Monday at 3 p. m.

past week is
of lumber.

Gulliver’s Travels.

ftnfd “mS^TT®

WEBB.

drunk and did not know

ne aid ne was

or

,,th®

Dennis Ford, petitioner for habeas corpus. Ford
shipped on board the schocner A rcana. formerly
Jefferson Borden, Capt. Patterson, and now seeks
to have liis shipping dgolared void on the ground
th« he never signed the shipping articles or if

doing,.por

Crusoe,

b®
f.aT0rite of boys to the
worlds end, and ought
tube. Swiit is the
keenest of satirists, and
Gulliver, his great
Tale of a T*b is greater But
Goldsmith s Vicar is pure
gold, without any al-

8, District Court.

BEFORE

as

n°r\ °.f

Millbrldge

U.

day

owe our

Physician and SorgeoD, will be at Falmouth
Hotel. Monday, Nov. 26th, when be will examine all who may call on him, and illustrate
the deep and marvelous insight into the human system,
which has baffled the greatest
medical

Nights

known and read of all children, and never
fail to recall delightful memories
ofgjbildhood
and itsjove of the marvelous. To
this
we
are

WSM&wly

_

worthy

purpose of the novel proper is merely
amuse, but it is often incidentally no less
useful and instructive.. The Arabian

arising
Twenty-five

cents a bottle.
deo4

real ones. So
of the name.

answer

novels

to

whether

other causes.

or

purely

True, the

ohild, softens the gums,allays all pain, relieves
wind, regulates the bowels, and is the best
known

True,

many novels are pernicious and
more 8re weak and silly.
Religious people
have objected to novels ou both these grounds.
But they should remember that the most popular religious book in the language is
nothing
but a novel in form, “Pilgrim’s Progress,” the
characters and story of which are
ficti-

For

Advice

THE CHURCHES OF THE CITY.

Novels, Their Writers aud Headcrs-A.be*"V>* of Bev. Mr. Dalton’s Interesting
Address.

TT"t

Westmoreland, Cobb—38,699
1
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feet.
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Schooner Cephas Starrett, Lawrence—70,092
Geo. S. Hunt & Co., St. Johns, P. K.
Schooner Hattie E. King, Crowley—179,163
l eet. Frank Dudley, agent, Los Palmas.
Bark D. A. Bray ton, Aukley—410,672 feet.
17. & C. It. Millikan, Buenos Ayres.
Bark Levanter will sail this week with a
1 ;argo of Canada pine lumber for Buenos Ayres
I ,nd the bark Ella has been chartered in New
eet.

■

fork to load with Canada pine at this port the
oming week. S. C. Dyer & Co. will forward
t he two above mentioned vessels.
*

Rough Play.
Everett Josselyn, aged about 11, was at play
Thursday with a number of other boys in Mr.
1 Iparrow’s orchard on Whiter street. A larger
' oy threatened him with a strap, and compelld him to climb one of the trees from which
1 ie would permit him to descend only by jump1 ng. The result was a dislocation of the Josseyn boy’s arm at the elbow.

The Pan Tear's

Record of
Work.

Successful

The following review of what has been accomplished by the Protestant churches of Portland in the past year is very encouraging:
The Chestnut Street Methodist chnrch reports its debt of 25 years' standing extinguished, 155 added to the membership and the Parrent expenses met by
pew rent. The Sunday
School haB 672 members.
Christ’s Faith Churob, of which Rev. S. F.
Pearson
is the hard working
pastor,
has
a
record
of
677
meetings
for the year ending Nov. 1st., 1217 signers of
the pledge, 61 baptisms and 402 persons requested prayers. The Sunday School has 15

teachers and 157 scholars. Most of the latter
had not previously attended Sunday Schools.
The Congress Street Methodist church has
entirely freed itself from debt, and reports
such an increase in attendance upon Sunday
school as to make necessary a division of the
classes.
The debt of the Casco Street Free Baptist
church has been extinguished, and the first
payment has been made on the new chnrch
edifice corner of Cumberland and High streets.
a
High Street Congregational reports
prosperous Sunday school, and 10 additions to
the chnrch membership.
The New Jerusalem church is in a prosperous state and supports a State missionary.
Since the Rev. T. A. King assumed the
pastorate the attendance has gained 28 per
cent. Twelve additions to the membership.
Eight additions the past year to the membership of the St. Lawrence street Congregational
church, making 157 during the 13 years of the
pastorate of the Rev. A. H. Wright.
The Vanghan street Methodist church, Rev.
D. W. LeLaoheur pastor, started less than a
year ago with 50 members, now has 100. The
Sunday school has nearly trebled, and attendance upon services has increased from
about 60 to nearly 400.
Rev. F. T. Bayley was installed pastor of the
State street Congregational last March. Since
May, the time oi the first communion, nine
have been admitted to the chnrch by letter,
and 11 on confessien of faith.
The Pine Street Methodist reports a gain of
35 members. A parsonage has been purchased,
and the chnrch is more prosperous than ever

Thanksgivng Day
There will be three sessions Thursday
the

Rink.

the
Portland Roller Skating Rink. That of the
orenoon will be
a
juvenile session. At
ihe afternoon session music will be furnished.

Extra music for the evening session.

at

NEW

The Bethel nhnreh VAnnsls trnnnra 1 nreonnr.
lty and a gain of nine in membership.
The Fiiends meeting announces freedom
from debt, a membership of 80, a Sunday
school of 50 and layge attendance.
Church of the Messiah—Rev. 0. A. Hayden,
pastor, hag within two years reduced its debt
of $11,000 to $6,000, and a gain of 8 members
is reported.
•
The First Universalist, Rev. Henry Blanchard pastor, has gained 10 in membership,
and is oat of debt.
The Abyssinian chnrch (colored) has gained
3 in membership, and the Sunday school is
very prosperous.
Preble Chapel (Unitarian) reports a large
increase of attendance, and the noteworthy
feature of an average attendance of 150
scholars out of a total membership of 175 in
the Sunday school.
St. Stephen's Episcopal church is very prosperous. A membership of 175 is reported;
Sunday school membership, 150.
St. Lake’s (Episcopal) has a gain of 7 communicants, with accessions of 42 in the Sunday
school. Since January, 15 persons have been
confirmed and 30 baptized.
St. Paul’s (Episcopal) has reduced the debt
daring the j>ast year. Since January 48 have
been baptized, 36 confirmed, and 10 received
from other parishes. A gain of 42 has been
made in the Sunday school.
Intfae Faith Work, under charge of Mrs.
AnDie E. Smith, who preaches at Carleton
Hall, 40 conversions have so far been accom-

plished.
The. Young Men’s Christian Association has
nearly doubled its membership within the past
year. There are now 1,100 in tho adult, and
nearly 800 in the boys’ department. Several
conversions reported.
The First Parish, First Baptist, First Lutheran, Free street, Second Parish, and Union
colored chnrch are highly prosperous, but
make no special report.
The Disciples of Christ, Liberals, Spiritualists and Second Advent Society hold regniar
and well attended meetings.
The above review represents only the regniar
growth of the churches, special revival
agencies having been but very little employed.
The pastors of the oity regard the outlook for
the coming ygar as most encouraging.

Saturday eveuiug the
Green & Co., long aud
Portlanders, threw open
their newly fitted up and
in the Brown block. No

shoe firm of

Wyer

favorably known to
to public inspection

elegant establishment
more tastefully ar-

ranged and completely furnished store can be
found east of Boston. The windows have been
most artistically dressed.
Plash velvet of
crimson hue here makes

fine foil for the display of every variety of ladies’ fine boots which
are grouped on Raits’ ornamental window
stands. Signs of burnished metal announcing
“Fine Shoes” are on either side of the entrance,
and in the front of the windows are similar
signs inscribed "Wyer Greene & Co.” A
large mirror,with setting of elaborate design, is
just to the right of the entrance. On the marDie slab below this mirror was Bet
.Saturday

evening

a

handsome

no recollection whatever of having
shipped. Ford was taken before M. P. Frank,
Esq., justice of the peace, who ordered him
committed to jail until the vessel should sail.
He was, however, immediately taken from
jail by Capt. Patterson, of the Arcana, conveyed in irons to the wharf, where the irons
were removed.
Upon the ground that he was
not legally shipped aqd was unlawfully deprived of his liberty a writ of habeas corpus was
issued from the United States District Court,
commanding the captain to deliver Ford to the

S.'C.

tered great resistance from Capt. Patterson,
who tore Ford’s clothes in his efforts to retaiD
him aboard the vessel. Saturday forenoon the
hearing came off before Judge Webb as to the
legality of the shipping articles to which Ford
l.(R

'T’lw.
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COLORED DRESS SILK SALE

bouquet,

present

from

lady friends

of the firm,
In the centre of the store is the cashier’s of
fice, finished in cherry and asli, materials used also iu the counters and drawers running
the length of the store on both sides. Directly
in the rear of this office is a handsome rubber
rack so conveniently arranged for sizing that
any number desired can be at once obtained.
Tins’rests upon ajchest of drawers, 10 or 12 feet
io length, designed to hold men’s and .boys’
heavy boots. A vast improvement, this, over
the usual plan of placing cases of kip boots all

Sarmatian.
Sardinian

Blarjow

...

A

1884

tia, Halifax.

THURSDAY,
Nov. 8

I
I

THURSDAY,
Nov 20
Dec. 6

I

“16
“22

|

J

Nov. 14
“28
Dec. 12

ored Dress Silks at the

price

of

Crowds were in and about the establishment
of opening till late Saturday evening, attracted by the beauty <fl every detail
of fitting and furnishing.
*

Thanksgiving Fare.

All who desire to make satisfactory preparations for oar New England festival would find
the time devoted to a visit to the well-stocked
establishment of W. L. Wilson & Co., corner
of f ederal and Exchange streets, profitably
Their stock of Thanksgiving specialties is unusually largo and varied, aud he
must be fastidious indeed who would be una_
ble to obtain there every essential to an enjoyable Thanksgiving dinner. As their customers well know, the method of
this firm has always been, first, to procure the best of everything in the market, and, then, to Bell at the
lowest figures consistent with high grades of
goods. A partial idea of what they have to
offer can be gathered from the advertisement
elsewhere, but the best plan for every reader
Is to visit their neatly arranged establishment

empj^yed.

and look over the appetizing array.
Everything has been selected with care, and customers stand no chance of getting less than the
tallest value of their money. Messrs. Wilson &
Co. arrange to have their goods arrive in such
manner as to be always fresh and inviting.
■Semi-Annual Dividends.
following semi-annual dividends are
payable in December:
The

Pay-

Names
of

able

Capital

Dee.,

'88.

j
I

On or about
Dee. 1
“16
28

|
|

In
with their custom, the editors of
St.Nicholas have made of the December issue a
specially brilliant Holiday number, superbly illustrated and enriched with the contributions of the
best writers of America. It contains
Nearly One Hundred Engravings,
including a frontispiece printed in colors. The
illustrations accompanying an article on the celebrated French painter of child
pictures, Edouard
Frere, are among the most beautiful ever engraved
for a young folks’ magazine.
*
Maine Reid’s Serial Story
begins in this number, and there are fairj stories by
Frank R. Stockton and Julian Hawthorne,
and scores of other good*things.
Subscription price, $3.00 a year, 25 cents a num-

June, Dec,

—

—

—

*
Sailing of Ike Quebec.
The Dominion line steamer Quebec sailed
yesterday forenoon for Liverpool with 164
lattle, 1308 sheep and a general cargo.

The Sarnia of the same

line is due here to-

night.
The Sardinian of the Allan line Bailed from
on the 15th for this
port via Halifax,
>he Manitoban on the 14th and the Circassian
The Sarmatian sails for Liverjn the 24th.

Liverpool

pool

on

Thursday.

Pears for the

Pfaturv

v

Cumberland Centre, Nov. 24, 1883.
no26

Wanted.

eodlw*

*
who read this to know that Avith little or no
but
with
of
capital
plenty
snap and energy,
they can make from $4 to $10 a day in selling
Christmas and New Years cards, best variety and
only bed rock prices in New England. You can
double
and undersell tbe stores every
your money
time. Bbys
and girls do as well as anyone. For 50
we
send
30
nne
ct8.,
cards, including 6 elegant silk
fringed cards,or for 25 cts. good line of eamples and
price list, order at once, go to work and reap a harvest. B. F. GOULD, 40 Bromfleld St.,
Boston,
Mass.
nov26d3w.
>

ALL

_

HOOP SKIRTS

U.

Bark Fannie

Loring.

No news having been received of the barksntine Fannie H. Loring, which left Philadelphia on the 5th inst. for this port with a cargo
of coal, it 4s feared that she is lost. The vessel
was commanded by Captain Lorenzo Soule, of
Kuightville, with a crew of nine men, and

owned by J. 8. Winslow & Co.
Was 460.21
tons burden and built in Yarmouth in 1872.

PORTA,AND,

RINGS
BROTHERS.
nov20
dlt

$9.00
$10.00

♦

a

energetic

trade,
very
man.

W. H SMITH &

CLOAK
We

ing

can

es-

Easy

CO.,
235 Washington St., Boston.

BINES

at

Apply

RINES

dlt

RUBBER

BEL'
Important

[ N G

PRESSMAN l'or Custom work, immediately.
A
C. M. WATERHOUSE, Merchant Tailor.
uo20dlw*
Maine.

Wanted.
CNAN VASSEBS to sell Eagle Wringers on installmenta. Cod salary or commimon paid. Also
Agents to sell Wildes, Patent Button. Apply
B. B. MART1S. Manager,
35 Temple Street.
aug30dtt
*

to all who use

Belting,

of the
for the choice of five
directors
ensuing year, and to act on any
other business that may legally come before them,
will be held at the office of the company, Railroad
wharf, on TUESDAY, Deo. 4, 1883, at 2 o’clock
p.*m. GEO. L. DAY, Secretary.
nov26dtd

THEabovefornamed
company
the

LINEN HAMERCBIEE SALE

out prices.

will be paid by WM. SENTER k
57 Exchange street, for the
return of an old silver porringer,
marked “S. L. ex don > patris.”

CO.,

nov20

dl*

JPOItTLAND

Assets Over Six million

wear more

than double

J. T.

Policies Non-Forfeitable under

593
oo21

REVERE RUBBER

CO.f

b'
Everything complete,
in largest variety at

«,1.A «rlll

Art Goods

■»_s-

I now have on exhibition, the largest assortment
shown in Portland of Engravings, Photos, Colored Pictures, Cabinet Frames, Ease.s, Panels, Artists’ Materials, Pott ery and all the novelties found
I make a specialty of Engravings
in an art store
and Photos all framed. My large variety enables
all to get suited. All styles of frames made to orXmas
der, including Fine Gold and Bronze.
Cards in endless variety.

s;

or

dtf

snaay rooms, with
86 STATE, COR. GRAY St.
LARGE
oet27

or

without board.
N*
dtf

FOB RALE.

FOR SALE.
two-story house No. 3 Monument street, arranged for two families; each tenement Is disconnected; 13 rooms in house, nice cemented cellar,
Sebago water; in good repair all through; good
gas,
lot. Must bo sold to olose an estate. Apply to N.
S. GARDINER, 93 Exchange street.
nov23d3w

THE

House For Sale.
No. 79
St., (cor. Federal.) EsHOUSE
tate of Mrs. Saihh Tukey.
For particulars,
to
H.
Franklin

TROWBRIDGE, 21 Mechanic

E.
apply
oct23
1

1

■■

St.

dtf

w

Boarding House For Stale
Mills.

Cumberland
Will accommodate 26
boarders and is within five minutes walk of
AT
the
stable attached. Price

mills,
$3200, one-half
eash and the balance on easy terms, lot goes with It.
Address or apply to J. H. Moody, on the premises.
oct26
dim*
DIAMOND ISLAND.
lots bought and sold by
W. J* WALDRON, 180 Middle St.

Building
»ag21

DIEETUiefl.

Notice.
regular annnal meeting of the Stockholder*
of the Basin Mining and Milling
Company of
Tuscarora, Nevada will bo held at the office of the
Company No. 93 Exchange St. Portland, Me. on
the

fourth day of December. A. D. 1883 at 10
o’clock a. m., for the election of officers and transaction of any other business that may legally come
before the meeting.
GEO. M. SEIDERS.

Portland, Not. 3d, 1883.

Secretary.

<few

noT21_

Bison Cloth, Ottoman, Tricotte,
Cardinette, Drap de Alma, Brocade, Bianitz, Plain and Brocade
Velvets, Velveteens and Plushes,
Sealskin and Matelasse Cloakings,.
Blankets and Sheeting Flannel,
Hosiery, Gloves, Underwear, But-

at the office of George P. Wescott, 33 Plum Street, in Portland, on Wednesday
the nfth day of December next, at ten o’clock in
the forenoon to aot upon the
following articles, fix.:
1. To hear the report „f tho Directors and act
thereon.
2. For the choice of nine Directors for the en-

suing year.

3. To elect a Clerk of the Corporation.
To transact any other business that may

4.

legally

come

before them.

WM. H. CONANT, Clerk.
nov20d2w

Portland, Not. 19,1883.

tons &c.

J. M. DYER & CO’S
«ctl

511 Congress Street.

BLACK

eodtf

_VELVETS.

GREAT

Watches, Clocks,

CLOAK MAKERS
We

give employment by the
Ten Experienced Cloak
Makers if application is made at
week

CHAMBERLIN I H0M8TE0

eodtf

DD IT piTATE!
If you want

St.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 1st.

n_1

ME.

Congress

ARE

Jewelry

dlw»

_

are

ever

—

furnished

Stockholders of the Portland & Rochester
THERailroad
hereby notified that their annnal
be held

FERRIS,

POBTLAND,

GAR-

meeting wiil

Manager for Maine & N. H. Agencies,
nov8

S.

Portland & Rochester R. R.

neiM.

J. F.

rooms, single or In salts,
unlurnished at 178 STATE ST.

DESIRABLE
no2l
or

-OF-

respect

173 & 175 Devonshire Ml., Boston.
57 fttende «t., New York.
Factories at Chelsea, Mass.
eodSm
sep2?

STUBBS,

PUBLIC OPENINC

that sum.
The reserve-dividend policies are entitled to the
benefits of the Maine Noth-Forfeiture Law.
They
contain no restrictions whatever upon travel and residency. After three years, they are unrestricted in
to occupation, and ino ntestable. They are
entitled to no dividends in case of lapse or death
prior to the expiration of the reserve-dividend period.
This plan is fully and clearly described in the
Company’s publications, which will be furnished
upon application to the home office, or any of its
agencies. It will be found, upon examination tbat
it possesses especially advantageous features, and
covers all desirable forms of insurance, being particularly adapted $o meet the precise wants of the individual insurer.
859*“ In the hands of active, energetic, industrious
agents, therefore, it canuot fail to be productive of
a large and profitable business.
The Company is ready to negotiate with, and will
make liberal contracts for good territory with.

application.

toN.

THE

equals

on

carv-

Residence,

Occupation.

serve-dividend period.
He may continue to pay his premiums, and receive
in cash the amount of surplus which has been credited to his policy.
He may, if insurable, convert the cash value of the
policy into fully paid up insurance.
He may convert this value into a life-annuity.
He may convdUkthe surplus apportioned to his policy into an annuity to be applied to the payment of
his future premiums.
He may receive the amount of the policy whenever
the reserve on policy and accumulated dividends

the

frames, Swiss

ings, and a good line of imported goods.

This is an endowment at 86, Issued at regular
rates. The reserve dividend period is 16 or 20
years. At the expiration of this period, provided
all the premiums have been regularly paid, the insured may have either of the followiug options:—
Ht may withdraw in cash the entire reserve on his
policy vnth his share of the surplus reserved to the
policies issued upon the same plan duriDg the re-

damp places.
particularly cajl the attention of all Mill owners to this Bolt as being in the end the cheapest belt
they can buy, while the first cost is only about ton
per cent mow than belting made in the ordinary
believe it will

inet

The Union Mutual Reserve-Dividend Plan

We

We

pictures and frames, fine
gold plush, and bronze cab-

THE MAINE NOMRFEITURE LAW.

in

Apply

St.,

To accommodate my patrons, and the public generally, I shall open the
store formerly occupied by
C. F. Davis,
Congress
Square, with a full ard
complete stock of Art

Dollars.

No Restriction-, Upon Travel.
All

room, furnace.

D1NER, 93 Exchange street.nov24dtf

vator. Counters, Tables, Gas and Water, with light
and airy basement all in perfect fepalr. Heated by
a furnace.
Inquire of H. E, THOMPSON 164
Brackett St. where the keys may be found,
oct2
dtf

Incontestable Policies,
or

house, No, 643 Congress street,
DESIRABLE
nearly opposite Park street, contains 10
bath

looms

13ELOW the Post Offloe where ail the large
-D Wholesale Jobbing Houses are located, in dry
goods. Fancy and other Claeses of goods. Fitted up
with two Counting rooms, Brick and Iron Safe. Ele-

Purely mutual.

Oli.

*

TO LET
MAI^E. Store Nos. 117&H9 Middle St.

256 Brackett

our new cloak mak-

Thirty-four Years

This Belting is made up with the usual plies of
Duck and Rubber, and, before putting on the out
side cover, it is stitched in seams one lneh apart
with cotton eord, which has a pulling strength of
fifty pounds. It is then stretched in its plastic
state, *4rawfng the plies so close together, that
with the strong cord with which it 1b stitched material strength is added to the belt, and the stitches
are so drawn Into the plastic rubber, that they cannot wear off on the outside. The outside cover is
then put on seamless, so that it cannot open, as is
the case of Rubber Belting made in the ordinary
way, and the plies being so firmly stitched, as well
as frictioned together, that the belt cannot separate
as many belts made in the old way will, after being
used for a time, especially when run at a great
or

SAWYER, 11).

i. CL

JOHN! JS. De WITT, President.

GIANT BELTING.

lwiiais awvdiu

To Let.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

cbias Steamboat Co.
Annual Meeting of the stockholders

can

to

once.

OFFERING

BARGAINS
—

nr

—

Silverware go to

Rememberthe 3?lace.

RINES BROS’ NEWSTORE
nov26

dlt

ENDOWMENT INSURANCE
-IN THE-

IT A II 111IITITn

in

26 in. Black Velvets
Stubbs AndMcKENNEV THE JEWELER
bottom

Algernon

he will

443

Congress St., Farrington
Block, and 26 Temple
FORMERLY.

All work strictly first-class.

no2Qeodtf

Mutual

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Better than a 4 per cent. Government Bond
a

gives no insurance, pays about 4 per cent,
interest, from which yon may withdraw your deposit at any time, or neglect to make it. It is easier
which

to make money

than to

save

shown

by comparison of results.

THE NORTHWESTERN has paid over S3 300
000 matured endowments.
Besides giving in
surance these policies have returned the
premiums with 4 to 6% per cent, compound interest.
rHE ASSETS OF THE NORTHWESTERN, (in
vested in the most productive and solid seonrties of the country) have earned the past ten
years above paying all expenses and taxes, an
average of 4.27 per cent interest.
rHE SURPLUS OF THE COMPANY over a 4 oer

$3,022,012,
SINCE 1876 THE NORTHWESTERN has done
better by Its policy-holders than any oompany
in the country. It nee^s only to bo known to be
preferred. Its policy-holders increase their insurance in

is

the Northwestern.

LIVE AGENTS WANTED.
The /ihove
T. T.

lu«88

hi

»v us.
“

10
Drops
15
mixed Candy
Two pounds for 35

Gum

He hue in stock also

a

complete

“

“

■ o,
“

*•

“

per

cents.

assortment of

PINE CONFECTIONERY!

Endowment Policies
(or sale by

MERRY, STATE AGENT.

WdH

G.O. HUDSON
13 MARKET SQUARE.

novlG

dtdco26

j

ROLLER SKlTES
Just received a large stock of the
celebrated “Winslow Rink Skate,”
in all sizes. Skates

50c to $6.00 per pair.
Also a fine stock of “Embossed
Pictures.” “Brass Placques” (in
different sizes) to paint.

Ml MIDDLE ST.

C. PAY,
nov23

dtf

STREET,

oct5

!
uuucuiuie wrwps

547 CONGRESS

JEWELER,

Next above Brown’s New Block.

—

Don’t Forget the Plave

Results Accomplished.

reserve

•

SQUARE,

SELLS

it.

Better than Tontine Policies in
other Companies.

AT

—

13 MARKET

premium pays about 3Va per cent, in-

Better than the Savings Bank,

as

C.O. HUDSON MEM THE
—

FOR A SHORT TIME.

at

These Velvets are Elegant and very cheap

Watches cleaned and warranted
for one year only $1.00
Mainspring, the best only $1.00,
warranted for one year.

Street.

run Ik XT

sell yon

prices.

STUBBS BROTHERS

Which at
terest.

*■

Rooms to Let.

HON MUTUAL
Artist materials,
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY. foods,
ottery, and everything in

.

We have just patented a new article In Rubber
Belting which is sold nnder the name of

speed

SJIKROWES,

BUILDER,

It

Portland, Bangor, Mt. Desert and -Ma-

AT

Maas.

Wanted.

TELEPHONE 116.

WIM.

BROS.

—

BROTHERS.

—

Boston,

To Let.

once.

OrCUIAL.

nov2G

CO~

238 Broadway,

TO LET.

Has removal to the corner of Preble and Kennebec street, directly opposite the Portland and Koch*
ester Depot.
an4dtf

nov2G

Special Sale To.Day
AT

Work at your
earn good pay.
partlcu-

seut for 15 cent, and
NORTH M’FG

Portland. Me-

MAKERS.

Tr, Our Giant Belt. .We will Warrant

safe

closing

give employment to several Cloak makers in

rooms.

CHILDREN’S SHAWLS
at

MULHALIi,

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL

TO-DAY we offer as special sale one case Child’s Shawls at 31 cents.
These are chiefly in high colors and are very salable at this season. Prices
are less than such qualities bring at wholesale.

way that it cannot separate.

Steam Grain Mill and Elevator.

nov26dlw

complete Sample

_Saccarappa,

Fine Portraits a;speeiaHy,',

Children’s Shawls 31 Cents.

Samples and quotations furnished

profitable business

A

new Fancy
one can do 80 and

no2(Jdlm

Photographer,

Jersey Jackets at $5.00.
6.75.
Sacks, all sizes,

Ladies’ Dolmans and Ulsters also at

SALE!

wholesale

take our

inciuj-riic

Later in the season it will be in fashion for everybody to advertise all
Winter Garments at less than cosf. We begin special sale TO-DAY to close
ont several large lots.

Satisfaction.

shipping and retail
tablished 12 years,
LARGE
Boston,
and

noy28d8t*

Wanted.
to

LADIES
homes; any

SION PAINTING
M. T.

Salary

Address Box

Me.

lar.,

Description, exLetteringinofan Every
Artistic Manner

trade.

man.

1778, Portland,

NG.

J. NAYLOR.
0. S. AUSTIN.
Churches, Halls and Private Dwellings Decorated
in a first-cla*-® manner, and at short notice. Repairmy30eodtf
ing old frescoing a specialty.

CLOAKS MARKED DOWN.

way.

-AT-

terms.

SELL

“Lavine” to the retail
TO and expense,
to the right

deodtf

length of time. For heavy main belts you will find
it superior to anything made. It is also superior for
Endless Belts, as we stitch the splice in such a

assortment

near
fer an

had experience in a retail store, and is c f good nab its
and pleasant manners. Most be able to give
good
refv rences. Address A. B. C.,’* Press Office.
uov23
d3t

Salesman Wanted

STREET,

FREE

dtf

v

hereby given, that the
subscribers have been dulv appointed E:tros of,the Will of
ELIZABETH I. WEEKS, late of Portlanc
in the County of Cumberland,
deceased, and i».,e
taken upon themselves that trust as the law directs.
All persons having demands upon the estate of said
deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all
persons indebted to said estate are called upon to
make payment to
WILLIAM WEEKS, of Portland, Me.,
MARIA L. WELLS, of Salem, Mass.,
Executors.
no2Gdlaw3wM*
Portland, Nov. 20,1883.

FOR

11

NO.

d Iw

_r

Clerk Wanted.
YOUNG MAN of ability who hts

Fresco Painters,

and

is

good

NAYEOR,

AUSTIN &

These are Winter weight, are strictly all wool, and are the best bargain
we have ever sold in our new Cloak rooms and are an actual loss even from
first cost of materials.

dlt

account ot ill health, 1 have concluded to close
out my entire stock of Goods, therefore to any
and responsible party wishing to operate in the
Grocery business, I will lease my store and sell my
goods at a lower price than can be sold by any other
party, or if the store is not Avanted will sell “and deliver to any parties wishing to purchase
any part,”
or quantity of goods cheaper than can be
put into
their houses according to the quality of the
goods, by
any other persons. All fpersons indebted to me are
respectfully requested to make immediate payment,
“as by so doing it will save expense and the trouble
of learing my business in the hands of an
attorney
for settlement," for I expect to change my busiuess
as soon as practicable.
C. H. BLANCHARD,

in

nov24

A

No. 37 Plum Street.

$9 Jersey Jackets $5

QN
good

cent,

Safely of the

STEPHEN BERRY.

stitchers and bottom,
Address cr apply to
ill AM. -COMING
A CO
*

UST ANB FOUluII.

cl6s7nTout7

Notice

WANTS.

Book, Card and Job Printer,

nor2B

—

Thu

d3t

Cutters,

be-

never

nor28

Patent* promptly and
jul2dtf

ers.

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

St. Nicholas.
accordance

fee. All dealers sail It.
•nov26

to

F. O. BAILED A CO., Auctioneers.

Wanteti-Experienced Shoe Help

fore been offered for less than SI.25
per yard, and we positively assert
that no such Bargain in Silks has
ever been shown by us.
The lot
comprises a full 'assortment of
shades, but none of them can be duplicated by us at this price, and all
who think of buying a Colored Silk
should not fail to call on us at once,
as no such opportunity will occur

The Christmas Number
OF

relating

unparalelcd

IVIsjny of these Silks have

__

Dividends,

Dec. Companies.
1883. 1883.
1—Calais 6s, '91....8100,000
3
3
1 —Campobedo Co. mort. 6e,
1901. 110,000
3
3
l—Lewiston City 6s, ’88. 100,000
3
3
l—Lewiston 6s.Principal
1—Maine State 6s,June,’89,2,330,000 3
3
t—Portland City 6s. ’90
It. B,. 100,000
3
3
l-Portland City 6s,’87 bld’g 326,000
3
3
1—York Mills. 900,000
0

KST*AU

business

faithfully executed.

OS CTS. PER YARD.

ment.

from.the hour

American A Foreign Patents,

place on our counters ToDay fifty pieces 20 and 2i ineli Col-

For passage applv to LEVE A ALDEN, General
Passenger Agents. 16 State St., Boston, and E.A.
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St., T. P. MCGOWAN.
422 Congress St., or for passage or freight to H. &
A. ALLAN. Agents, No. 1 India St., Pori land.
nov24
dtf

—

—

u:... n.n._n_j

From Portland

|

,
•

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY. Not. 27 and
a. m. and 2Mi P- m. each day, at our
rooms 18 Exchange street, a large line of elegant
Dinner and Tea Seta, in French and Ivory China,
best English Table Ware, Plain and Decorated,
Rogers’ stiver Plated Ware. Knives, Forks, Spoons,
Casters and Imported Lamps, Glass Ware, &o., &c.,
without reserve on above days.

“13

Portland Fortnightly Service.
From Glasgow,

or

ecuted
and at short notice.

|

Manitoban...
Scandinavian
Waldensian.,

ment.

Mr. Geo. E. Atkins, who has had some 15
years’ experience in the various departments
of the business and who has been with Mr.
George M. Elder for the last five or six years
will have general charge of the sales depart-

—

again.

Iullfax

vta

...

STEAMER.

The northeast comer is occupied by a neatly furnished private office, axd
in the opposite corner is a convenient apartment for repairs.
Double settees of great
length and of unique and tasteful design, are a
The
conspicuous feature of the furqishing.
basement is very capacious and well adapted
to the storage of surplus stock. Tke store is

port, Coon., and medium grades, from establishments like Walker, Stacy and Carroll, and
W. E. Putnam of Boston. Also fine boots for
men from the most favorably known establish-

[

Circassian....

about the floor.

heated by steam and lighted by electricity and
gas.. The stock comprises all kinds of ladies’,
misses’ and children’s boots and shoe;, of such
flue makes as Couch and Weisner's, Bridge-

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

We shall

.A

Portland Service

—

OS 28, at 10

No. 93 Exchange St, Portland, Me.

I From Liverpool I 'From Portland

stfaatpr
S1EAMLR.

Briggs,

Herbert O.

ALLAN LINE
and

OF

___

ADVERTISEMENTS.

1883.. Winter Arrangements.

—

China and Crockery Ware, Silver
STREET,
Plated Ware, Lamps, &c.,
Building,
BY AUCTION.
ME.
PORTLAND,
nov24
dGm

bim that a repetition of the offence would result in his punishment. Counsel for Patterson
claimed that he (Patterson) did not know that
they were United States officers, but Judge
Webb informed the counsel that the information he had received was conclusive to his
rniud that the officers informod the captain legally of the cause of their action.

Liverpool, Halifax

SALE

SPECIAL

ANDREWS,

188 MIDDLE
CanalBank

the effect that Ford signed the papers knowingly, and received bis advance, Judge Webb
remanded bim to tbe custody of tbe captain,
at the same time reprimanding Capt. Patterson for resisting the offioers, and cautioning

NEW

AUCTION IALBI.

Counsellor and Attorney nt Lawf

court and do with- him as should be there directed. Deputy United States Marshal Smith
in serving the warrant Friday night, encoun-

a

a

BUSINESS DABBS.

quently

WYER GREENE &■ CO
Clruud Opening of thetr Handsome New
Ntore in Brown BloeU.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Wm. M. Patterson. When arrested Ford stated that be was too drunk at the time he was
induced to sign the shipping papers to be
aware of what. he was doing, and had subse-

before.

<

nt

An Interesting Hearing.
Thursday, a sailor named Dennis Ford, belonging in Pittsfield, was arrested on charge of
desertion from the schooner Arcana, Capt.

dtf

■

ghamberlin!

itt

SPECIAL SALE
-OF-

Photograph

FOE NECKWEAR.

homsteo

OC

Albums.

New and Elegant Styles,
and in quantity and varie-

ty uneqnaied.

%

I have

received direct from
the Importers, a large and elegant
assortment of these goods in all
styles and bindings and offer them
at very low prices.

just

493

Congress St.

mm f Clark,
515

CONGRESS

ST.

octiaeodtf

A large and elegant assortment

GHAS. H. O’BRION, ACCOUNT BOOKS PIANO COVERS,
Excursion
Cheap
At reasonable prices.
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in
—TO

ORANGE

at

—

CO^

FLORIDA.

A Co-operative excursion party
limited to thirty, will leave Boston
ibout January 1st, to be gone five
total expense $150 to
months;
£175, For further particulars
Address
No. 31 SUMMER STREET,
Room 3.
uot24

Boston, Muss,
a3t4tfflT48*
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Specialty,

at

Lowest

Market

Brown’s Wliarf, Portland,IS?1*
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prices
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PIANO and ORGAN'
•

Wnrerooms of

that utay be needed.

322 Commercial Street,
Orders reeelfed by Telephone, No. 644,

low

year

COAL. BLANK BOOKS

Domestic Coals
Prleea.

nstonlshlnrlY

Samuel Thurston
LORING, SHORT k HiRHON
171 CONGRESS STREET.
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8Tree St. Block, POBTLAN1).
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